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THE SECOND GEllMAN EBITIOX.

ti The motive for the publication of ' The Second War of Inde-

pendence in America,' which appeared iii Jauiuiry last, was tlie

earnest desire, by means of a short and conscientious exposition

of the American question, to correct, as far as possible, the

erroneous notions which had been propagated in Germany witli

regard to this unholy conflict. The attention with which every

event in the course of this war is followed, proves how intimately

the sympathies and interests of Europe are concerned in it.

Since the appearance of the first edition some changes have

taken place in the condition of things. Wherever these have

been of any importance, I have communicated them in notes or

additions, and have called attention to their significance, in

general, it may be remarked that the conduct of the war on the

part of the Confederates has been changed. Without seeking

now, as formerly, to check the enemy on the frontiers of the

Southern territory, it appears to be the intention of the Southern

Government to draw him into the heart of the South ; for there

the South will be able to oppose him, deprived of the protection

of his navy, with equal arms and with greater prospect of success.



IV TREFACE TO SECOND GERMAN EDITION.

The lack of authentic information at that time was a sufficient

f(round for the publication of tliis vohime. In consequence of

the total suspension of postal communication between the South
ud Europe, no accounts of transpiring events were able to reach

us; and thus the people of Europe were able to base their

judgment only upon statements both one-sided and coloured to

suit party-purpose. The present condition of the press in the

Northern States, however, is a still greater inducement for a

caution against the credibility of all news emanating froni that

source. From the beginning, the South has suffered severely

from the difficulty of postal communication with Europe, as the

North has by this means been enabled to deceive the nations of

Europe. At the present moment, the state of affairs is far more
aggravated. The Northern Government have issued a procla-

mation, prohibiting the publication of a word with reference to

the events of the war, without special permission. And when
it is borne in mind that the Federal Government are pledged to

crush the rebellion by May I, in order to avert European inter-

vention, it will appear evident that no news favourable to the

South can be expected from the North. We shall, however,

now be able to estimate the value to be attached to Northern

accounts.

On many sides regret has been expressed through the press

that no special examination had been made of the question of

Slavery in the former edition. I have, therefore, determined to

add, as a supplement, a particular chapter on the condition of

the slaves in America. This chapter is limited, however, to the

actual condition of the African slaves, with brief reference to the

question of emancipation. The moral side of Slavery I have

left undiscussed.

No one who examines well all the circumstances can, in the

face of these brief intimations, fail to be convinced that the

North, in inscribing emancipation of the slaves upon its banner

f
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as the cause of the war against the South, has acted with an

entire disregard of truth ; and tiiis, in order to win tlie approval

of the P:uropean States for its war of conquest, and to frustrate

the recognition of the Southern States as an independent power,

or at least to delay it as long as possible, for the sake of self-

preservation. An impartial examination of the action of the

North towards its own emancipated slaves, which have not been

made equals of the whites, and the endeavour, which it has

never attempted to conceal, to disembarrass itsei; of the eman-

cipated negroes, favoured with only inferior rights, by sending

them beyond its borders, will prove to the conviction of anyone

that it is out of no considerations of humanity that the North

is induced to raise such a ' hue and cry ' about Slavery in the

South. On the other hand, it will be evident to those whose

attention is directed to the peculiarities of the country and the

character of the negro, that an emancipation of the slaves, in

their own interest as well as in that of the country, could not,

with any degree of reason, be efifected by a sudden and hasty

act ; but that in all cases, supposing emancipation to be desir-

able, well-matured plans of transition would be necessary to

elevate the negro-race, so far below the whites in the scale of

developement, to a condition for enjoying liberty, without certain

destruction to itself and to the country. The Abolitionists would,

without any sacrifice on their part, consecrate the country and

its inhabitants to destruction for the sake of an idea, and would

ajjply to a condition, which they characterise as a malady, a

radical cure which they refused to apply to their own body, as

long as it was suffering from a similar one.

The want of accurate and true representations of the causes

and objects of the war, because all accounts emanated from the

North, has influenced the press of Germany warmly to espouse

the cause of the Federal Government. It is, nevertheless, un-

deniable that the press has recently been more enlightened; but
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VI PUKFACt: TO SECUND OKRMAX KDITIO.V.

Still prejudices, oace awakened, have remained, as it was tlu-

impression in Europe that the abolition of Slavery was the great

humanitarian object of the war in America. In confirniation of
my own views upon the American question, I refr-r to the letter

of Captain M. F. Maury to Admiral Fitz Koy. The writer, who
is well known throughout Europe for his extensive scientific

attainments, giv.'s a clear .statement of the origin of the difficulty,

criticises the measures of Lincoln, and exposes the resources of
the South and the reasons for its eventual success.

With a quiet conscience, therefore, may T leave the final de-
cision about this war to the intelligent public, who know very
well that the feiults of State Government cannot be corrected by
hnlllant theories. I may now lay aside my pen with the con-
sciousness, e(iually free from over-estimation and self-praise,

that I have fearlessly followed the voice of truth in contributuig

my mite, as in duty bound, to the welfare of my native land.

°

Berlin: March 28, 1862.
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INTRODUCTION.

-*<>»-

The interest evinced by the British public for everything per-

taining to the war in America, and the success which the

* Second War of Independence in America ' has obtained in

scientific and political circles in Grermany, have induced

Mr. Hudson to reproduce it in England. The second German
edition has been made the basis of the English, some points

being treated more in detail, while others, perhaps too elemen-

tary for this stage of the American war, have been omitted.

The constitutional right of secession is developed at length,

and no point of discussion has been omitted ; while the author

has given special prominence to the historical foundation of

the right.

The causes which led to the exercise of this right will be

found all duly arrayed, and prominent among them the original

antipathy and antagonism of the Northern and Southern colo-

nists, and the influences which have tended to keep these alive

and active. Indeed, when '/e seek to determine the true

character of these two nations by the experience of the present

war, we are astonished that they could have lived so long under

the same government. This difference was one of the principal

reasons for the ardent attachment of the Southern people to

the doctrine of ' State Eights.' All the elements of distinct

national life being present, the South, plastic from the heat

of political passion and war, has been moulded by her leaders

into a nation as complete in all that is essential to the name, as

though she were as old as the ' Celestial Emi^ire.'

The subject of Slavery is briefly but fully treated. Here the

author has avoided no question but that of the abstract right or

"-C
B



2 INTRODUCTION.

wrong involved, deeming, very properly, this to be a point the
discussion cT which not being practical would be barren of
results. He takes a great fact, and treats it in its practical

bearings, leaving to time the solution of those problems which
can never be determined by theoretical discussions, by fanatical

abuse and interference, or by treaties which could never have
any practical effect if made. This portion of the work embraces
an historical sketch of African slavery in the United States, and
an exposition of the legal condition of the negro (free and slave)

in America, thereby utterly confounding those calumniators of
the South who have proclaimed the slave to be in the Southern
code only a 'chatteh' Unfortunately, the European pubHc
seem to have been led, certainly not by the authorized organs of
the Confederate States, to believe that the South was prepared
to allow the condition of her negro population to be determined
by the European powers. Nothing could be further from her
intentions, since the question does not Ml within the jurisdic-

tion of the powers delegated to the Confederate Grovernment.
Moreover, it would be an endorsement of all the calumnies of

her enemies, the admission that Europe knows her internal

condition and interests better than herself, and is actuated by
higlier motives of humanity ; and finally, it would be a relin-

quishment of the dearest right of sovereignty, impossible to a
proud and sensitive people.

The unparalleled growth of the United States in wealth,
population, and power has been viewed with varied feelings by
the different countries and classes of Europe. According to the
peculiar interests or policy of the governments and people, or
the political theories which happened to prevail with a given
class, have opinions been formed. Upon the whole, the Union
carried with it the moral weight of success, except with a few
far-seeing thinkers. This mighty empire fell hopelessly at a
time, when even inen hostile to its political ideas were upon the
point of acknowledging its success. The great majority in the
South had long seen the approach of the catastrophe, and were
divided only as to the best time and means for securing them-
selves from a government that was fast becoming a tyranny of
the most oppressive character. At the time of the seceRsion of
the Southern States, there was a party, largely in the minorit}^.

f
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J INTRODUCTION. 3

which thought that the appropriate time for separation had not
arrived, and that in case of war the South, being unprepared,
would be at a great disadvantage. In this party was to be found
what of sentiment for the common history still existed, together
with those interests which in case of a war are always the first

to suffer. The right of secession was doubted by no party in the
^ South

;
it was with all purely a question of time and expediency.

The secession of the South took the North by surprise, which,
not at first appreciating that it was more than the impulse of
sudden passion, affected to consider it as something exceedingly
farcical, of which the South would soon become most heartily
ashamed. How much of this was affected, and how much was
the result of ignorance or policy, it is impossible to determine.
Yet as the idea gained ground that the movement had a real

meaning and a purpose, the Abolitionists who had expressed
their joy to be rid of the South, the more moderate Republicans
who had disavowed any desire to preserve the Union by force,

and the Democrats, who had till then been friendly to the
< South, seeing that great political and -naterial interests were at

stake, united to form that mass of fanaticism, hate, hypocrisy,

and vandalism which has disgraced the nineteenth century.

When the news of the dissolution of the Union reached Europe,
there was, in England at least, a feeling of relief; for every
trace of conservatism had disappeared from the Grovernment

;

while the foreign policy had come to be determined by the

foreign population and the party of ' Manifest Destiny ' at the
hustings. Under the influence of the lawless and socialistic

elements from Europe, and the extreme democratic ideas preva-
lent in the North, the right of suffrage had lost its dignity, and
political power had passed into the hands of those least capable

of using it well. There was one party in Europe that saw tbe

dissolution with deep and unconcealed disappointment. With
the fall of the Union were lost to the party of revolution its

hopes of powerful aid from that quarter, for removing the

remaining r-'istrictions upon their theory of universal equality.

They had always hated the South, but now their hatred knew no
bounds ; and, with the Republican party of the North, they

demanded a war of extermination. A misconception as to the

true character of the Union produced at first coolness on the

B 2
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• INTRODUCTION.

part of +he Conservatives, the natural allies of the South, which
has hap|.ily passed away with the error that caused it. The
whole of Europe, misled by the malignant misrepresentations of

the Abolitionists of Europe and America, saw little occasion for

sympathy in the picture of a nation composed of a few cruel

and voluptuous slaveholders, a large mass of * white trash,' and
millions of Africans smarting from the lash and groaning under
the burdens of their taskmasters. Those interested in those

branches of commerce and manufactures which were affected by
the hostilities, naturally looked upon the South as a disturber

of the public peace, asking few questions about the right or

wrong of her actions. If, at the commencement of the war,
the South had a friend in Europe, there was no evidence of the
fact. Some may have Avished her success for political reasons,

but there was no sentiment of sympathy for her cause, and but
little hope that she would succeed in the unequal contest, while
her enemies were confident of her speedy subjugation.

But what are the results of a war of nearly two years?
Considering the populations engaged, and the attending circum-
stances, they characterise it as a war almost unparalleled in
history. All the predictions of the enemies of the South have
been falsified

; while her bold and defiant confidence, thought
to be the result of ignorance, has been more than justified by
the almost romantic success of her arms. We have seen a
government spring into existence, exercising with dignity and
consummate skill almost unlimited powers, without impairing
the liberty of the individual. We have seen a people in the
want of all the appliances of war, and supposed to be enervated
by indolence u.A vice, accomplish all that could have been
expected from a nation with a highly developed industrial and
military organization. We have seen an army badly armed and
equipped supply itself from its rich, numerous, and boasting
enemy. We have seen a nation act as an unit, and find its

strength where friends and foes had sought its weakness. In
fine, every evidence of unity, vitality, courage, perseverance,
and success has been presented to the world ; and, upon the
whole, the South has gained moral as well as physical victories,
and has won the sym.pathy of all who admire heroic spirit, and
abhor treachery, corruption, imbecility, and cruelty. In the
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meantime, she has in\ited the most searching scrutiny of her
internal condition and institutions, knowing, as she does, that

ignorance of these has been the greatest obstacle in her way.
It is highly probable that, had the governments of Europe had
a clear view of the true state of America at the commencement
of the struggle, their policy would have been somewhat different.

Apart from the causes which led to the dissolution, it was best

for the world and for America itself that disunion should have
taken place ; for the idea of future irresistible power, and the

absence of all conservative restraints, would soon have rendered

peace impossible ; and had the warlike enthusiasm of the com-
bined nation once engaged it in war with a foreign power, it

would have been the bloodiest of history. For America it was
best, since the political system was fast demoralizing the people

;

and the only hope was in the formation of two governments, by
which a balance of power might be created on that continent,

and with it more conservative political endencies. Besides, the

territory of the Union was too large to be longer well-governed

;

and this of itself would have made dissolution inevitable.

War has its evils ; but, upon the whole, a long peace has evils

perhaps equally great, which can only be remedied by war.

In addition to the ill effects of a too-long peace, America had
peculiar necessity for internal war, in order that the political

and material forces of the continent should be measured, both
for the benefit of herself and of Europe, as upon this point the

ignorance seemed to be almost universal. Viewed in this light,

it appears, then, that disunion was inevitable and desirable ; and
that war was necessary as a solid foundation for a long peace,

undisturbed by those quarrels which take place between neigh-

bours unacquainted with the horrors of a war brought home to

themselves, and ignorant of their mutual strength. Great

Britain, for obvious reasons, felt the deepest interest in what
transpired in America. It was the fall of her great future rival,

the peculiarities of whose diplomacy she had learned to appre-

ciate, and whose cotton-fields would have been so potent for evil

in the event of war. She saw that America, under the political

guidance of the North, would inaugurate that system under

which her own industrial grandeur had been built up, and

which she has so recently learned to be a ruinous error.
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Trembling for her commercial sceptre, her relief must have
been more profound than has ever been acknowledged. The
question of the blockade came up and lessened somewhat this

sense of satisfaction, in itself perfectly justifiable. But Man-
chester had studied political economy, which teaches that
' supply is regulated by demand.' And there were India, and
Egypt, and Turkey, and Brazil, and Australia, and the West
Indies, and Central America, and Mexico, and Africa, all ready
to take part in this great plan for emancipating British industry
from the American ' monopoly.' Besides, a blockade of the
Southern ports, it was seen, would relieve the market of the
excess of cotton cloths, and though a slight violation of Man-
chester philosophy, if not continued too long, might act benefi-

cially as a stimulant for opening new cotton-fields. It has long
been the dream of England to become totally independent of
foreign countries for the supply of raw material for her manu-
factures, and it had always been especially galling to see herself

dependent on the United States for her chief supply of cotton.

This feeling had extended to the system of labour itself which
produced it, and explains, much more than the English them-
selves are perhaps aware, their special hatred to negro slavery
in the South. The South had also imprudently expressed the
hope that the necessity for cotton would force England to

prevent the blockade of her ports, and it was easy to see, by
consulting the expressions of the various organs of public
opinion at the time, that the English people felt it to be almost
a national insult to suppose that they would be influenced in
their political course by interest. It is difficult to conceive that
England has been influenced as much by the threats of the
Government at Washington as the world has been led to
believe.

The idea that England, hating the institutions of each sec-
tion, calmly awaits the ruin of both, is inconsistent with her
character for humanity, and a clear view of her own interests.

Though a rival, they have furnished her with the best market
in which to buy and sell, and it is impossible to see how their
ruin could result in her benefit.

The opinions of those who maintain that action of any kind
whatever on the part of Europe, with regard to America, would

i
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INTRODUCTION. 7

only tend to lengthen the war and increase its bitterness, are

not justified by experience or history, and are contrary to public

opinion in America.

The commercial interests have been quieted by the repeated

intimation of the danger of a war, a danger existing only in the

imagination of the timid, or of those totally unacquainted with

the Yankee character. Those engaged in manufactures have

been told that no action short of war would relie^'e their suffer-

ings, while their fears about the destruction of their intere.sts

were quieted by the hope that the misfortune would be of short

duration.

The Radicals did not desire the termination of the war, their

motto being sympathy and alliance with the North.

The war in America means not only the loss of that great

political power so necessary to the North for her commercial

and industrial schemes, but it means the loss of the very foun-

dation of her naval and industrial greatness. The loss of the

West will soon follow that of the South, already accomplished.

It is useless for England to seek to make a friend of this people

without a nationality; it is impossible. Their interests are

diametrically opposed to hers, and of this the Morrill Tariff is

a sufficient confirmation. Politically, she will gravitate any-

where else than towards England.

Observed from the point of their geographical relations,

climate, productions, stage of industrial developement, origin,

character, and political interests, one cannot fail to ue struck

with the community of interests between Great Britain and the

Confederate States. The one a great manufacturer and im-

porter of raw materials, the other a great producer of raw

materials and importer of manufactured articles ; the one

possessing a great commercial navy, the other producing in

quantities, whose increase is hardly to be limited, all those

products most adapted to the support of a large commercial

navy ; the one rich and mature, the other young, but full of

ardour and enterprise, descended from England, speaking her

language, possessing the same laws, and, for the most part, hold-

ing the ^ame political ideas. The importance of the countries

on the Mississippi and around the Gulf of Mexico to Eng-

land, needs no explanation ; but, to make them fully available

I
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for her purposes, it is absolutely necessary that a powerful
and well-ordered government should exist in the Southern
States, the policy of which should be dictated by their obvious
interests, and not by those of New England. Certain social
accidents, conflicting with opinions that have gained ground
only within the last sixty years, are thought by some to be
sufficient to vitiate the benefit of this mutual interest. Nothing
could be more false, and a more intimate mutual ac(iuaintance
would prove its falsity. Those who believe that it is the duty
of England to demand conditions from the South in her present
difficulties, may be referred to the result of the contest between
Boreas and the Sun, of which a lonely traveller was the object.
Free Trade is obviously to the interest of the Confederate States,
yet there is reason to fear that, should the war continue, the
Government of the Confederate States will encounter great
difficulties in carrying out this policy, since the blockade*" has
compelled the South to manufacture for herself. Large amounts
of capital have been forced into this channel, and when the war
ceases this must, without protection, become a total loss. It
may well be asked, whether it would be just to sacrifice those
who have saved the South, for the interest of those who saw the
blockade— the true cause of the great length of the war—go
mto force without a protest. The wedge once introduced, we
should m all probability have the history of the protective
system of the old Union, which sprang up in this way, re-
enacted. The large national debt would also operate in the
same direction, and have a stronger ground for its defence in
the fact that it would lighten in a high degree direct taxation.
The most important industrial considerations arising from the

war, and consequent blockade, are the effects upon the cotton
mterests of Great Britain and the Confederate States. Allusion
to this subject must naturally be very incomplete here, as a
careful mvestigation of all the questions involved would demand
a separate volume.

A little over a century ago commenced in England that series
of inventions which render it the most important era in her
commercial history. Coincident with the improvements in the
machmery for spinning cotton and weavim? cottr.ii cloth -am-
into operation the improvements in the application of 'steam

^ I
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power. Immediately after the above-mentioned inventions for

the manufacture of cotton, followed that of the cotton gin, for

separating the wool from the seed, an invention destined to

revolutionise commerce. This gave the first impetus to the

culture of cotton in tlie South, the rapid developement -^f which

furnishes the most remarkable facts in the history of indMetry.

Before the commencement of the cotton trade between Europe

and the present Confederate States, the manufacture of cotton

had slowly but steadily increased in England. The importation

of cotton wool amounted in 1795 to 22,600,000 lbs., of which

only 100,000 lbs. came from the East Indies. The cotton gin

was introduced in 1793, and in 1794 l,601,760lbs. and in 1795

5,2 76,300 lbs. of cotton were exported from the South. The

total quantity of cotton exported from the South to Europe

in 1860 was 1,767,686,338 lbs., valued at 191,806,555 dollars.

This estimate of value does not of course include that of

1,000,000 of bales retained and consumed mostly in New Eng-

land. This gives an additional 500,000,000 lbs. to the cotton

production of the South, which may be valued at 50,000,000

dollars. The amount of capital invested in the manufacture of

cotton iu Great Britain in 1787 was 1,000,000^., the number of

operatives employed being about 60,000. The total import of

cotton into Great Britain in 1860 was 1,390,938,752 lbs., of

which 1,115,890,60811)8. were imported from the United States;

204,141,168 lbs. from the East Indies; l,050,7841bs. from the

West Indies ; 17,286,864 lbs. from the Brazils ; and 52,369,328

lbs. from all other countries. Of the whole amount imported,

1,140,510,1 12 lbs. were retained for British manufactures. The.

declared value of cotton yarns and goods exported in 1860 was

44,104,636^, being about 4,100,000/. less than in 1859. The

cheapness of cotton goods, as well as the enormous increase in

the wealth of the country produced by the cotton trade, has

been a source of incalculable benefit to all classes, and to all

branches of industry. This cheapness of one of the principal

necessaries of life has raised the standard of comfort and caused

a greater demand for luxuries, affording increased means for their

gratification. This fact applies not only to Great Britain, but

to all other countries where cotton cloths are largely consumed

;

so that cotton may be considered one of the greatest agents for
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increasing commerce and extending civilization. It is an imdis-
puted fact, tliat tlie steady and rapid increase of the production
ot cotton in tlie «outh, its convenience to the British manufac-
turer, and its cheapness and superior quality, have been the
causes of the great increase in this branch of British industry.

_

There being no way of accounting for the position of Americam the cotton trade, except by the operation of natural laws, it is
of great importance to ha. e these clearly in view in discussing
the general question of the cotton supply, the results of the
American war, and the possible effects of the blockade of the
Southern ports upon the future of the cotton trade.
The cotton plant is not an indigenous growth of the Southern

fetates, having been imported from the West Indies in 1621 It
was first cultivated upon the Southern coast, but its culture has
gradually been extended northward, until it forms the principal
article of export from eight of the Southern States ; and, great
as IS Its production, there is every reason to believe that, without
a revolution in the industry of the Southern States, it may be
almost indefinitely increased.* In the extension of its cukiva-
tion northwards, the plant had to become acclimated

; but such
was the natural adaptation of the soil and climate to the growth
of those kinds of cotton demanded by commerce, that the
quality of the cotton has been greatly improved. The exact
part played by peculiarity of soil is difficult to be determined,
yet 1 IS well known that soils otherwise equally good are not
equally adapted to the production of cotton. The influence of
soil has nothing surprising in it, since it has long been observedm the case of tobacco, wine, coffee, and tea; it is, however,
difficult to separate this influence from that of climate, but
there IS no doubt that it exists, and, in all probability, has
something to do with the superiority of American cottons. Themost important advantage which America possesses is its
climate combining, as it does, the characteristics of the tropicaland of the temperate zones. During the season for the growthand maturition of the plant, the warm, moist winds from the
Cxulf of xAIexico equalize the temperature, and occasion, as a
rule, an abunda.nt but not excessive fiill of rain, so necessary to
Its successful cultivation. To those well acquainted with the

* Consult Introduction to ' The South Vindicated.' WiUiams.
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conditions necessary to the successful culture of cotton it will
be obvious, that a climate sulyect to long droughts, alternating
with a superabundance of rain, are entirely unsuited to its

culture, as, under these circumstances, almost all the pods will
be *shed,' or stunted in their growth. During the* picking'
season the quantity of rain should be extremely small, and the
weather clear and cool, which is true of the climate of the South
for the greater part of the picking season. The winters, influ-
enced by northerly winds, are often quite cold for short periods,
even as far south as Florida, the fall of rain being, as a rule,
quite moderate. These two circumstances are very favourable
to the fruitfulness of the soil, and the first must diminish, to a
considerable extent, the injury to the cotton plant from insects
during its growth. This is a fiict by no means to be underrated,
for it IS a source of great annual loss, amounting sometimes to
the half, and, in exceptional cases, to almost the whole of the
crop. Fortunately, the loss in America from this source, though
always considerable, is not uniform over the whole cotton region,
or even over the same plantation, so that the uniformity in the
production is not seriously disturbed. There are two disadvan-
tages for the cultivation of cotton in the Southern States,
growing out of the character of the winter season. Unlike most
of the cotton-producing countries of the world, the winter is so
cold that the seed must be sown annually ; besides, the cotton
plant is usually killed over almost the whole of the cotton
region by the middle or last of October. Could the death of the
plant be delayed a month, it would be utterly impossible, with
the present supply of labour, to gather the crops which the area
at present cultivated would produce. It is probable, however,
that this would bring with it a corresponding impoverishment
of the soil. Notwithstanding the comparative shortness of the
season, the average yield per acre of clean cotton is much
higher than in India. The yield per acre varies very much,
even in the same locality, being for the whole South from 200
to 1,000 lbs.

; while in India it is from GO to 80 lbs. This fact
of itself would be sufficient to cause us to doubt the capacity of
India to compete successfully with America in the cotton market.
It is true, that the cotton region of the South is in the summer
season not free from climatic disadvantages, in certain portion
intermittent fever prevailing, while in others yellow fever and

I
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cholera make tlieir appearance at times. The negro ih, liowever,
comparatively little injured l)y the intermittent and Hehlom
attaeked by the yellow fever, and it may for thi.s and other
reiiHonH be considered the natural climate of the negro. As
regards healthfulness, it will compare favourably with any
cotton-producing region of the world, which the statistics of
population conclusively prove. The sparseness of population of
the Southern States, and the fact that it is almost exclusively
agricult i-al, which furnishes one of the most important condi-
tions for enabling a nation to devote itself to a great export trade
in grain, or raw material, are again reasons which increase its

chances of success in a competition with India. One of the
most potent causes of the success of the Southern States in the
cultivation of cotton is to be found in the organization of their
labour, and its relation to capital. This relation of labour and
capital places both under the immediate direction of the most
intelligent class, and renders their operations harmonious and
certain, and, in effect, obtains the greatest results with the least
loss of material and effort. The Southern States have built up
a great railroad system which has cost about 250,000,000
dollars, and this almost exclusively by means of private home
capital. This has perfected her system of internal intercourse,
and brought the whole of her vast territory into rapid commu-
nication with the sea. Tlieir geographical position with relation
to Europe is again of great advantage, enabling them to deliver
the raw material cheaper ; for, when it is a question of the
transport of an article so bulky in proportion to value, distance
from market must always be a matter of prime consideration.
When all these advantages are combined in one country in the
hands of an energetic, intelligent, and skillful people, can there
be any doubt of their superiority above other competitors?
These advantages, together with the vast fields suited to the
cultivation of cotton not yet brought into cultivation, consi-
dered with rciference to the fact of the rapid increa, . >; the
labouring class of the Southern States, enable us to predict with
certainty that, should no disturbance of the existing order of
things take place, they will be more than able to meet the
increased demand of the world. This is rendered more certain
by the fact thui fue Southern States, in the greater portion of

\
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their territory, are not adapted to the cultivation of those tro-

pical productions most likely to draw off the capital of the other
cotton-growing regions from the cultivation of cotton. The
planter ol the Southern States appreciates his advantages to the
fullest extent, and has no fear of foreign coTnpetition ; in fact,

he feels that to a certniu extent the great demand for cotton

has been a disadvantage to the South, for it has tended to

cause the investment of too much capital in this direction.

The country next in importance as a competitor for supplying
Europe with cotton is India. That this is the country upon
which Europe must chiefly depend, as long as the supply from
America is cut off by the blockade, is a fact almost universally

admitted. At the time of the institution of the blockade, India
stood second on the list of exporters of cotton to pAirope. In
1795, the import of cotton from the East Indies into England
amounted only to 100,000 lbs., while in 1860 it amounted to

204,141,608 lbs. Ages ago, India was a centre of the cultiva-

tion and manufacture of cotton ; and at the time of the com-
mencement of its culture in the Southern States, she was an
exporter of cotton goods. At present, she imports from England
cotton yarns and goods, manufactured mostly from American
cotton, to the amount of six or eight millions of pounds sterling.

The same stimulus which was brought to bear upon other coun-
tries was extended to her, and yet we see how small has been
her contribution to the cotton trade. It must be that great

natural disadvantages exist, that the population do not possess

the skill and capital necessary, or that they find the cultivation

of grain, sugar, and indigo more profitable. All writers about
India agree that if she is to be depended upon for supplying

Europe with cotton, a much higher price mnst be paid than
heretofore. Another fact, upon which all the world is agreed,

is that up to this time the cotton supplied by India has been of

a very inferior quality, and, for manufacturing purposes, must
be mixed with the American cottons of bad colour, in the pro-

nortion of 15 to 85, the Indian cottors having all a fine colour.

At present, one pound of Indian cotton yields but twelve ounces
of yarn, while the same quantity of American cotton yields

thirteen ounces and a half. Spinners obtain threepence half-

penny for converting one pound of Surat cotton into yarn.

I
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while they only obtain threepence farthing for converting the

same quantity of American. It has been seen that the cotton of

India is mixed with the inferior American sorts, in order to

improve their colour, which would in a great degree account

for the increased use of the former, and thus place it in the

position of a commercial parasite. This importation of Indian

cotton may also be taken as partially representing the amount
of cotton freed by the displacement of the Indian manufactures,

and not as an absolute increase of its production. There is

nothing, however, which proves so conclusively the want of

adaptation of East Indian cotton to the British market as the

tables of cotton consumption; showing that, of the 524,000
bales imported, only 176,000 or 56,760,000 lbs. were retained

for home consumption, the rest being taken by the Continent.

On account of the want of facts, it is impossible to speak of

the suitedness of the soil of India to the cultivation of cotton.

The fact that it requires from five to six acres of land for the

production of a bale of 385 lbs. is conclusive as regards the

question of ?ductiveness ; but as so many elements enter

into this consideration, we must content ourselves with the

discussion of those which are certain. The climate of India

is purely tropical, and in this fact there is all the difference

between success and failure. Of course, this does not apply
equally to the whole of India ; still it is true for that part

upon which we must depend for some years to come. Mr.
Laing, speaking of the dependence to be placed upon India for

the future supply of cotton, says :
* India has one disadvantage

only, the climate, and that is extreme.' As singular as it may
appear, the cotton seed of the Southern States is exported to

India ; seeming to show that there is an essentia) defect in the

climate, otherwise the Indian cotton must have improved more
than it has after ages of culture. Like the potato, the cotton

plant seems not perfect itself in its native climate. The
purely tropical character of the climate of India, with its

storms, long droughts, and wet season, so disadvantageous to

the cotton plant, is still fevourable to the successful cultivation

of indigo, tea, coffee, and sugar. Even the extreme southern
portions of some of the Southern Gulf States are, by reason of

the more tropical character of the climate, unfiivourable to the

1
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growth of cotton; the plant growing luxuriantly, but the wool
becoming fine and weak. There mr y be provinces in India
which, by reason of their possessing a more favourable climate,
were they developed and brought into communication with the
sea, wo^'ld be able to furnish a better quality of cotton than
has yd been sent to Europe. The province of Dharwar seems
to give some promise, yet the success claimed, if certain, has
been on a small scale, and is not available for saving Lanca-
shire from ruin. We have seen that the Southern cotton States
are as yet sparsely settled, and almost purely devoted to agri-
culture, the principal product being cotton; for, as a rule,

provisions are only raised in sufficient quantities for home
use. We know, moreover, that should bread fall short, the
granaries of the Border States and of the Nortli-West are at
their doors, to supply their wants much more cheaply than
India could supply hers in case of a similar need. India,
with her 200,000,000 of souls, is ever liable to ftimine, and
cannot supply herself rapidly in case of want, and then only at
famine prices. We could easily conceive of such a state of
population that the surplus of land to be employed in the
raising of articles not for food would be very limited. This, it

is true, is not the case with India
; yet the size of the popula-

tion, when considered in relation to the productiveness of her
agriculture, is such, that provisions must be dear, and thus any
crop not cultivated for food must be very profitable. Now,
upon a comparison of the profits of capital engaged in the
cultivation of grain with those engaged in the cultivaaon of
cotton in India, we find that the advantage is largely in favour
of grain; being by some estimated even as high as 50 per
cent, for ordinary times. This would, however, not prevent
the increase of the cultivation of cotton, were it not that other
articles, as mentioned above, came first in order with regard to
the profitableness of their culture. Mr. Laing estimates the
increase of the area cultivated in cotton necessary to meet the
wants of Great Britain at from ten to twenty million acres,

which to the initiated means years engaged in improving land,
and in changing the direction of capital. Writers upon the
cotton supply never tire in their descriptions of the miserable
condition of the Eyot, his want of energy and enterprise, his
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Asiatic stubbornness in adhering to old customs and usages
his partial dependence upon the capitalist, without the advan-
tages to himself and production growing out of a more com-
plete dependence. We are told of Ms want of skill and honesty,
in fact, of his total degradation, and yet Mr. Laing informs us
that It IS upon this class that Lancashire must depend in case
the American supply should be long withheld ; for he affirms
that the European planters find it more profitable to raise tea
and other articles of a similar kind. According to this the
cultivation of cotton by the Ryot is to a certain extent a thina
of habit, want of skill and capital for the cultivation of other
products, the developement of which would rather tend to
diminish the cultivation of cotton in the districts best adapted
to the culture of coffee, tea, indigo, and sugar. The village
capitalist has been pictured as a tyrant ruling without mercy
the Kyot, and cheating the cotton consumer at will The
merchants of India have been blamed because they have not
developed the cotton production as that of other thinog as
though the special mission of the Indian merchant was to^iave
foreseen the American blockade, and the policy of the European
powers,-in a word, to have ruined himself, in order to rescue
Lancashire. Of course the Indian and Home Governments
have been blamed by the manufacturers; the mamitacturers
have been blamed by everyone else, while nobody is really tobe blamed, as nobody could have prevented the result which
has taken place. The blockade has caused all the trouble and
irs removal is the only remedy. The question, as regards
India, has seldom been fViirly stated. It is not whether India
by any possibility, can supply England with cotton, but whether
she can supply it now, and of such a sort as England needs.
Mr. Lamg the best authority who has yet spoken, has given amost decided negative in reply, and every fact yet adduced
serves to confirm this view. Let us, however, admit the
capacity of India to produce such cotton, and of such quantitv
as desired; will she make the endeavour as long as there is the
cast danger that the supplies in America may be brought into
the market? India cannot aiford to furnish her cotton, inferior
as It IS, in greatly increaso^d quantities at former prices; and all
the world knows that, should the supply from America com--
m.nce to flow m. her cotton would ha.e no chance, except in
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the ridiculous remedy of an import tax upon the cotton pro-
duced by slave labour. This would of course result in trans-
ferring the seat of cotton manufacture to the Continent. The
estimates of the amount of cotton available for 186.3 have been
much too large; but even admitting the correctness of the
figures of those who look ruin most hopefully in the face, they
do not represent the amount of relief claimed from them.
For the large amount of manufactured goods on hand must
cooperate with the fear to manuflxcture inferior cotton, in
hindering any activity in the manufacture of Indian cottons,
since the doubt exists that, before the present supply of goods
is exhausted, an infinitely better class of cotton will come into
the market. Even the most hopeful do not claim that the mill-
owners will be able to run their mills with profit ; but that
they may do so without loss. In considering the amount of
cotton to be expected, sufficient stress has not been laid upon
the fiict, that great increase in price has drained all cotton-
growing countries of any reserve which might have been on
hand, so that we must depend upon the crops now maturing
or being gathered. The fVict that the Continent has heretofore
used the greater part of the cotton from India, would seem to
indicate that the increased supply will benefit it more than
England. An examination of all the fticts which bear upon
the question of the cotton supply leads to the conclusion that
we cannot reckon upon the mills working much more than an
average of two days full time during the coming year, should
the cotton of America be kept out of the market so long. It
may be a little more, and yet the ruinous effects will be but
slightly modified. After all, it is sounder economy to support
the operatives than to clog the market with a superabundance
of inferior cloth.

The other sources of supply, furnishing at present about
70,000,000 lbs., are enerally admitted to be incapable of any
very rapid extension. Considering the enormous interests at
stake, it is a source for wonder that the subject of the cotton
supply has been so imperfectly understood in England, and that
in the agony of the present industrial convulsion any portion of
the educated public should seek consolation in stupid ravings
against the system of labour in the Southern States, or hope
for relief for Lancashire from the almost unexplored and
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unorfranized resources of Africa. It seems that, in their hatred
of the South, these advocates of peace or extermination,

according to the mood of the moment, have forgotten that the
want is immediate, that fellow beings are suffering, that proud
wills are being bent, and sensitive hearts broken, and that the

grand question of commercial supremacy is involved ; while they
offer for hope a jtossibility not to be realized in a half-century,

if even in so short a space of time. Do these dreamers and
excited missionaries believe that commerce can be revolutionised
by a sample of cotton and a little platform notoriety? Has it

not long been known that Africa produced cotton indigenously ?

Do these good people forget that Africa is the great slaveholding
country of modern times ? Do they forget that more slaves are

used in Africa as human sacrifices than are exported to the whole
world besides? Have they forgotten the King of Dahomey?
It seems that, instead of the present calamities of England
having been caused by the 'wickedness of usincr slave-o-rown

cotton,' they have resulted rather from its scarcity.

In estimating the stock of cotton on hand in America, the
amount which must have been used for home purposes during
the war seems to have been left out of question. Before
the war commenced, the South manufactured cotton annually
to the amount of 185,000 bales, or 74,000,000 lbs. Since the
war, she could not have consumed in this way less than 500,000
bales. Before the war, the Southern States were large importers
of cotton goods, those manufactured by her being of the heavier
sorts. Since the war, being cut off from her usual supply, and
being neither a cultivator of flax nor of wool to any extent, she
has been compelled to use cotton goods as a substitute for goods
manufactured from those articles. The amount used as a sub-
stitute for leather in the form of roping and coarse cloth must
have been very great, not to speak of that used for tents,

waggon-covers, and the like. Of course, a considerable part of
this will have been manufactiu-ed by hand.
The rapidity with which the supply of American cotton could

be brought furward upon the opening of the blockaded ports
has, it seems, been exaggerated in both senses. The surplus of
the crop of 1860, which is not unimportant, will in all proba-
bility have been packed, and, though retained in the interior,
can be brought forward to the seaboard with rapidity. The
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exact time necessary for the shipowners to get information that
It will be safe to send ships forward, for the latter to reach the
Southern ports, load, and return to Liverpool, must depend
upon whether steamers or sailing-ships will be used in the first
instance. On account of the high price of cotton, and the
necessity for European manufactured articles in the South, it
is highly probable that at first the number of steam-vessels
bringing return cargoes of cotton will not be inconsiderable,
and that, though there is no possibility of any large amount of
American cotton being thrown upon the market at any one
time, still some relief will be obtained from moderate supplies
arriving shortly after the termination of the war. Those specu-
lative interests which have been brought into existence by the
blockade naturally seek to show that an opening of the ports
would bring great disaster upon the country; yet this is

unimportant, when compared with the injury which follows
upon the existence of the blockade and the uncertainty of its
termination.

There is no doubt that a much longer continuance of the
blockade, or a serious disturbance of the labour system of the
South, would be of permanent injury to the commercial position
of England. The war will never be terminated by the surrender
on the part of the South of the objects for which she fights

;

while the North has given every evidence of a savage determina-
tion to do her worst, regardless of the laws of justice, humanity,
and of common decency, so that, whether in suspending all the
rights of her own citizens, in the massacre of prisoners of war,
in warring upon women, children, and defenceless men, in
sacking and burning of towns, in exciting a half-civilized race
to the extermination of a civilized people, in gloating over the
distress of Manchester, or in her forgetfulness of alfthe rules
of intercourse between civilized nations, she but declares herself
what she, by the composition and character of the majority of
her people, truly is, a nation with all the appliances of civiliza-
tion and the nature of savaa-es.

We have seen that the consumption of East Indian cotton by
Great Britain was only 176,000 bales, or about 56,700,000 lbs.;
while the export trade to India in cotton yarns and cloths
amounts to not far from 8,000,000/. annually. These, of course,
must be mostly manufactured from American cotton, so that we

C 2
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may regard it as established that she has obtained this market
by means of the large quantity, superior quality, and cheapness

of American cotton. For a confirmation of this view we have
but to consider that the Indian manufactures, primitive as they

are, have held their ground tolerably well against the capital,

machinery, and skill of Europe ; and this leaves no ground for

supposing that had England heretofore obtained her supply of

cotton from India, her manufactures of cotton would have
attained any great importance, and leads us to believe that,

should tlie supply from America be long cut off or seriously

diminished, she would be driven from some of her best markets.

Tnis applies with especial force to the Asiatic market, the grand
field for the future extension of the consumption of cotton,

which, once opened, would tax the producing power of the
world to the utmost. I have, up to this point, purposely avoided
referring to the distance of India from Europe as a source of

disadvantage in the competition with America in furnishing the
English market with raw cotton. This, though in that sense a
disadvantage to India, would be, in case England lost the advan-
tage which American cotton gives her, an important advantage
for India in the manufacture of cotton, which might transfer

tlie capital of Manchester to the banks of the Ganoes. The
chances of this would be much increased were a decided im-
provement in the staple of Indian cotton to take place, thus,

possibly, enabling her to compete with England in all parts of

the world, even should American cotton continue to flow into

the market. England exct'ls India only in capital, skilled

labour, and cheap coal ; while the extreme cheapness of labour
in India (it being only a fourth so dear as in England), the
ingenious and docile nature of the inhabitants, the superior

climate for manufacturing purposes, and the fact that the pro-
ducer of the raw material, the manufacturer and the consumer
of manufactured articles are upon the same spot, give India
advantages not to be despised. Cheap coal is not an advantage
of great importance; and the want of capital and trained
labour are by no means insurmountal)le obstacles in the case of
India. The extreme jealousy of those interested in obtaining
cotton from India and exteiuling the market there for cotton
yarns and cloths, because of the petty import duty of 3^ and
5 per cent, upon these, will be a sufficient pr. the ques-
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tion is not entirely a speculative one. It is not uninteresting
to observe, how entirely these persons regard India as ' clay in
the hands of a potter.' Surely, if it be true that the affair is

so nicely balanced, it would be a temptation, regarded from the
* Indian point of view,' to neglect for a short time the teachings of
Adam Smith. Mr. Laing, in a letter addressed to Samuel Giles,
Hon. Sec. to the Manchester Committee formed for the abolition
ot the Indian tariffon cotton goods and yarns, writes as follows :

—

' The cotton industry is the largest branch of English manu-
factures, and India is the largest market in the world for
cotton goods. India has also a large native manufacture, which,
although conducted for the most part by primitive methods,
still enters into effective competition with the imported article

over a large area. India, moreover, is commencing cotton
manufacture with all the advantages of modern science and
machinery, under circumstances which hold out good hope of
future progress.

' A cotton factory at Bombay has the advantage of saving
two freights— on the raw material homewards, and the manu-
factured article outwards ; and her labour, even now, after the
great recent rise of wages in India, is at about the same rate

per month as is paid per week iu Lancashire. Coal is dearer,

but this is a comparatively small item in the total cost of the
production of a factory, and the main disadvantage is the want
of that concentration of capital and skill which is found in a
district which has been for years the metropolis of the cotton-

mauufticturing interest of the world. But this is a disadvantage
which diminishes with the creation of every new factory, and,
as regards the Indian market at least, the comparative cheap-
ness of labour and raw material makes the rising iactories of

India rivals not to be despised.

' I admit, therefore, fully the importance, from an English
point of view, of a further reduction of the 5 per cent, import
duty. But if India is to be retained in peaceful and loyal alle-

giance to the British Crown, these matters must be looked upon
in an Indian as in an English point of view ; and the interests

and wishes and the feelings of its 150,000,000 of inhabitants

must be the primary consideration iu deciding how to rnise the

necessary revenue.'

The same high authority has also said that ' our only hope is
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from America/ and the facts bearing on the case tend to confirm
tliis idea

; nor should the evidence of a citizen of the Con-
federate States he received with more suspicion, since the
planters of the South fear no competition, and know that their

interests for a long time to come will be identical with those of

England. Cheerless, indeed, would be their feelings, should
the termination of this war find the capital and labour of

England now employed in the cotton trade scattered and dis-

organized. Concentrated in a small space, the sufferings of this

vast interest must in England be tenfold more intense than in

other countries, and the recovery will be comparatively slow.

Circumstances have broken the effects of the blow upon the
prosperity of England caused by the war in America; but
should the supply of American cotton be much longer deferred,

the chief advantage in the manufacture of cotton possessed by
England over the Continental States will be lost.

Should the war not disorganize the labour of the South more
than it has up to this time, there will be no diminution of
importance in the supply of cotton which she will hereafter be
able to furnish. Should no more of the cotton already gathered
be destroyed, there will be, at least, as much on the plantations

as would amount to a full crop ; and should the war close before
March 1, 1863, the crop for that year would not be so much
diminished by the desolation of the plantations on the coast and
rivers as might be thought, since the large excess of provisions

in the country will enable the rest to cultivate a greater area
in cotton.

The question of the future political relations of India might
here be discussed

; but this, though of great interest in connec-
tion with the cotton question, would lead us too far. It would
be easy to show that, supposing India as capable of furnishing
England with cotton as the Southern States, still, from political

causes, this supply will be, in the future at least, equally liable

to disturbance as that from the South.

The cotton trade of England, gigantic as it may seem, is small
in comparison with what it may become, in case of the continued
prosperity of the Southern States, as it is but in its infancy.

BoLLiNG A. Pope.
LoNDOX : December 1362.

It



THE SECOND WAR OF INDEPENDENCE

IN AMEEICA.

CHAPTER I.

rOLITICAL KELATIONS OF THE STATES OF THE UNION
TO EACH OTHEE.

The first tendency of distinct communities in America to form
political leagues is to be sought for at a period soon after the

settlement of the colonies in New England, about the middle
of the seventeenth century. As early as the year 1607 the

English had phvnted a colony in Virginia, and a few years

subsequently the Dutch one in Ne\v York. It was at a still

later period that the English established themselves in the
region afterwards known as New England.

The presence of the Dutch settlers in New York called forth

a feeling of jealousy on the part of certain colonies of English

origin, which caused them to conclude an offensive and defensive

alliance, to which they g'"'*- the name ' the United Colonies of

New England.' An examination of the character of this first

confederation shows that its provisions were limited to a state of

war, to the relations of its members with the Indians, and to

the rendition of fugitives from justice. In all other respects

the jurisdiction and government of each colony was reserved to

itself. On more than one occasion, it may be remarked, did it

occur that differences arose about the construction of these

simple Articles of Union.*

From this it will appear that the sole motive for union was

* Tucker: 'History of the United States.' Philadelphia, 1856. Vol. i. p. 29.
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In their celebrated Declaration of Indepenrlence the colonists
proclaimed that to their inalienable ri^dits btlon^,' Mife, liberty,
and the pnrsuit of happine.ss; that to secure these rij^dits,

governments are instituted among men, deriving their ''just

powers from the consent of the governed.' liecause these rights
had been violated, the colonies threw off their allegiance to^he
Crown.

When, however, England decided to force the colonies to
obedience, they united, thirteen m number, for their conimon
defence, to offer resistance; and thus commenced the Just war
of independence in America.

Authority for conducting the war, and for providing for the
general welfare of the colonies, was delegated to the Congress of
Philadelphia, known in American history as the ' Old -Jonti-
nental Congress.'

Conformal)!' to these powers, certain * Articles of Confede-
ration

'
were framed and adopted by Congress, which were

intended to serve as the conditions of a permanent union of
the colonies. The ' Articles of Confederation ' which had been
adopted on November 15, 1777, by Congress, would never have
obtained any legal validity or ))inding authority whatever, with-
out the ratification of the individual colonies, as was expressly
declared at that time. For in pursuance of a resolution of
Congress the 'Articles of Confederation ' were sent to the dif-
ferent * colonies, now styled States, for ratification, and were,
at different times during the period between 1777 and 1781,
successively ratified by the conventions of the several States!
In this act we perceive the first open recognition of the sove-
reignty claimed by the individual States. That no doubt
whatever may remain as to the existence of the claim of sove-
reignty by the States, and of their mutual recognition of their
respective claims, it may be well to consider the provisions of
the ' Articles of Confederation.' We read as follows :

* Art. II. Each State retains its sovereignty, freedom, and
independence, and every power, jurisdiction, and right, which is

not by this Confederation expressly delegated to the United
States in Congress assembled.'

No room is here left for doubt. Not only was the sovereignty

* Tucker, vol. i. p. 22.3.
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of each State aoknowlcdnred by nil the others, but, by the um-
eqiiivoca! terms of tliis league, this sovereignty was eiv.i.hutically
reserved to tlie States.

In the meantime, l)etween 177(1 and 1780, t-acli of the
thirteen States, with the exception of New Jersey and Connec-
ticut, whicli still retained the cliarters granted by Charh's 11. in
1()(;2, had fn.ined a new constitution. And, with the exception of
IMassachiisetts alone, every State had adopted its new constitution
hefor.; the framing of the * Articles of Confederation' by the
Old Congress. We know, in fact, that the constitutions of the
States served in a measure as a model for the 'Articles of
Confederation.' And as the States asserted their sovereh^iity
in their constitutions, prior to the adoption of the ' Articles of
Confederation,' it cannot be maintained that the States derived
their sovereignty from the Union.
A clear notion of the nature of this league may be gained by

a further examination ..f the provisions of the 'Articles of
Confederation.' The objects of the league are stated as
follows :_' Art. III. The said States hereby severally enter
into a firm league of friendship with each other, for their
common defence, the security of their liberties, and their mutual
and general welfare; binding themselves to assist each other
aganist all force offered to or attacks made upon them or any
of them.' ^

Is it not evident from this langTiage that, at least here,
there was no idea of a consolidated government ignoring the
sovereignty of the single States ?

*

For the better management of the general interests of the
Lmted States, a Congress is provided by Art. V. whose powers
are subsequently enumerated with the greatest care.

Finally, it is provided by Art. XIII. that ' Every State shall
al)ide by the determination of the United States in Conc^ress
assembled, in all questions which by this Confederation'' are
subniitted to them. And the articles of this Confederation
shall be inviolably observed by every State, and the Union shall
be perpetual

:
nor shall any alterations at any time hereafter bemade in them, unless such alteration be agreed to in a Congress

of the United States, and be afterwards confirmed by the
icgislaturea of every State.'
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The most convincinc. ovidor.ce of the weaknens of the Foderal
<-vonnM<.nt under the « Articles of (Jonfedernti.... ' in the total
aUscnce ot miy provision for c-nforcin- the exection of its own
aws. Not one word occurs with reference to this subject in
that instrument. Nor can it i.o assumed that this power was to
be tnferrrjl, for the Federal Government possessed vo powers
but such as were * expressly delc-^aited to it,' as we have seen in
Art. II. Wo agree entirely with the distinguished statesman
who asserts that the Federal Government was * destitute of even
the shadow of constitutional power to enforce the execution of
Its own laws.'* The reason of this seems obvious. It was
the mtention of the States, in uniting under the 'Articles of
ConfederatK.n,' to secure themselves against external attacks.No doubt was entertained that in the presence of a common
danger they would be induced to cooperate with accord for self-
defence This being then the chief object of the league, it was
hekl to be unnecessary to grant any special power to the Federal
Government for that purpose; particularly when such power
might tend to restrict the exercise of certain rights based upon
the sovereignty of the States. In fact, nothing was more
natural than that in attempting to make themselves independent
ot the English Government, the States should have been chary
of constituting a government at home, with powers which mi-dit
be used for oppressing themselves. We shall see, however tiiat
the provisions of this league were for the most part continued
HI the ' Constitution

' which was framed to replace it.

Experience soon demonstrated that the 'Articles of Con-
federation ' were sufficient neither for the administration of the
general interests, nor for pr.Huoting the general welfiire of the
States, owing to their conflicting interests. In a word the
means were not adequate to tlie accomplishment of the object
proposed

;
consequently, the Government soon fell into decay

no one seemed to take any interest in its success. To remedy
these glaring defects in the Federal Government, deleo-ates were
sent from twelve of the thirteen States, Khode Island rcfusin^r
to participate, to a general convention, which assembled in

* See No. xxi. of the ' Fc.leralist
'
- a oollrrtion of ossavs written in fav-nr ofthe new coustittiUon. New York, 1788. No boftor autlioVitv for the interpreta-

tion of tlie constitution is to be found tlian the ' Federalist.'
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Philadelphia in May 1787, to consult and devise measures for
rendering the Union ' more perfect.' In this convention, which
was presided over by Washington, efforts were made to define
more exactly the relations of the States to each other, as well
as to their general agent, the Federal Government. The most
important task, however, was to remove for the future those
causes for contention, which had in more than one instance already
jeopardised the peace of the country. By reconciling conflicting
interests it was hoped to attain this result. It is evident that
this was an undertaking of no little magnitude. For the popu-
lation and extent of the several States was a fruitful cause of
dispute with reference to th^ basis of representation, as well as
the varied geographical nttu-rons, which gave rise to oft-
recurring difficulties.

Commercial intercourse so ,/as a source of bitter discord.
The States possessing harbours and the facilities for trade in
ships found it to their interest to exclude foreign shipping from
competition with their own. On the other hand, those States
which were less fortunate in thit, respect discerned in the exclu-
sion of foreign ships a decided disadvantage for themselves,
because competition would have had the effect of rendering tne
importation of foreign articles cheaper. These States demanded
the removal of the restrictions against competition. To this the
shipping States replied by refusing to accede to any diminution
of their advantages without full indemnity. An appeal was
also made to the patriotism of all the States to permit a policy
which would result in creating a navy for the United States,
the want of which had been felt so severely during the war.

Finally, after long and tedious deliberations, on September
17, 1787, the convention adopted a new constitution which was
communicated to Congress. The constitution having met with
the approval of Congress, was, in conformity with a resolution
of that body, sent to the States to be ratified or rejected by
their conventions. As will be seen from the table below,* nearly

orlJ-
'°"'^'*"^'''" '''' '^^'^''^ ^'y *^'^ Sfate conveiitioii,s in tlio following

Delaware

Pennsylvania

New Jersey

Georgia

on Decern! )er 7, 1787.

Dpcenil.LT 12, 1787.

December 18, 1787.

January 2, 1788.

JHfT'rm ***S»
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three years elapsed before the constitution obtained the
ratification of all the States.

Jiefore entering upon a detailed examination of the new
constitution, it is necessary to contrast one of its articles with
one of the ' Articles of Confederation.' Art. VII, of the * Con-
stitution' reads as follows:

—

' The ratification of the Conventions of nine States shall be
sufficient for the establishment of this constitution between the
States so ratifying the same.'

We find the following words in Art. XIII. of the ' Articles of
Confederation :

'

—

*And the Articles of the Confederation shall be inviolably
observed by every State, and the Union shall be perpetual ; nor
shall any alteration at any time hereafter be made in any of
them, unless such alteration be agreed to in a Congress of the
United States, and be afterwards confirmed by the legislatures

of every State.'

If we are to interpret the language of Art. XIII. of the ' Arti-
cles of Confederation' literally, we must arrive at the conclusion
that the theory of those who contend tliat the Union was a
thing which could never constitutionally cease to exist, is devoid
of all foundation in fact, and eminently absurd. For it is

provided by this article, that any alteration may be made to the
* Articles of Confederation' by obtaining the consent of 'the
legislatures of every State.' And as no prominence over the
other articles is given to that provision which declares that ' the
Union shall be perpetual,' the conclusion is inevitable that,

under one condition at least, the unanimous consent of all the
States, that provision might be cancelled, and the Union would
be at an end.

But we must not stop here. How are the facts to be

Connecticut cu , Januaiy 9, 1788.

MaHsiiehusetts • February 6, 1788.

Maryland . April 28, 1788.

South Carolina . May 23, 1788,

New Hanipsliiz'o , Juno 21, 1788.

Virginia June 2G, 1788.

New York . July 26, 1788.

Nortli Carolina , November 21, 1789
Ehodo Island May 29, 1790.
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accounted for, that in direct contradiction to Art. XIII. just
cited, the new constitiition in Art. \1L declares that not the
unanimous consent of all the States, but simply the ratification

of nine States, should be sufficient for dissolvini,^ the Union ?

Unquestionably, the notion of individual consent on the part of
the States lies at the foundation of it. The fundamental idea
that the 'Articles of Confederation' constituted a treaty, and
nothing more, between independent and sovereign States, was
firmly established in the convictions of the people. And it was
believed here too that, as in the case of treaties generally, a breach
of one article is a breach of the whole treaty, and in this case,

one party to the treaty failing in its obligations, the others are
left free to consider themselves liberated altogether from the
compact. Indeed, one of the able commentators in the
' Federalist

'
* confirms this view. Pie says :

' Should it unhappily be necessary to appeal to these delicate
truths (i. e. the principles regarding treaties just enunciated)
for a justification for dispensing with the consent of particular
States to a dissolution of the federal pact, will not the com-
plaining -- J find it a difficult task to answer the multrplied
and important infractions with which they may be confronted?'

Is not this language sufficiently unequivocal ? Here the right
of nine States to dissolve the Union is assumed as self-evident,
by reason of their sovereignty; but, to avoid all appearance of
illegality, the right is further based upon that most general
principle of treaties between foreign nations. These are the
words of an eminent advocate of the new constihition, to prove
that there was nothing unconstitutional in disregarding Art.
XIII. of the ' Articles of Confederation.'

Facts show that in practice, at least, this doctrine was fully
recognised. By reference to the dates of the ratification of tlie

constitution by the conventions of the States, it will be seen
that the first secession from the Union took place on the part
of Delaware, on December 7, 1787. Successively eight States
more seceded, till on June 21, 1788, nine States having given
their adhesion to the constitution as required, a new Union
came into existence. But there was left the old Union, consist-
ing of the States of Virginia, New York, North Carolina, and

* Federalist, No. xliii.
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Rhode IslaDd. Subsequ. ,tly three of these States seceded to
the New UDion, and so Khode Island was left alone, and did
exist for SIX months and six days as an independent sovereign
btate, in no way constitutionally bound to the ' United States"
From May 29, 1790, however, the new Union consisted of

all the thirteen original States, and the constitution was in
lorce among them all.

A general idea of the constitution may be gained from the
following summary of its provisions. The words of the pre-
amble express distinctly the objects for which the constitution
was framed. These are ' to form a more perfect Union, establish
justice, insure domestic tranquillity, provide for the common
defence, promote the general welfare, and secure the blessino-.s
ot liberty to ourselves and our posterity.'

*

Art. I. establishes a Congress, to which certain powers are
delegated, they being most carefully and accurately enumerated

Art. II. provides for the office and duties of the executive,
whilst it expressly designates the authority and extent of
authority conferred upon the President.

Art. III. regulates the judiciary of the United States.
Art. IV. defines more exactly certain relations of the States

to each other, as also to their general agent, the Fed. . al
Cxovernment.

Art. V. relates exclusively to the manner of amendincr the
constitution.

'^

Art VI. acknowledges the validity of certain claims against
the old confederation, and characterises the constitution as the
supreme law of the land, and requires certain officers of the
States as well as of the United States to be bound by oath or
afhrmation to support the constitution.

Art. VII. makes the validity of the constitution depend upon
the consent of each individual State.

Two points of difference between the ' Articles of Confede-
ration ' and the constitution suggest themselves at the first
glance. Firstly, among the enumerated powers of Concrress
that of making laws to carry into execution all powers vested in
the federal Government by the constitution. Experience had
taught the people of the States that such power was necessary
for the Federal aovernment. Nor was there anything repulsive
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in the idea of it. On entering into this new league, it was but
reasonable that the States should consent, and desire to have
the terms of the pact fulfilled.

This was both wise and just. It would have been prepos-
terous for a State, having entered into the Union under certain
conditions, to have allowed these conditions to be violated by
its citizens, whilst remaining a party to the league. As might
naturally have been supposed, the power to act upon individuals
directly was accorded to the Federal Government, as being the
most practicable and most expedient way of enforcing observ-
ance of the constitution. This was too a matter of convenience
for the States generally.

Secondly, we miss in the constitution that clause of the
'Articles of Confederation' which provides that 'each State
retains its sovereignty, freedom, and independence ; and every
power, jurisdiction, and right, which is not, by this Confederation,
expressly delegated to the United States in Congress assembled.'

Can any misconception arise from this omission ? We think
not. No declaration of independence or sovereignty was needed.
This had been achieved by the war with England. Equally self-
evident was it, that none but delegated powers could appertain
to the Federal Government. The Federal Government was the
creature of the State-sovereignties, and could only possess
attributes conferred by these States. Gradually, however, a
party sprang into existence which advocated a consolidated
general government, and desired to see this centralised at the
expense of State-sovereignty, State-rights. Short-lived as was
this party, the Federalists, it succeeded in arousing the fears of
the States, lest the Federal Government should as'sume powers
not belonging to it. The result was that about six months after
the Constitution had gone into operation, this reservation of
non-delegated powers was expressly declared in Amendment X.
to the Constitution.*

* Immediately after the meeting of the first Congress, the amendments to the
Constitution were passed with tlie following preamble :—

'The Conventions of a number of States having, at the time of their adopting
the eonstitution, expressed a desire, in order to prevent misconstruction or abuse
ot Its pow.>rs, tliat furlher declaratory and restrictive clauses should be added • and
.^ extending the ground of public confidence in the government will best insure
the beneheent enda of its iustitutiuns, iherefore, Kesolved &c.'
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Upon consideration it appears that the intention, in forming
the constitution, was not to make an organic change in the
nature of the Federal Government. It was to alter and revise
the * Articles of Confederations ' that the delegates assembled in
Congress at Philadelphia. To revivify and give efficacy to the
existing conditions of Union, rather than to make new ones,
was the object of the constitution.

Without doubt, the best exponents of the constitution were
its framers

; for the intention of the law-giver is the law, as we
know from the universal maxims of jurisprudence. None
among these is entitled to as much respect as James Madison.
At the time when it was proposed to ratify the constitution, a
series of essays were published by the most eminent statesmen
of the time to insure this result. In these we have happily the
opinions of those very men, whose energy and ability produced
the constitution. Perhaps nothing contributed more to the
adoption of the constitution than the writings of Hamilton,
Madison, and Jay, which we now possess in the 'Federalist.'
Here we have the opinions of both parties of that period, all

agreeing in regard to the nature of the Federal Government
under the constitution.

By reference to the recorded opinions of Madison,* a clear
and unprejudiced view of this question may be obtained. In
explaining the nature of the Federal Government, he says :

'The proposed constitution, therefore, when tested by the
rules laid down by its antagonists, is, in strictness, neither a
national nor a Federal constitution, but a composition of both.
In its foundation it is Federal, not national ; in the sources
from which the ordinary powers of government are drawn, it is

partly Federal and partly national ; in the operation of these
powers, it is national not Federal ; in the extent of them, again,
it is Federal not national ; and, finally, in the authoritative
mode of introducing amendments, it is neither wholly Federal
nor wholly national.'

As to its foundation, Madison lucidly demonstrates that the
constitution is Federal. He remarks :—

•

' On examining the first relation, it appears on one hand that I
* Foderalist, No. xxxix.

1)
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I

the constitution is to be founded on the assent and ratification
ot the people of America, given by deputies elected for the
special purpose; but, on the other hand, that this assent and
ratification is to be given by the people, not a^ individuals com-
posing one entire nation, but as composing the distinct and
independent States to which they respectively belong. It is to
be the assent and ratification of the several States derived from
the supreme authority in each State, the authority of the people
themselves. The act, therefore, establishing the constitution,
will not be a national but a Federal act.'

In suiyori: of this Madison urges fi.:,i>or, that *it is to result
neither from a decision of a majoriv^ of the people of theUmon nor from that of a majority of the States ; it must result
from the unammous assent of the several States that are parties
to It, differing in no otherwise from their ordinary assent than
in Its being expressed, not by the legislative authority, but that
of the people themselves.' But we know that according to the
American theory of self-government, as enunciated in the
Declaration of Independence, *the right of the people to alter
or abolish any form of government, ' and to institute a new
government,' is asserted to be incontestable. Now we have the
explicit declaration of Madison to the effect, that the assent
given to the constitution differed in nowise from the ordinarv
assent than in the manner of its expression by the people
chrectly through a convention. Hence we deduce that in
assenting to the constitution, the States did no act prejudicial
to this right to Avithdraw their consent whenever it should bedeemed expedient.

Nevertheless, the ^ Father of the Constiturion ' does not desert
us here. He informs us that

—

^Each State in ratifying the constitution is considered as a
sovereign body independent of all others, and only to be bound
by Its own voluntary act. In this relation then the new consti-
tution will. If established, be a Federal and not a national
constitution.'

With regard to the 'sources from which the ordinary powers
of goyernment are to be derived,' Madison describes the consti-
tutinn as a complex. For he continues :—

• The House of Eepresentntives will derive its powers from

X

\
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the people of America, and the people will be represented in
the same proportion and on the same principle as they are in
the legislature of a particular State.' WTiilst the ' Senate, on
the other hand, would derive its powers from the States, as

political and coequal sovereignties ; and these will be repre-
sented on ti. principle of equality in the Senate, as they now
are in the existing Congress.' The election of the President is

also complex. * From this aspect of the government, it appears
to be of a mixed character, presenting at least as many Federal
as national features.'

The operation: of the powers of the constitution is ' national,'

says Madison, ' though perhaps not so completely as has been
understood. In several cases, and particularly in the trial of

controversies to which the States may be parties, they must be
viewed and proceeded against in their collective or political

capacities only.'

Unquestionably reference is here made to the way of acting
upon individuals in a State directly by the Federal Grovern-
ment. This, as we have seen, does not, however, impair the

sovereignty of the States in the least.

Madison proceeds as follows :

—

*But if the government be national with regard to the
operation of its powers, it changes its aspect agtiin when we
contemplate it in relation to the extent of its powers. The idea

of a national government involves in itself not only an authority

over the individual citizens, but an indefinite supremacy over
all persons and things, so far as they are objects of lawful

government. Among a people consolidated into one nation

this supremacy is completely vested in the national legislature.

Among communities united for particular purposes, it is vested

partly in the general and partly in the municipal legislatures.

In the former case, all local authorities are subordinate to the

supreme ; and may be controlled, directed, or abolished by it at

pleasure. In the latter, the local or municipal authorities form
distinct and independent portions of th^ supremacy, no more
subject, within their respective spheres, to the general authority,

than the general authority is subject to them within its own
sphere. In this relation, then, the proposed government can-

not be a national one, since its jurisdiction extends to certain
n 2
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enumerated objects only, and leaves to the States a residuary
and inviolable sovereignty over all other objects.'

Here we have the essence of the whole matter. Supremacy
is a necessity of a national government, and this supremacy is

founded upon sovereignty. One cannot exist without the other.

The Federal Government, as it is seen, possesses neither of
them; its jurisdiction is limited to 'certain enumerated objects
only,' and does not at all infringe the sovereignty of the
individual States, which is inviolable.

Amendments to the constitution are said by Madison to be
both Federal and national, because of the number of State
votes necessary to ratify and make an amendment a part of the
constitution. Not the unanimous ratification of all the States,
but only that of three-fourths, at that time ten, was required,
and hence it appeared as though the adoption of an amendment
had somewhat the character of a national act. This is, how-
ever, only apparent, not real. For in agreeing to the constitu-
tion unanimously, the State agreed to this rule of action for the
future. They bound themselves voluntarily to be governed in
a certain event by the decision of three-fourths of their number,
just in the same manner as they agreed, in Sect. V. of Art. I of
the Constitution, that «a majority of each (House) shall consti-
tute a quorum to do business.' Here, however, the matter is

decided by votes of States, not of a majority of three-fourths of
the people. In a word, this provision of the constitution in
nowise lessened the sovereignty of the States.

Summing up these considerations, it appears that in the two
most vital points of the Federal constitution, its foundation
and the extent of its poivers, it is purely Federal, having no
characteristics of nationality whatever. That in two other
lespects, less important in themselves, in the sources of the
ordinary powers of government, and the operation of these
powers, there is a mixture of both, though the Federal features
predominate largely in the former, on account of the Senate.
That with regard to amendments, the constitution is only appa-
rently national, but in truth Federal, and not at all derogatory
of the sovereignty of the States;.

This testimony of Madison is sufficient to remove every doubt
as to the nature of the Union, and to establish conclusively the
principle of State sovereignty.

ir

'*
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But in the fact that even after the ratification of the consti-

tution by the unanimous votes of all the States, it was indis-

penrible to obtain the ratification of amendments to the

con.: citution from the States in their sovereign capacity, and

not from the inhabitants at large, we perceive the continued

existence of the sovereignty of the individual States. Two
ye.irs after the constitution had been confirmed by all of the

States, twelve amendments were proposed in the prescribed

maaner, but only ten of them having been confirmed by the

States, these only became integral parts of the constitution.

Furthermore, these ten amendments were restrictions of the

'powers of the Federal Government, or supplemental^ means

of protection for the rights of the States, or of individuals,

and evinced the characteristic political jealousy towards the

Federal Government—a striking proof for the refutation of

the arguments of those who assert, that by adopting a new

constitution the thirteen original States made a surrender of

their sovereignty to the Federal Government.

In Art. X. of the Amendments to the Constitution, we read

furthermore : ' The powers not delegated to the United States

by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are

reserved to the States respectively, or to the people.'' From this

it follows, as before intimated that here, as well as under the

* Articles of Confederation,' the United States possessed no

powers but such as were delegated by the States.

Some partisans of the Union have asserted that, by the

expression ' or to the people,^ the idea is to be conveyed that

the inhabitants of the United States constituted politically one

sovereign people. For this assumption there is not the slightest

foundation in fact. Evidently, reference is here made to the

two ways in which a State may exercise its functions of sove-

reignty. The one through the legislature, here termed the

* State,' the other by the voice of a ' State convention,' desig-

nated above as 'the people.' Were further proof that the

citizens of the several States, taken in their totality, never

have constituted one people in the history of America, neces-

sary, we should refer again to the unequivocal declarations of

Madison, to the effect that—'The assent and ratification of

the people of America was given to the constitution, not as

I
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individuals cornprisinr/ one entire nation, hut as composinfj
the distinct and independent States to ivhlch they respectively

helonfi' By referring to a similar clause in the constitution of

the Confederate States, we find this idea fully expressed as

follows :

—

Art. VI. No. 6. * The powers not delegated to the Con-
federate States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the

States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people
thereof.''

In face of all that htis been stated, it may be that still other

evidence of the sovereignty of the States may be demanded.
If so, we refer to the history of those times, and to the debates
in the Convention which framed the constitution, as also to the
press of that period. Whoever reads the debates in the Con-
vention and in the Congress of 1787 must be impressed with
the oft-recurring threats of dissolution of the Union, a cir-

cumstance which attracted little notice at that time, because
no doubt whatever was entertained by anyone of the strictly

constitutional right of a State to recall its delegated authority.

Even at this period some few statesmen were found who
were desirous of circumscribing the sovereignty of the indi-

vidual States, and of constituting a consolidated national

government. Prominent amongst these were King of Massa-
chusetts, Wilson of Pennsylvania, and Alexander Hamilton.
Wilson and his colleagues advocated a representation of the
States in the Senate, as well as in the House of Representa-
tives, upon the basis of population exclusively ; their proposal

in the Convention was lost by a large majority of voices. And
it was decided to the contrary that each State, without reference

to extent or population, should send an equal number of re-

presentatives to the United States Senate. A proof that the

interests of each individual State, represented in a union of

States, should enjoy a perfect equality in its relations to the

whole, and that consequently the individuality of each State,

even in affairs entrusted to the administration of Congress,

must be considered as existing unimpaired. This individuality

has its origin and foundation in the sovereignty of the indi-

vidual States, and can exist only so long as the sovereignty is

complete. In accordance with this provision of the consti-

i'
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tution, Delaware, with a population of 112,218 souls, has two

votes in the United States Senate, whereas New York, with

.'i,887,542 inhabitants, is only entitled to the same number of

votes in that branch of Congress. In this case, as on all

occasions where it has been found necessary to decide between

consolidation and State sovereignty, the latter has triumphed

by forcing population into the background.

It is well known with what warmth the advocates of the

Union in the Northern States have pressed everything ap-

proaching to an argument, to show their enmity to the doctrine

of State rights. Among the principal grounds of their objec-

tions is the supposition, that a Federal Government based upon

the principle of State sovereignty, as claimed by the Southern

States, would be preposterous, irreconcilable with the notion of

a durable government, and would contain the seeds of its own

destruction within itself. Before questioning the claims of this

species of argument to consideration, we desire to correct an

error into which the feelings or inclinations of some men not

imfrequently lead them. Obviously, it is altogetb2r foreign to

tlie question to state that a given condition of things never

could have existed, because such a state of things is in oppo-

sition to our own convictions or notions of what is best at the

present moment. In examining the bearings of the question

of State sovereignty, and the application of this notion to the

construction of the Federal Government in the constitution,

it is absolutely necessary to restrict our enquiries to facts.

Whether or not this principle, when applied to the organization

of government, is, in itself, and abstractly, pernicious, is some-

thing with which we are here in no way concerned. But we

must endeavour to decide this political problem : Was the idea

of State sovereignty the fundamental principle upon which the

Union was constructed? Did this cjntinue to be that principle

which imparted to the constitution the moral and political force

that bound the States together up to the dissolution of the

Union ? Both of these interrogatories must, as we have tried

to demonstrate, be answered affirmatively. This conceded, men

may amuse or perplex themselves as much as they like by

devising universal theo ies of government, and though they

should divest their ideas of all reality in pursuit of their
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abHtmot.onH, it will not affect the weight attnchinjr to tlio
opinions of sucli men uh the fmnierH of tlu- constitution. Bnt
before leaving, this .subject altogethci-, one thought Hugj^ests
Itself. It was proposed to form a government of the thirteen
fetates for their common defence. Each State was soverei<.n.
No comnmnity of interests existed between many of tliem,
except that resulting from their weakness in the presence of acommon danger. Was it, then, to be expected, that these
hta es differmg so widely from each other would ever volun-
tarily have surrendered their most cherished rights, and have
consolidated themselves into one central government, in which
the bonds of Union would have been more galling because
compulsory? Was it not rather an evidence of wise foresic^ht
on the part of the framers of the constitution, to have con-
structed the Union on the recognised principle of consent?
Evidently it was believed that in leaving each State free to
wi hdraw from the Union at pleasure, the States would be
induced to make greater concessions to each other for the sake
of preserving the Union and its benefits, and that in this way a
Htronger feeling of respect would be engendered, and a greater
sense of justice and fairness would influence the States in
their relations to each other. Above all, however, there wasone excellency in this system of government. It provided for
a peaceful separation of the Statea, whenever experience should
demonstrate the continuance of the Union to be no lon<.er
desirable, or possible. How wise it would have been, had thdr
descendants have executed the intentions of the authors of the
constitution.

Another argument often advanced to show the inexpedieLcy
or absurdity of State sovereignty is the following : Were the
right of a State to secede from the Union allowed, the right ofa county to secede from a State could not be denied. Much
trouble has been taken to deceive the people of Europe bymeans of this fallacy. And we are sorry to confess that
It has not been ineffectual in deceiving quite a number.
^0 plausibility, however, attaches to this fallacy. It is wellknown that these counties are only subdivisions of the State
territory and population, existing for the more convenient
admmistration of the laws. At pleasure the legislatures may

r
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> and conHtantly do, change, unite or divide such counties,
or even merge them entirely into others. These territorijil

divisions of a State have no political existence or individuality

whatever, and have no historical foundation at all, upon which
to base a pretension to any of the rights of an independent,

j
* sovereign community. Besides, who has ever heard of such a

^ claim being advanced by a county in any of the States ? It is

simply absurd to institute such a comparison between the States
' and the counties thereof.

Others, again, maintain that the sovereignty of the individual
States is only a limited sovereignty. This assumption is devoid
of even the shadow of reason. For sovereignty resides in the
people of each State ; it is indivisible and incapable of restric-

tion. And the source of the rights of soverei ;ty which are
inherent in the people of the States, and invi«. , e, remained
unimpaired by the delegation of the exercise of tMain 'powers
to the Union. Moreover, this delegation^ which, as already
stated, was eccompanied by no renunciation of the right of
retraction, could not under any circumstances signify more than
the legal relation of a principal to his agent. On this point the
testimony of Madison, already cited, is conclusive, and no other
evidence is required to refute this objection.

Turning to the terms of recognition of the United States
after the war of independence, on the part of Great Britain, the
most explicit acknoivledgement is made of the ' free, sovereign,
and independent States,' the original thirteen being enumerated.
France and the other European States, as well as Great Britain,
all made treaties with the thirteen States in their individual
sovereign capacity, in all of which treaties the States are de-
signated by name.

From all that has been stated we now conclude that the
Union possessed only the exercise of those powers which were
expressly delegated to it; that the political individuality
(sovereignty) remained intact to the separate States ; that the
States could have lost their sovereignty only by express surren-
der and abandonment of it ; and that an express renunciation
of the right to separate from the Union would in all cases have
been necessary, in order to deprive the States of this inherent,
natural right.
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* If a faction should attempt to subvert the Government of a
State for the purpose of destroying- its Kepubliean form, the
paternal power of the Union could thus be called forth to subdue
It. Yet it is not to be understood that its interposition would
be justifiable, if the people of a State should determine to retire
from the Union, whether they adopted another or retained the
same form of government, or if they should, with the express
intention of seceding, expunge the representative system from
their code, and thereby incapacitate themselves from concurring,
according to the mode now prescribed, in the choice of certait
public officers of the United States. . . It depends on the
State itself to retain or abolish the principle of representation,
because it depends on itself whether it will continue a member
of the Union. To deny this right would be inconsistent with
the principle on which all our political systems are founded,
which is, that the people have in all cases a right to determine
how they will be governed.'

The same authority continu^'S : *

*If the majority of the people of a State deliberately and
peaceably resolve to relinquish the Eepublican form of govern-
ment, they cease to be members of the Union. If a faction, an
inferior number, make such an effort and endeavour to enforce
it by violence, the case provided for will have arisen, and the
Union is bound to employ its powers to prevent it.'

Without stopping to enquire whether a faction may not
consist of a majority of the people of a State, it is obvious that
the authority of Kawle overthrows the assertions of those who
contend that the Union, having been formed by the unanimous
consent of all the States, can only be dissolved by the unani-
mous consent of the same. But this argument bears its contra-
diction on its own face. If it is true that the States did unani-
mously assent to tho constitution, it is not the less certain that
each State gave its adherence without reference to the others,
and that, had the number of assenting States not exceeded nine*
the Union would have existed for this number. And by the
same process of reasoning it would appear that, should one or
more States retire from the Union, their action would not affect I

* William Eawle, loc. cit. p. 292.
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the union of the other States, but the union would be dissolved
only between the seceding State or States and the rest, not,
however, between all the States. The action of any one State
could in this ca^e be binding only on itself. On this point
Eawle is quite clear.*

* Secessions may reduce the number to the smallest integer
admitting combination. They would remain united under the
same principles and regulations among themselves that now
apply to the whole. For a State cannot be compelled by other
States to withdraw from the Union ; and therefore, if two or
more determine to remain united, although all the others
desert them, nothing' can be discovered in the constitution to
prevent it.'

The same statesman observes at another place : f—
* The secession of a State from the Union depends on the will

of the people of such State. The people alone, as we have
already seen, hold the power to alter their constitution.'

In confirmati'on of our statement, that the right of secession
was generally admitted, we shall quote again the words of the
Attorney-General of Pennsylvania. He says ;|—

*It was foreseen that there would be a natural tendency to
mcrease the number of States with the anticipated increase of
population, now so fully verified. It was also known, though
it was not avowed, that a State might withdraw itself.'

No doubt now remaining as to the constitutional right of a
State to separate from the Union, it remains to be seen how
this separation may be effected. Unquestionably, the action
termmating the connection of a State with the Union must be
the action of the people of that State. In assenting to the
constitution, a convention in each State, specially chosen by the
people directly for that purpose, gave expression to the will of
the people. The action of such a convention is binding, even
above the laws of the State ; for it has the highest sanctity of
law possible, being the direct expression of the sovereign will
of the people. Such action is final, and admits of no appeal.
And if the resolution of a convention so constituted was
sufficient for assenting to the constitution, it follows that a

William Rawlo, 1. c. p. 299. f Ibid. 295.
I Ibid. p. 297.

^'•'mtJ
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convention would be the proper organ through which the people
should express their determination of withdrawing their assent
to the constitution. Once more let us see what Rawle says on
this subject:*

—

* But in any manner by which a secession is to take place,
nothing is more certain than that the act should be deliberate,
clear, unequivocal. The perspicuity and solemnity of the
original obligation require correspondent qualities in its dis-
solution. The powers of the General Government cannot be
defeated or impaired by an ambiguous or implied secession on
the part of the State, although a secession may perhaps be
conditional.'

By reference to the ordinances of secession of those States at
present constituting the Confederate Plates, it will be seen that,
so far from there having been less solemnity in the acts of their
conventions, there was perhaps more than at the time of the
adoption of the constitution. The formalities observed were
not less striking, and the acts were not hasty, but the calm
expression of the decided will of the people of these States.
From this side, then, no objections can be urged against the
constitutional validity of the secession of the Southern States.

And now, turning to the past, we shall see that steps had
been taken as early as 1815, preliminary to secession on the
part of five of the New England States, Maine forming the
exception. The action of the Hartford Convention is proof of
this allegation. For, although the proceedings of that body
were to a great extent kept secret, it is now known that a
resolution was passed to the effect that no further contributions
of means for carrying on the war with Great Britain should be
allowed by these States, and that no further contingents in
troops should be sent beyond their borders. At the same time
a demand was ordered to be made upon the General Govern-
ment to put an end to the war, or, that failing, a secession was
to be intimated as the eventual conseq :ence.

For the rest, that State, which is now so loud in its denuncia-
tions of the secession of the Southern States, because its own
material interests are at stake— I mean Massachusetts— was

* William Rawle, 1. o. p. 2i)G.
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the most disloyal of the five New England States in 1815, and
was the first which sent commissioners to the Federal Govern-
ment at Washington to enforce the measures recommended by
the Hartford Convention. Moreover, on two other occasions
has this same State threatened to secede from the Union. We
reterto the action of Massachusetts on the admission of Louis-
iana mto the Union and on the annexation of Texas.

Is It not, then, an indication of the weakness of the cause oftHe opposite party to stigmatise as revolution, rebellion, or
treason, that which others demonstrate to be a sacred constitu-
tional ngM, especially when no evidence whatever has been
adduced to invalidate the claim to this rio-ht ^

an
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CHAPTEE 11.

CAUSES OF THE DISSOLUTION OF THE UNION.

I. Social Causes.

In the previous chapter we have endeavoured to show from the
early history of the colonies that the principle of State sove-
rei|?nty was the fundamental notion upon which the Union was
based.

To discover the first causes of the dissolution of the Union
It IS necessary to go back still farther, to the history of the
colonists before their emigration to America.
The first permanent settlement in America was that made in

\ irgima under a Eoyal Charter. As early as the year 1619 we
find a legislative assembly existing there, wMch was formed
after the model of the English Parliament. The Kino- was
represented by the Governor, the House of Lords by the council
of the Governor, and the House of Commons by the House of
Burgesses.* Accordingly Virginia was, in the strictest sense a
royal province, colonised by subjects of the English Crown, who
evinced their attachment to the political institutions of the
mother-country and their loyalty to the Crown by the oro-ani-
zation of their colonial Government and the adoption of the
Anglican Church. Herein is a striking proof exhibited that
the settlers of Virginia belonged to the Conservative party of
England. Not the less true is it that they were amoncr the
most devoted adherents of royalty and the most stea'dfast
friends of Charles I., who was executed in the course of the
civil war.

When Cromwell became successful in England, a large
number of the noblest cavaliers of Charles I. fled to Virginia.

* Tucker, vol. i. p, 2'1.

'/
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By the accession of these cavaliers, the population of the existing

colony of Virginia was considerably increased. And it is well

known that most of the Southern States were peopled by

emigration from Virginia, and not by direct emigration from

Europe. A congenial population was then already present in

America to receive the Huguenots on their arrival. Such was

the origin of the population of the Southern States.

Between 1605 and 1610, a religious sect left its English

home, self-exiled, to seek in Holland religious freedom, and to

escape persecution on account of its religious creed. In the

year 1620, about one hundred of this religious sect, the

Puritans, embarking at Leyden in Holland, landed in America

on the inhospitable shores of Plymouth. These persons were

mere adventurers, who had no right to the soil, much less a

charter authorizing them to organize a government. Never-

theless they obtained afterwards a grant of land from the

already existing colony of Plymouth, which was in possession of

a Royal Charter, and in this way they established themselves in

New England. From these Puritans the population of New

England is almost exclusively descended.

The zeal displayed by the colonists of Virginia in support of

the royal cause during the civil war in England formed a strong

contrast to the behaviour of the New England colonies. The

presence of the cavaliers in Virginia contributed to strengthen

the loyalty of the colonists there towards the Crown. And they

remained so unshaken in their fidelity to the son of Charles I.,

whom they acknowledged as their king during the vicissitudes

of his misfortune, that a force had to be sent out from England

to reduce them to submission. O the other hand, the Puritans

had espoused the cause of Crouivvell with warmth from the

beginning, finding a double incentive thereto in their hatred of

the cavaliers and of the Established Church. It was in this

way that the same dissensions, which long before had exercised

their baneful influence in the Old World, came to be propagated

in the New. In America a new sphere of action was thus pre-

sented for these enmities. The Puritans, who, by reason of the

distance which separated them from England, had nothing to

fear, were enabled to display more energy in the promulgation

of their doctrines, whereas the cavaliers, deserted by the English

I
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Government, were compelled to advocate their conservative
tendency unsupported.

It is remarkable that the Puritans, who had fled from
religious persecutions, soon became in America the most cruel
persecutors of religious freedom and the most relentless bigots,
whilst the Catholics, who had cone with Lord Baltimore to
Maryland under the same circumstances, were the first upon the
American continent to distinguish themselves by the most
decided tolerance of all religious creeds. 'While the recollec-
tion of former persecutions induced the Catholics in Maryland
the Baptists in Rhode Island, and the Quakers in Pennsylvania^
to grant freedom of conscience to others, in Massachusetts,
under similar circumstances, fanaticism overpowered the sense
of justice.'* The same historian who relates this, describes the
Puritans most admirably as follows :—' But in truth fellow-
feeling for the suffering from persecution could avail little
against the fanatical bigotry of the Puritans, which infatuation,
confounding all moral distinctions, regards the most savage
cruelty as innocent, and converts lenity and moderation into
crime.'

f

Fanaticism in Nev England did not restrict itself to the per-
secution of Dissenter:^. A frequent occasion for persecution
was presented by the delusion of witchcraft^ the first criminal
prosecutions for which took place in 1645, in Massachusetts,
where four persons were executed on this charge.§ Nearly half
a century later, in the year 1690, this delusion had only reached
Its cuhnination.il These facts, taken from history, are cited to
show the character and tendency of Puritanism in America.
But nothing more characteristic of the spirit of that puritanical
ftmaticism can be found than the 'blue laws,' whose home was
New England. One of these declared it to be a crime for a
mother to kiss her babe on a Sunday.

Although these laws are no longer in force in New England,
still the spirit which produced them is at present more rabid
than at any previous time. And more than ever are the hot-
houses and sanctuaries of deluded fanaticism to be found at the

t Ibid.

M

* Tuckor, vol. i. p. 34.

I Gnihaino, Colonial History, vol. in.

§ Hildreth, History of the United States of America, vol. n. pp. 145-167
il
Tucker, a'oI. i. p. 36.
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firesides of New England homes. The immoral and repulsive
doctrines of Free Luve, Spirit-rappinf/, and Woman s Mights,
owe to Christian New England their ' divine ' orgin.

This puritanical fanaticism has in the present time selected
as the most fruitful sphere of its zealous activity the province
of politics.

A natural consequence of this religious and political fanaticism
is the inextinguishable hatred between the descendants of the
Puritans, the people of New England, and those of the cavaliers
m the South, which now appears to have reached its zenith.
This antagonism is not limited to the people of the two sections.

North and South, as entire communities, but extends to the in-
dividuals of each section ; for the influence of different origin, the
essentially different social and political institutions, and the di-
versity of education, have rendered individual character in New
England and that in the Southern States irreconcilably opposite.
No one at all familiar with the state of affairs in America can

fail to be impressed by the deeply-rooted hate of New Englanders
towards the Southerners, whether or not it is to be attributed to
the origin, refinement, or accomplishments of the latter. And,
whereas the former are accustomed to regard the Southerners
with undisguised pride, these evince always an unlimited con-
tempt for them, on account of their sordid worship of the dollar

;

it is, therefore, not strange that the appellation of Yankee
should be considered in the South as synonymous with whatever
is selfish and little.

Between these two people the antipathy is so great that there
appears to be no possibility of ever eradicating it. The deve-
lopements of this war have made it more appreciable than ever,
showmg that these two people have nothing in common but the
language, that they are not adapted to each other, and that there-
fore they cannot continue to live united in peace any lono-er.

Not enough importance has ever been attached to tlifs fiict
which has been one of the most potent influences that have'
caused the Union to be impossible.

II. Economic Causes.

Foreign commerce has ever been a fruitfid source of bitter
dissension and jealousy between the North and the South.

ri
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ECONOMIC CAUSES OF DISSOLUTlOxV. fn

Kven before the adoption of the ' Articles of Confederation,' a^
well as before, and at the time of the ratification of the ' Connti-
tiition, unmistakeable evidences of future troubles on this
account among the States of both sections became manifest. In
this quarter may be discovered one of the causes of the repeated
acts of injustice on the part of the North towards the South.

It 18 well known that the North was physically more favouredm natural harbours, and consequently its people devoted them-
selves to commerce on the seas. And finding this a source
of great wealth, the North has employed every means at its
disposal to encourage its shipping interest. Endeavouring to
obtain special facilities for this purpose, the North has been
ut erly regardless of the interests of the other States, seeking
only Its own aggrandisement. Hence we find that in the
making of all treaties of commerce, in the framing of navigation
laws, in the introduction of tonnage duties, and particulady in
arrangmg the regulations for the fisheries, the North has never
failed to secure its purpose, often to the decided disadvantao-e
or even injury of the South. Indeed it is notorious that on
several occasions the North has been upon the point of involvin..
the whole country in a war with England, solely in its fishinr.
interest._ With every facility at its disposal and every advan!
tage on its side, the North also soon came to be the factors and
carriers of the South, and all the coasting trade, being in itsown hands, was carried on in its own ships.
On the other hand the South, not so well situated for becoming

a maritime country, particularly on account of the want of such
excellent harbours, found it advantageous not to become a
shipping community, but rather to devote its energies to the
cultivation of the soil. The North, not possessing such a pro-
ductive soil as the South, turned its attention also to industrial
pursuits. And so the North has finally attained such a point of
excellence in them, that it is now only second to England in
the manufacture of cotton, whilst its iron manuf^ictures have
become very considerable. An impetus having been given to
manufactures in the North by the war of 1812 with Encrland
afterwards protection was sought for the \uffvests which Ind
thus become engaged in them. Still, the plea put forward was
the necessity of a revenue for carrying on the government.

K 2
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True to this policy the North, particularly New England, has

ever since exerted itself to make the Federal debt as heavy as

possible, in order to increase the dTities on imports; for it

had been found that the duties already imposed were far

more than sufficient to defray the expenses of the government.
Now with the immense difference in capital, population, and
ships, in favour of Europe, it is evident that the inftmt manu-
factures of New England never could have succeeded, had it

been necessary to compete with the old world in the home
markets. Consequently a moderate protection was at first

asked and granted ; but with this assistance from the Federal
Government, the demands of the North became more exor-

bitant, till finally the 8outh openly resisted these encroachments.
The history of the legislation of Congress in favour of protection

shows a series of acts, each more unreasonable than the former,

tending to exclude the non-manufacturing States of the Union
from all direct trade with Europe.

Naturally the South, being the producer of only the raw
material, wished to exchange its productions for manufactures
in whatever markets afforded the greatest advantages. It is

also obvious that Europe offered more advantages, for reasons
already stated, than the North. In consequence of the protec-
tion given to Northern manufactures, competition with Europe
was finally almost abolished, and by this means the Nortli
enabled to grow rich at the expense of the South. The South
became the forced customer of the North, and the Southerner
was compelled to let his money flow into the pockets of the
Northerner, who in return furnished commodities of a quality
inferior to those which might have been obtained at a vastly
lower price, had the Southerner been at liberty to import them
from Europe. In this way the trade of the South has built up
the wealth of the North, enriched its cities, and given employ-
ment to its poor classes. For the results of protection were not
favourable to the States as a whole, nor to the general govern-
ment. The advantages residting from it accrued solely to the
population of the North. It has been estimated that the
amount of indirect taxation to which the South has submitted
for the last few years has reached 20,000,000^ annually. This
estimation does not appear to be exaggerated. Thus has the

•A
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South been compelled to pay trilmte to the North, to enable the
Northern manufacturer to compete with the European in itsown markets.

^

If it is true that the South, while it remained in the Union
had always been a source of wealth for the North, it will follow
that the secession of the South from the Union must have an
important effect upon the prosperity of the North. No further
proof IS needed to establish this proposition, as we have already
shown the value of the South to the North before the separation.
It 18, however, worthy of mention, that the statements made inNew ^ork to the effect that the prosperity of the North has
increased smce the commencement of the war, are devoid of all
foun<]ation in truth. For the fact that foreign imports have
decreased, whilst the exports of the North have increased, proves
the contrary. This results from the circumstance that, in
consequence of the secession of the South, the North has
ceased to supply the South both with its own and foreign com-
modities. Naturally, then, the imports must have decreased
whilst the tendency of the exports was to increase, for the
JNorth found it necessary to send abroad what it formerly sent
to the South, whether or not with less advantageous results we
do not propose to discuss.

Such attempts on the part of Northern men to employ weak
evidence in support of their assertions, when the contrary is
manifest, as well as the loud and passionate denunciations of the
so-called treason of the Southern States, tend to produce the
thorough conviction that the North riglitly fears the most fatal
results from a permanent separation from the South.

Everyone is aware, however, that the tariff is 'a question
which has been limited neither to the past nor to the present,
but that from the commencement of the existence of the Union
down to the moment of its dissolution, it has been a constant
cause of strife. As long ago as 1832, when South Carolina
proclaimed the tariff laws unconstitutional, this subject had
already obtained an importance that could ncc be concealed.
But for the last thirty years, the bitterness engendered by this
cause has been increasing in intensity, till at last the South
could bear no longer the injustice of this system of exorbitant
protection, which amounted almost to prohibition. In the
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* platform' of tho 'Republican' parfy, which elected Mr
Lincoln, the conti.iuaiice of the pulley of protection was
announced to be desirable and indispensable; whereas tho
'De.noeratie' party, which had always respected the ri-htn
of the South, characterised this pulley as bc.th unwise and
pernicious. The 'Republicans' have remained true to their
political creed, and have placed evidence of it on record in the
notorious Morrill tariff-bill, that few in Europe wouhl be
inclined to question. Here was the cuhninution of the efforts
of the North for the last half century, a^minst which the S.nith
had never ceased to protest and remonstrate, but with more
energy and earnestness during the last thirty years.
From this system of protection has resulted an indirect taxa-

tion, which presses exclusively on the South. This the South
considers, and has always considered, unconstitutional ; for such
It IS declared to be by the provisions of the constitution Tclause 1
of the eighth section of Art. I.]. This reads as follows—

'The Congress shall have power to lay and collect taxes
duties, imposts, and excises, to pay the debts and provide for
the common defence and general welfare of the United States -

but all duties, imposts, and excises shall be un ifarm throwrhont
the United States.'

°

Does not the conclusion seem inevitable on examinino- the
purposes for which Congress can impose duties, that it has no
right whatever to impose them for the aggrandisement of anyone section of the TTnion ? If it is not in order 'to pay debt;and provide for the common defence and general welfare

'

Congress has no power to impose any duties whatever. Howmuch less has it, then, the right to do so only for the advantac^e
of a single section. Moreover, these duties must be ' uniform
throughout the United States.' When, therefore. Congress lays
taxes or duties that rveigh almost exclusively upon the South
It does what It has no constitutional right to do, and such act is
unconstitutional.

Who will say, then, that the right is not here again all on the
side of the South? At least the Southerners are convinced of
it, and have decided to submit to this spoliation no more Theworst that can be said is, that the Southern States have actedtowards the encroachments of the Union, as the thirteen oi'

^rl



WORTH OF POLITICAL MAXIMS. ^
ginal States did towards England, when they declared that
710 taxes could lawfully he imposed upon them iviUtout their
consent,

Because the North has tried to force these fticts into the
l)ackgr„und, let not Europe be deceived. This was the great and
chief cause of the secession of the South; and now Europe may
judge whether this grievance way well-founded.

HI. Political Causes.

If, in comparison with l*:urope, America may be said to
possess no history, still a period of time has already elapsed
sufficient for the developement of certain political maxims in
the New World, wliich have been transmitted to the present
generation of its inhabitants with all the sanctity and veneration
attaching to the traditionary past. These political principles
have a double importance for tliem, because they constitute the

T foundation upon which their dearest rights are based. By a vindi-

^
cation of them these rights were first secured. Among all of
these political maxims, none is more clierished than that one

'*ri
announced in the ' Declaration of Independence,' and which pro-

* claims ' that whenever any form of governmeu t becomes destruc-
,.' tive of these ends (security of life, liberty, and the pursuit of

happiness), it is the right of the people to alter or to abolish it,

and to institute a new government, laying its foundation on such
principles, and organizing its powers in such form, as to them
shall seem most likely to effect their safety and happiness.'
The natural consequence of this principle, which obtained a

real validity through the combined efforts of the thirteen
original colonies, was to develope the notion of State rights

;

and upon this fundamental idea rested, as we have seen" the

^
entire structure of the Union. After so many sacrifices had
been made, and so much suffering endured, to establish the

•^ sovereignty of the individual States, it is self-evident that every

^

attempt on the part of the Federal Government to violate this
principle must have been regarded by the States as an injury
not to be submitted to.

At an early period commenced a series of acts on the part of
the general government, which have resulted in rendering the
Union impossible. At one time we find the Federal Government
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asserting its exclusive jurisdiction over the Indian lands situated
within the limits of certain States. This produced, very naturally,

a feeling of resentment on the part of the States interested,

which were Southern States, so that on several occasions resort

was about being made to arms to defend their rights.

For a long time the South has been aggrieved by the action
of Congress respecting the District of Coliunbia. It is well
known that this district was acquired from the States of Mary-
land and Virginia for the seat of the Federal Government,
under the express conditions that no law should be made by
Congress for the government of the district which might be
hostile to the institutions of the above-named States; unless, at
least, these States siiould give their express consent to the same.
The Federal Congress has continually exerted itself to escape
the fulfilment of these conditions. Efforts have constantly been
made to abolish slavery in the district by direct legislation of
Congress, regardless of the self-imposed condition not to intpvfere
with it at all. We say that Congress has tried to effect this result,
for in point of fact there never was a sufficient majority in Con-
gress to accomplish it, until the separation of the South. Hut the
recurring threats and attempts to effect it had served to irritate
the South greatly, and to convince the Southern people that
when the party in the North hostile to their institutions should
obtain the supremacy in Congress, the Federal Government
would not hesitate a moment to legislate slavery out of the
district, and then, going a step further, would combat slavery
and attempt its overthrow in the Southern States themselves.
Yet everybody knows that Congress has no right to interfere
with the internal affairs of any State, least of all about slavery,
which was recognised by the constitution; for this is not amonc^
the powers delegated to Congress.

'^

When Missouri sought admission into the Union in 1820,
having the requisite population, it was at first refused by the
Northern vote. At last the admission was only allowed under
the condition, that for the future slavery should not exist in any
territory north of 36° 30'. This was a flagrant violation of the
constitution, which does not give to Congress the right to refuse
admission to any territory having the required populntion, pro-
vided the constitution of such territory be Republican.

'

^On
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that event; says Rawle,* ' the inhabitants acquire a right to
assemble and form a constitution for themselves, and the United
States are consider--d as bound to admit the new State into the
Union, provided its form ofgovernment be that of a representative
Republic. This is, perhaps, the only check or control possessed
by the United States.'

At the time that Congress passed this unconstitutional act,
the Southern States protested by their votes against the measure,
and proclaimed it to be unconstitutional.

The constant efforts that had been made to exclude the South
from the Territories, which are the common property of all the
States alike, aroused the indignation of the Southern people
most thoroughly. It will not be pretei led that the rights of
one State in the Territories were greater than those of another.
The citizens of the Northern States were at liberty to take their
property with them into the Territories and were protected in
their possession of it. Why was it, then, that when the citizens
of the Southern States, emigrating thither with their property
in slaves, which were recognised as such by the constitution,
claimed the same protection for their species of property, as that
accorded to other kinds of personal property in the Territories,
legal protection was denied by the Federal Government?
Plainly it was an act of injustice and usurpation in favour of
the North, and an attempt to exclude the South from all parti-
cipation in the Territories. A confirmation of this is to be seen
in the legislation of Congress with respect to the public lands in
the Territories. The lands were squandered, or sold at pitiably
low prices, in order to attract the poor classes of the Nortl:,and
to direct the emigration thither from Europe, it being known
that the South could spare comparatively few of its citizens for
populating the new Territories. With what success this has
been carried out, let the election of Mr. Lincoln by the foreio-n
vote attest.

'^

The interference of Congress with slavery was the more
uncalled-for, seeing that a territory, once admitted, would have
an unquestionable right to estal)lish slavery, or to abolish it,

by changing its constitution accordingly. There is notliing
in the constitution that prevents any Northern SUite from

* William Ilawlc, 1. c. p. 294.
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introclucing slavery within its limits, if it should choose to do
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pertaining thereto as one of the most important and serious
affairs of hfe. Until within a few years past, religious societies
had managed to keep aloof from the arena of politics. The
Methodists were the first denomination that incorporated the
question of slavery in their religious creed, and thereby created
two parties. Afterwards the Baptists, and then the Presbyterians,
followed their example. Thus was a division made in reliction,
which, taking a deep hold on the passions of men, was ^o-
ductive of the most deplorable results. The opponents of
slavery characterised the system as the chief sin of the human
race, aud declared it unpardonable to remain in the same
religious union with those entertaining other views. In fact
when we consider the full extent and significance of this evenL
we are led to conclude that, with the dissolution of the reli^nous
union on the question of slavery, all hopes for the preservation
ot the political union were dissipated.

Another powerful lever for the dissolution of the Union was
the abuse of the sacred desk. The clergy of the North did not
consider it inconsistent with their sacred calling to declare
their political sentiments from the pulpit, and that in the most
fanatical way.

The constitution which recognised slavery was denounced as
• a league with death, and a covenant with hell,' and in this
way the right asserted to disregard the constitution in its
relations to slavery. Such impious doctrines met with greater
approval, because the piously-inclined hearers were disposed to
receive as truth the maxims pronounced by their clergy, with
ess criticism and examination, than if they had been uttered
by other teachers; and so, the wish of ^,-.tical priests was
confounded with the word of God.

But on the growing youth such fanatical doctrines exerted a
more lasting influence, because the thus educated representatives
of the people and future members of Congress, imbibing those
heresies with their mothers' milk, and rearing upon that sandy
foundation the edifice of their political faith, became accustomed
to consider the violation of the constitution as justifiable by thp
* higher law.'

Also, the vehement abuse that has only too often been uttered
and written against the South, contributed not a little to
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widening the breach. Without any foundation it has been
asserted repeatedly that the South violated the laws in regard
to the slave-trade; but it is known that all the slave-ships
htted out in America for the slave-trade between Africa and
the West Indies are Northern ships, with Northern or foreign
crews, which are sent out by Northern capitalists, while the
odium of breaking the treaties for the suppression of this traffic
is cast upon the South. Moreover, this does not stand to reason
when we bear in mind that most all of the Southern States
have laws still in force, and in many cases anterior in date to
the constitution, which forbid the importation of African slaves
from Africa into their borders.

With equal injustice has the North contended that the
notorious arrogance and insolence, which have characterised the
political intercourse of the United States Government with
foreign nations, were to be attributed to the South. The only
argument advanced to support this assumption was the fact that
the former Presidents were chiefly those chosen by the South

;

whereas, in Hhe nineteen presidential elections, sixteen of those
that have been elected have received more electoral votes in the
North than in the South. Sixteen have also received a majority
of the electoral votes of the Northern States, while onbj three
were chosen in opposition to the North by Southern States, in
combination with a powerful Northern majority.'* For the
future at least the South desir-s to see her interests represented
in Europj with that courtesy which is usual in other countries,
except in the North of America.

Here belong, furthermore, the calumnies propagated against
the South by the North. Among these was the charge that the
South encouraged filibustering expeditions against Cuba, which,
it was contended, lying near to the South, and having the insti-
tution of African slavery, the South was anx'ous to annex. The
indefensibility of this reasoning shows itself at the first glance
at the fact, that the acquisition of Cuba by the United States
would have been diametrically opposed to the interests of the
South

;
for this island would, in that event, have satisfied its

demand for labour, for slaves, by drawing its supply from the
Southern States, as in that case the laws against the slave-trade

* Williams, The South Vindicated, London, 1862, p. 337. Some interesting
comi.vr>,sons of the presidential elections are to be found here.
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would prevent their further introduction from Africa. But the
South has not enough of this kind of labour for itself, and
therefore the loss of its slaves by exportation to Cuba could not
fail to be most serious in its consequences to the Southern States.

Emigration from Europe also has contributed its full share
to the dissolution of the Union. The greater part of these
emigrants, particularly since the year 1848, consisted of poli-

tical malcontents, persons without property, often fugitives from
justice, fanatical and embittered spirits, who brought with them
those socialistic ideas, only too much in consonance with the
red Eepublican doctrines of the Eadicals in the North. These
persons pretended to see in the prosperous slave-holding South-
erners their hereditary enemies, and therefore, looldng at the
question of slavery from a purely ideal standpoint, helped to
fiin into full flame the slumbering fires of discord, using the
dissensions of the two sections with a real ftmaticism for their
own selfish ends, after receiving homes almost without cost at
the hands of the Federal Grovernment.

P'inally, it may be added that the impression disseminated
by the North, that the election of Mr. Lincoln was the sole

cause of the dissolution of the Union, is absolutely false. This
was the result of consummate malice on the part of the North,
in order to place the Southerners in a false light before Europe,
as rebels. We say this was done maliciously, for never has it

occurred to the South to dispute the constitutionality of Lin-
coln's election, at least as far as the form of it is concerned. It

is consequently false when the North asserts that the South,
spoiled by the elections of its former presidential candidates in

combination with the Democratic party of the North, could not
bear the galling idea of submitting to be governed by a man
who belonged to another political party. No ; it was not the
unconstitutionality of Linriohrs election, who, it is true, while
receiving the majority of votes in the Electoral College, only
received 1,857,610 of the 4,715,270 electoral votes cast, but
other reasons, which caused secession. It was the well-founded
apprehension that the advocates of the principles of the
' Kepublican ' party, a party undisguisedly hostile to the South,
Avould soon gain the supremacy in Congress, and, in cooperation

with their political ally, the new President, would proceed to

trample under foot the rights of the Soutliern States ; it was
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the apprehension that this party, passing soon from words to
deeds, would attempt to execute their unconstitutional int • tions
with respect to slavery, when it would have been too late to
think about withdrawing from the Union. Secession had Ion-
been viewed in the South as the last means at command to
prevent the destruction of constitutional liberty and justice in
America. And now, when Lincoln was elected, the South
realized that the long-anticipated time had arrive.!, and that it
was necessary to act before its independence and liberty were
tor ever lost.

But indeed, what importance was to be attached to the
election of Mr. Lincoln ? Lincoln was the victorious candidate
of a purely sectional party. Nothing similar to this had ever
before occurred. A President elected against the unanimous
protest of every State in the South, and elected solely by the
votes of its declared enemies. This was not the cause of seces-
sion, but only the occat on of it.

Had the necessary guarantees asked for by the South always
been accorded, and had the North always given sufficient
grounds for confidence in the conscientious observation of the
constitution, as very rightly demanded by the South, the
Southern States would have acquiesced in the election of

^""Tl^' T^^^"""
""^^^^ ^"^" ^^^^ ^•^ ^'^^^^ f«r recession.Had the Nc-th been less abusive in its relations with the South

It IS not impossible that for a number of years to come the
tooutii would have remained passive, and suffered itself to be
plundered, as had already been the case for a long time.
Can any unprejudiced mind now doubt that the time hadcomewh.n the South, standing aZo..., without any guarantees

for the observation of the constitution, was obliged to act ^ On
the contrary, an examination of the numerous social, economic
and political causes already recorded, all contributincr iu a
greater or less degree, perhaps unequally, to jeopardise the
existence of the Union, must establish the conviction that themoment had really arrived, when the liberty, the rid.ts the
welfare, and the honour of the South must compel it to^li,4lve
hose now only external bonds, which united it to a Union thathad long since ceased to exist in the spirit of the constitution

'
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CHAPTER III.

THE WAR.

I. Unconstitutionality of the War.

By the constitution it is expressly provided that Congress alone
shall have the nght to declare ivar and to raise and support
arnnes. The power is also given to Congress 'to provide for
calling forth the militia to execute the laws of the Union, sup-
press insurrections, and repel invasions.'* We have already
cited the authoruy of Eawle,t tn show that it is only in the
event that a faction should attempt to subvert the government
of a State that Uhe case provided for (by this clause of the
constitution) will have arisen, and the Union is bound to employ
Its power to prevent it.' It has been attempted to prove that
the withdrawal of a St. te, secession, from the Union is not only
tleleg^ttmate exercise of State sovereigntjj, bnt also a consti-
tutional right; it is therefore neither opposition to the laws of
the Umon nor rebellion. Hence it follows, that not even Con-
gress itself, least of all the President, had the right to oppose
to the secession of the Southern States armed force. We direct
attention here to the feet, that in the debates of the Convention
at Philadelphia in 1787 Aladison observed:—

*The use of force against a State would look more like a
declaration of war than an infliction of punishment; and would
probably be considered by the party attacked as a dissolution of
all previous compacts by which it might be bound. He hoped
that such a system would be framed as might render this resource
unnecessary, and moved that the clause be postponed.' This
motion was agreed to unanlmousbj.X And never since that
time has there been a question of coercion.

* Constitution, Art. I. Sect. 8. t William RawL, 1. c. p. .92
\ Madison Papers, vol. ii. p. 761.
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In recent times, also, has this principle been confirmed. Even
President Buchanan has supported it. He says : *—

' The question fairly stuted is—Has the constitution delegated
to Congress the power to coerce a State into submission which
IS attempting to withdraw, or has actually withdrawn, from the
confederacy ? If answered in the affirmative, it must be on the
prmciple that the power has been conferred upon Congress to
declare and make war against a State. After much serious
reflection, I have arrived at the conclusion that no such power
has been delegated to Congress or to any other department of
the Federal Government. It is manifest, upon an inspection of
the constitution, that this is not among the specific and enume-
rated powers granted to Congress ; and it is equally apparent
that Its exercise is not « necessary and proper for carrying into
execution " any one of these powers. So far from tliis power
having been delegated to Congress, it was expressly refused by
the convention which framed the constitution.

* Without descending to particulars it may be safely asserted,
that the power to make war against a State is at variance with
the whole spirit and intent of the constitution. Suppose such
a war should result in the conquest of a State, how are we to
govern it afterwards ? Shall we hold it as a province, and govern
It by despotic force ? In the nature of things we could not, by
physical force, control the will of the people, and compel them
to elect senators and representatives to Congress, and to perform
all the other duties depending on their own volition, and
required from the free citizens of a free State as a constituent
member of the confederacy.

* But if we possessed the power, would it be wise to exercise
it under the circumstances ? The object would, doubtless, be
to preserve the Union. War would not only present the most
effectual means of destroying it, but Asould banish all hope of
Its peaceable reconstruction. Besides, in the fraternal conflict
a vast amount of blood and treasure would be expended, ren-
dering future reconstruction between the States impossible. In
the meantime, who can foretell what would be the sufferings
and privations of the people during its existence?

* President Buchanan's Mc.«sage to Congress, December 3, 1860.
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( 'IMTlie fact is tliat our Union rests upon puLlic opinion, and
can never l,e cemented by the blood of its citizens slied in civil
war. If it cannot live in the affections of the people, it must
one day perish. Congress possesses many means of preservincr
It by conciliation

; but the sword was not placed in their hands
to preserve it by force.'

I'

A

II. COMHENX'EMENT OF THE AVar.

The secession of the State of South Carolina in 18G0 had
been regarded beforehand as a possible event; nevertheless
p. bhc opinion in the North was not sufficiently prepared to
realize all the significance attaching to it. On several pvevious
occasions the Southern States had tlireatened to resume the
exercise of their delegated authority, and consequently the
North, particularly New England, was disposed to consider this
last threat another bugbear.

When the Convention of South Carolina passed the ordinance
•of secession, commissioners were despatched to the Federal
Government to commence negotiations respecting the claims of
both parties, and to agree upon the terms of their adjustment.
At the same time a demand was made upon the Federal Govprn-
ment to withdraw its troops from the forts in the harbour of
Charleston. It is true that these forts were Federal property,
which had been acquired with the consent of South Carolina;'
this was not disputed, but South Carolina demanded that the'
Federal Government should evacuate them, pledo-jno- itself in
the settlement of their mutual claims, to grant full Indemnity
for the outlay that had been made in constructing the fort-
Now that Soutli Carolina had determined to undertake the
protection of its own coast, the Federal Government could no
longer pretend to any right to retain the forts; for it was self-
evident that South Carolina could not submit to the presence
of foreign troops on its soil. President Buchanan, however,
refused to recognise these commissioners as the representatives
of a^ foreign State, and declined to accede to their demand.

Nevertheless, the commissioners remained in Washin'o-ton
seeking to accomplish their purpose by obtaining an acknow-
ledgement of their claims

; they limited their demands, however,

\
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for the moment to tl.o extent, that no rdntorcements whatever
«l.oul.l bo «ent to Fort .Su.nter. ( .u tl,e other l.an.l, they a.reo<l
o P|;nn. t o small j,a„.L.,„ to rcuah, i„ the fort.; South
-arohna ,„„l,„g itself not to attack them, so long a., the stipu-
ation no to send reinforcements shonl.l l,e ohserved by tholedcral Oovern.nent. I'resi.lent linehanan acce.le,l to this
proposal, ami cotnmunieatcl tho resnlt to Congress in hi,
.nessageof January 8, 1«01. At tho san.e tin,e ire atten,pte,l
.. jnst.fy the promise made to the commissioners, by the desireo avoid the conmrencement of hostilities ; ns Wonth Carolinahad given assurance of its intention to regard any attempt tosend remlorcement, to Charleston, or to change the status .,„oo he tor s, a. a declaration of uur on the part of the UniLd

.V. tc.s. The President desired the more to avoid a bloody
collision, as he still cherished the hope of restoring the Union
liy moderation.

When Mr. Lincoln was inaugur.ated as Mr. Jiuchanan's suc-
c..ssor, and t.x,k an oath before assembled Congress to observe
the constitution, he, too, refused to acknowledge the eom-
niissioners from South Carolina as the representatives of annidependent State; still he caused Mr. Seward to enter into a

r:k;otiS:
""" "^

'

"""*"''*•"' "'"""'''*'^ -"^"^

Mr. Seward favoured a peaceful adjustment of the difHcidtyand his influence it is said, caused Mr. Lincoln also to desire a
peaceful solution m the beginning. We are indebted to Governor
I lekens of South Carolina, however, for information respecting
the motives which induced President Lincoln, at the expiration
of a few weeks, suddenly to reverse bis policy. Soon after thecommencement of hostilities. Governor Pickens causeil the
history of the negotiations at Washington to be published over
his own name in one of the journals of the State.* We insert
this document, as tending to throw a great deal of light upon
the secret history of the war.

' Tl

TIic Columbia South Cavolinitm of Angiist 3, 18G1.

\
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SECRET IIISTOKY OF THE WAR.

' -Statr of South Caroi.i.va.

67

' Hfiid-quarterH. Aitff. 3, 18G1.

* I have every reason, from information received by me in
the most confi.lential manner (not forbiddin- publication, how-
evei-), and throngh one very near the most intimate counsels
of the President of the United States, to induce me to believe
that the following article was submitted, as a proof-sheet, to
Mr. Lmcohi and his Cabinet; that a proclamation, in conformity
with 11. c.enerai views, was to be issued ; and that a chancre in
the decision of the Cabinet was made in one night, when exactly
the contrary course was adopted. It is asserted in tliis article
(which in all probability is a proof-sheet from a confidential
]Sew York paper), that if the President desired to excite and
madden the whole North to a war of extermination ar^ainst
s avery, and in favour of the absolute plunder and conquest of
the Soutli, he had only to resolve that Major Anderson and his
garrison and Fort Sumter should perish, as it appears was well
known would have to be the case. Major Anderson and his
rnwi were to be used as fuel, to be thrown in to kindle the flames
of fanaticism, and to force the Northern people into a united
war, which would give the Abolition leaders absolute control
over the Government and country. What must be the feelings
of the civilized world when it is known that the President of
the United States and his Cabinet did so act, and with a view
expressly to carry out this policy of exciting the wliole Northern
mind ?

'Major Anderson had officially informed the former Adminis-
tration that he could hold Fort Sumter; and, of course, if the
object of that Administration was to betray the Government
mto the hands of the Secessionists, as is charged in the article
then Major Anderson must have been a partv to the treason •

and if he informed the new President, on the 4th of March as
IS said to be the case, that he could not hold the fort then' he
acted out his part fully in aiding to place Mr. Lincoln and his
Cabinet exactly where they were, and to compel them to evacuate
the fortress, or to use the garrison as victims, to be slauo-htered
on the unholy altar of blind fanaticism and mad ambition.

' I know the fact from Mr. Lincoln's most intimate friend and
accredited agent, Mr. Lamon, that the President of the United
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St.itcH profcHsod ii desire to ovnciiate Fort Smntcr, and lie (Mr.

Lainon) actually wrote me, after his return to WaHhington, that

lie wouhl he hack in a few days to aid in that puri)ose. ^Mnjor

Anderson was iiuhiced to expect the .same thing, as his not<'s to

me prove. I know the fact that Mr. Fox, of the United States

Navy, after ohtaining permission from me, upon the express

guarantee of a former gallant associate in the navy, to visit

i\Iajor Anderson " for pacific purposes," planned the pretended

attempts to relieve and reinforce the garrison hy a fleet, and that

Major Anderson protested against it. I now believe that it was
all a scheme, and that Fox's disgraceful expedition was gotten

up in concert with Mr. Lincoln, merely to delude the Northern
public into the belief that they intended to sustain and protect

JMajor Anderson, when, in fact, according to the article now
published for the first time, they decided to do no such thing,

and acted with the deliberate intention to let the garrison perish,

that they might thereby excite the North, and rouse them to

unite in this unholy and unnatural war, by which the desperate

and profligate leaders of an infuriated and lawless party might
gratify their vengeance and lust of power over the ruins of their

country, and amid the blind passions of a maddened people.

*The document now published, and tiie peculiar circum-
stances, show the basest and most infamous motives that have
ever actuated the rulers of a.iy people, except, perhaps, hi the
days of the first Frencli revolution, when history shows that
wholesale murder was often planned ])y insurrectionists in Paris,

under the deliberate guidance of malignant leaders, whose whole
objects were universal plunder and murder, in order to exter-

minate one party and ride into power themselves.
* A moment's review of the line of argument pursued in the

article, will show that the policy finally adopted in regard to

Fort Sumter was intended and desired by Mr. Lincoln and his

advisers to lead to a war, not to be regulated by the rules and
usages among civilized people, but to one of rapine, murder, and
utter extermination of the people against whom it was intended
to be waged, founded upon no principle of right, seeking not to
reestablish any disputed authority, or establish any other object
than to gratify a lust for power and revenge.

' For the purpose of directly proving the motives and impulses

/ 1

i.
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of tilt' United StatcM Govornmeiit In the inauoiiration of this
wur, it is only necessary to make several extracts fioni tlio
article in fpiestion, as they will serve also to direct the special
attention of the public to those portions which most vividly
prove tlie unhallowed i-irposes of President Lincoln and his
advisers.

' One of the cuic'ends of the article seems to have been tlie

proof of treason oi ibe p -t of President Buchanan, and througli
all of it runs the oft-r.,..ated "alternative" left them l)y him
of "permitting M/>i - ..nderson and his command to starve
within fifteen days,' <. ,f ignominiously abandoning it to a nest
of " unprincipled rebels."

h

¥

' It was intended to show that the object of President Lincoln
was to preserve " peace/' not to " make war ; " to " protect the
sacred Constitution " confided to his keeping and to gain over,
by his avowedly peaceful objects, those who had defied that
"Constitution" and broken its laws. It is asserted that Pre-
sident Lincoln could not suppress the "tears'' of anguigh whicli
his signing the order for the evacuation of Fort Sumter called
forth, and it is said, too, that he desired to " discharge Ids duty
to humanity ; " and yet he has chosen to " discharge " that
•• duty " in the singular way of resolving on a policy which, in
his own words, he knew would " raise throughout the mighty
North a feeling of indignation, which in ninety days would have
emancipated every slave on the continent, and driven their
masters into the sea."

' The sacrifice was made ; Anderson and his command were
forced to become liable as victims to fanaticism ; Fort Sumter
was wrapt in flames ; and yet, forsooth, they tell us that the
only man who could have prevented it was " resolved to dis-
charge his duty to humanity," and that his purpose was "peace"'
—his aversion " war." Uis " purpose " was changed, and he
resolved to bring on this unhallowed war. It is a (iovernment
actuated with these feelings that we are to defend ourselves
against

;
it is tUn kind of war, then, that the people of the

South are to meet ; and under these circumstances it becomes
my duty to publish the article in question for the information

I
s
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of the people of the Confederate States, and for the cool and
unbiassed contemplation of the civilized world.

' A war thus inaugurated—from such motives and under such
circumstances— surely can never meet with the favour of

heaven. A people educated and trained up to constitutional

liberty can never, for any length of time, sustain such a war.

' F. W. PiClvExNS.'

ABANDONMEXT OF FORT SOITER.

NECESSITY KNOWS NO LAW.

' There are periods in the history of nations and individuals,

when the force of even this proverb is illustrated. The law, or

rather the demands of justice, self-respect, national honour, and
the vindication of our nationality in the eyes of Europe, all

demand that we should retain possession of Fort Sumter at any
and every sacrifice ; and no man in this nation is more deeply
impressed with the paramount importance of so doing, than is

Abraham Lincoln, the President of the United States. He feels

and recognises his duty in the premises ; but the law of neces-
sity steps in, puts at defiance his wishes and his duty, and
sternly forbids his attempting to hold or relieve the noble
fortress so promj^tly snatched from the hands of the rebels and
traitors of Charleston, by the timely action of 3Iajor Anderson.
Buchanan and his traitor Cal}inet had deliberately planned the
robbing of our aj-senals, under the superintendence, and with the
connivance of the miserable fellow Floyd, whose portrait now
hangs so conspicuously in the Kogue's Gallery of our C:ity

Police; and we all know, that when :\Iajor Anderson took pos-
session of Fort Sumter, Floyd demanded its restoration to the
rebels, and that Buchanan actually yielded to tlie demand, until
threatened with danger to his person if he ventured upon any
such act of treachery. He yielded to a stern necessity ; JMit in
yielding he determined to accomplish by management and
finesse what he had not the courage to do openly. He accord-
ingly refused to permit the fort to he reinforced, as it could
Iiave been in those days, with the necessary men and stores to
enable it to hold out for a year at least against any force which

-J
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could be brought against it ; and it was not until after ]\Iorris

Island had been fortified, that ho sanctioned the abortive at-
temi3t at succour made by the " Star of the West; " and even
countermanded that order before it was carried into effect.

^

* From Christmas until JMarch 4, the traitors and rebels vf
Charleston and the cotton States, received every countenance
and support from .Air. Buchanan which could be afforded them

;

and when he retired from office on the 4th instant, he gloated
over the conviction that he had fostered rebellion and treason
until they had become so rampant, that they were beyond the
control of his successor. And the one great source of his glori-
fication was, that Fort Sumter was without provisions ; and that
of necessity, the garrison must surrender from starvati^^n before
it would be in the power of the Republican Administration to
relieve and reinforce it.

' Of course, Abraham Lincoln could know nothing of this
treason

;
and when in his inaugural he spoke of occupying the

publie forts and collecting the revenue, he little dreamed that
his predecessor had treasonably arranged to make the aban-
donment of Fort Sumter a political neces.sltij. He was soon
apprised, however, that the treason of his predecessor had
cunningly devised fbr him the most serious mortification that
could be inflicted

; and that he had presented to him the alter-
native of perjnitting Anderson and his command to starve or
promptly to ^^•ithdraw them, and ignominiously permit the fort
to fall into the hands of the -ebels. To reinforce the garrison
or to supply tliem with provisiotjs is e.jually impossible, for
James Buclianan and his associate traitors, designedly refused
to do so while it was in their power to do it; and compelled
the comm.; adttit of ihe fort (piietly to permit the construction
of works in Lu immediate vicinity, and under the- range of
his guns, which would effectually prevent his Wing relieved
when an honest man asi^umed the Government on March 4.
Buchanaii's final wt of treasuu has been consummated. He
prevented the last Congress from passing a law giving powei- to
the Exer ive to call for volunteers to occupy and^'r. eaplure
the public forts and arsenals, and ho designedly left Fort
Sumter in a position which renders relief physically impos-
sible without an ami)/ of from 10,000 to 20,()0() men, and the

f
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employment of a naval force greater than we can command ;
and

he and his myrmidons now exiiltingly and taiintinoly say to the

Republican President : « Do yonr worst. We have designedly

withheld from you the means of relieving and holding Fort

Sumter, and we invite you to the pleasing alternative of per-

mitting Anderson and his command to starve within fifteen

days, or of ignominiously abandoning it to a nest of traitors and

rebels, whom we have nursed into existence as the only certain

mode of destroying the Republican party.''

' Such are the simple facts of the case as they are presented

to the new President upon his assuming the reins of (lovern-

ment ; and we speak advisedly and from knowledge, when we

say that, while the country has been wickedly made to believe

that the time of the Administration has been occupied with the

disposal of offices, four-fifths of all the hours spent in consulta-

tion by the Cabinet have been devoted to the consideration of

the all-important question— How to save Fort Sumter, and

avert from the Government the dishonour of abandoning it

to the miserable traitors who, for months, have been in open

rebellion against the authority of the Government ? Generals

Scott and^Totten, and all the military and naval chiefs at

Washington, have been consulted; every plan which military

science "could conceive, or military daring suggest, has been

attentively considered and maturely weighed, with a hope, at

least, that the work of the traitor Buchanan wa,s not so com-

plete as he and his associates supposed. Jiut all in vain.

There stands the isolated naked fact—Fort Sumter cannot be

relieved because of the treason of the late Administration, and

.Alajor Anderson and his command must perish by starvation

unless withdrawn.

' What, then, is to be done ? Could the President leave

them to starve? Old bono f Would the sacrifice of a handful

of gallant men to the treason of thieves and rebels have been

grateful to their countrymen ? But, says the indignant y(>t

thoughtless patriot, "think of the humiliation and dishonour of

abandoning Sumter to the rebels!" We do think of it, and

weep tears of blood over the humiliation thus brought upon

the country by the traitor President, who has just retired to

Wheatiands to gloat over hi-^ consiunmated treason. And we

m
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arc as.urtMl, t..o, and do not donbt the truth of the assurance,
that when Abraliani Lincoln won con.pelled to yield his re-
luctant consent to tliis most humiliating concession to successful
treason, he did not attempt to suppress the sorrow and tears
which It called forth. But he had no alternative. « Necessity
knows no law ;" and to save the lives of the gallant men who
have so long held Fort Sumter against an overwhelming force
ot heartless traitors and wicked and unprincipled rebels, whose
treason has been steeped in fraud a.nd theft, vulgarly known as
" .Southern cliivalry," the President of the United States, in the
<lischarge of a duty to humanity, has signed the order for the
evacuation of Smnter.

' Had war, not peace been his object-had he desired to raise
tliroughout the mighty North a feeling of indignation, which in
ninety days would have emancipated every slave on the con-
tinent and driven their masters into the sea, if needs be—he
had only to have said

:
« Let the garrison of Fort Smnter do

then- duty and perish beneath its walls; and on the heads of
the traitors and rebels of the slavery propagandists be the
consequences." Such a decision would have carried joy to the
bosoms of Phillips and Garrison and their fanatical associates
who so justly consider abolitionism and disunion synonymous;
but it would have brought upon the country such scenes of
horror as the mind shrinks from contemplating. Verilv, the
))lood of the martyrs would have been the seed of « Negro
emancipation.'- For every patriot soldier thus sacrificed to the
revival of the African slave-trade and the establishment of a
hideous slaveocracy at the South, ten thousand negro slaves
would have been emancipated, and as many of theil- nuis'.ers
driven into the ocean to expiate their crimes on earth.

' But Mr. Lincoln desired to rouse no such feeling of reveno-e
among the peoi,!P of the free States. He knew—no man kncAV
l)etter-that he i.ud but to hold on to Fort Sumter, agreeably
to the plainly-expressed will of the people, and leave its gallant
garrison to +he fat^ prepared for them by rebels and traitors,
to insure -. uprising which would at once wip , ut slaverv
from the face of the ountry, and with it all engaged in this
atrocious rebeiiion ..gainst the Government. liut his purpos^e
is peace, not uar, Uis object is to re: iMre, to rebuild, and to
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preserve the Government and clie constitution which enacted it,

and his great aim is, while maintaining the constitution and
enforcing tlie Laws, to bring back good men to their allegiance,
and leave the thieves, and rogues, and braggarts who comjjose
tlie great mass of the rebels, under the cognomen of « Southern
chivalry," to tlie uninterrupted enjoyment of their own precious
society, and the reflections which time must awaken even in
them. He is mindful of his oath "registered in heaven," to pre-
serve che constitution and enforce the laws ; and he feels that Ijis

mission is to reclaim, and not extinguish, or he would most
assuredly have left Fort Sumter to its late, and that fate would
have been speedy, certain, and absolute annihilation to the
traitors now in rebellion against the Government, and to the
very existence of the institution of slavery on the American
continent. Eut he has been faithful to his oath of office and to
the constitution

; and l)y yielding to the necessity of the case
and listening to the cry of humanity, slavery has had accorded
to it Its last victory over freedom and the constitution of the
United States.

'The deed has been accomplished; the sacrifice has been
made; traitors and rebels are again triumphant: and the stars
and stripes are again to be dishonoured in the sight of the
nation and of astonished Europe; the flag of the Union is to be
pulled down, and the bloody banner of pirates, freebooters,
rebels, and traitors is to be run up to wave triumphantly over
Fort Sumter, and be saluted from hundreds of guns in the
rebel camp, amid the cheers of thousands who^e senseless
gasconade and braggadocio vauntings have lon^r since diso-usted
brave men and honest citizens. And yet we^ jvpprove the act.A traitor President rendered it a necessity, and humanity
demanded that A],raliam Lincoln should sacrifice all per-
sonal reelings, and gracefully yield to that necessity and the
dehlierately planned treason upon which it is bar-ed His
countrymen will sustain liim in the discharge of a humiliatinr.
but .-.n imperative duty ; but, with him, they feel that the
account is now closed with treason. There is nothing now to
yield to traitors-nothing more to sacrifice in ordo." to (nve
s avery and the slave-trade the odour of nationality. In future
the President of the United States ha,s only laws to enforce nnd

i4>"
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a constitution to sustain
; and woe be to them who thwart him

in the performance of his duty, and to himself if he dares to
shrmk from the performance of his whole tiuty.'

^
Conformably to the original desire of Mr. Lincoln to evacuate

Fort Sumter, the commissioners had been quieted with the
assurance that no effort would be made to relieve that garrison •

bnt, as seen from the foregoing, the President suddenly
changed his policy, and South Carolina, considering this as a
breach of the peace, took measures for self-defence.

'

This unexampled want of good faith strengthened the other
Southern States in their distrust of Lincoln and his party •

it
revealed to them the character of the * Republican ' President
with wliom they had to deal ; and thus nothing was more
natural than their secession from the Union.
The action of Lincoln must, then, be regarded as a purely

party manoeuvre, by whicli it was designed to obtain permanent
supremacy for his party, and absolute control of the Govern-
ment. The conception of this plan by Lincoln was well
de.n«ed

;
it was foreseen that, in the immense popular excite-

-
enl ure to ensue, few persons in the Xorth would stop to

<nie. .on the constitutionality of his proceedings; and that even
tnose having the hardihood to do so would be powerless to harm
him, whilst the mob sustained him in his course with its
approval.

Everyone is aware of the success that attended Lincoln's
calculations; Fort Sumter was bombarded and forced to
capitulate; the. cry for vengeance was sounded throughout
the length and breadtli of the land ; and President Lincoln
proclaimed the bombardment of Fort Sumter to be treason
against the Union, while it was, in fact, only the beginning of
hostihties for self-defence that had been f.,rced upon South
Carolina by an act of the Federal Government, which, it was
known, would be regarded as a declaration of war.
The next in.pertant official act of the new President, who had

only a tew weeks previously sworn to observe the constitution,
was a clear violation of his oath and of the constitution, hy
raising an army „f 75,000 men to wage war against the libert^^
and rights of the South. The Administration .hus commenced
by a reckless disregard of the solemn nature of an oath, and by
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iolf of itself3 constitution, lias continued to disgrace it

by a series of the most flagrant violations of it, and has served

to mark President Lincoln as a man who has reduced it to the

perfection of a trade, to trample under foot with despotic

violence almost all the constitutional rights of the once free

American people.

III. Character of the War

t)X Tin; PART OK THE NOUTK, A MKAXS I'Oli THE ACQVISITION 01' GREATEU POWER;
OX TUr. PAliT OI- THE SOUTH, FOR SECVRING ITS IXDEPEXDEXCE AND I.IliERTY.

The . >rmer territory of the United States consisted of two

political divisions— the one comprising the thirty-four States,

the other the Territories. The latter contain but a limited

population ; for being situated mostly in the interior, with little

or no direct communico,tion with the sea, they do not offer the

same attractions fur emigration as uiany of the States. Of the

thirty-four States, fifteen are Southern, the so-called Slave

States ; these comprise an extent of territory as great as that

of the other nineteen States, having an area of more than

800,000 square miles— a country possessing one of the most

productive soils of the world for agriculture, whilst abounding

in almost inexhaustible treasures of minerals. Thirteen of the

Southern States have already formally sacetled from the Union;
another, Maryland, is complett-iy in the possession of a Northern

army, and prevented by foret- from joining the Confederate

States ; while only Delaware, the smalle-r of all. has; remainetl

in the Union.

The Mississippi rivei-, which drains the entire Xoith-Wtst,

ifews through the centre of the- secede<l States : its mouths and
a great part of its extent are commanded by these same States ;

and thus the products of the North-West, in passing over this

natural commercial highway, have to traverse a foreign country.

The importance of tht- Mississippi for the Nortli-West is almost

incalculable, and must cause that section to cultivate the most
friendly relations with the nation possessing its mouths ; for it is

the only natural outlet for the varied and rich products of thi>

fertile country. Without it, direct communication witli Europe
would be out off almost entirely ; while it is at the same time

§
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the most convenient and the cheapest route for transportation
to market. Tiie North is therefore compelled to prevent, if
possible, tlie West, the richest part of its territory, from becom-
ing dependent on a foreign nation for a natural outlet for its
productions. It is only by retaining possession of this great
river that the North-West can remain commercially independent,
and the war already commenced is prosecuted with enercry to'
secure this result.

The free population of the l-nited States amounted in 1860
to 27,477,090 souls

; that of the Southern States to 8,352,385,
to which number must be added 3,952,738 slaves. Without
the South the whole population of the North would amount to
only 19,124,705 inhabitants; the war is therefore waged to
retain this entire population, which the North hopes to control
by its superiority in numbers.
The white and black populations of the South tocrether

amount to 12,305,123 souls. But the South, as we have°seen
has always been the chief, and almost exclusive market for the'
manufoctures of the North ; the war is carried on therefore to
retam twelve and a half millions of forced customers for the
products of Northern industry. The South has also been made
to contribute far more than its proportion of the means for
administering the Federal Government. This war is int.-nded
to secure not only the control of a greater power, but along with
it to obtain, also, the chief means of its support.

Should the South succeed in achieving its independence, the
North must submit to see the great Southern trade, which
formerly passed through its cities, take new channels, and be
carried on directly between Europe and the ports of the South
With the loss of the Southern export and import trade would
vanish the Nortliern monopoly of the coasting trade; while the
shipping interest generally of the North would suffer to an
almost incredible extent. Thus would perish the very founda-
tions upon which the commercial and industrial prosperity of
the North rested. A successful termination of the war alone
can avert all these evils from the North.
An inevitable consequence of the triumph of the South

would be additional secessions from the Union. First of all
the North-West would, for reasons already intimated, withdraw
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hom ,I,e re,Ier„l leaf,-,,.; its interests arc too i„ti„>ately
Kle,,t,fio<l w,tl, those of the .So,.th for it to ,em„i„ connected
w,t), the No,-th

;
the protective policy of the Union will be

fonnrl to he „s inimical to the prosperity of tl,e North-West, as

I

was opp,-essive to the HontI,; a,.,l self-interest will pro,„pt
Ins great section to leave the North and join its fortnnes with

tl,ose of the .Sonth, or else, eonstitnting itself into an inde-
pendent State, to for,n an,dliance of friendship with the States
havn,g ,.o„trol of the Mississippi. Nor nn,st it bo forgotten
tha he North-west ,ril,, „ost probably, refuse to pa; ^part of the enormous debt incurred for the proseeutiou of a

2h
||;^™=™^"""»"^li*y of ^vbich will become evident to it

On the Pacific Ocean as well, will the .States there sitnatedh.™ thcnselves i,>to a confederacy; for California. Or goaod the rc™tor,es of the far West, being alrea.ly geo.raph

'

,..1 J hnd ,t to the>r interest to form a league among tliemselvesindeed, we .night venture to predict that within" a n" ^tremote penod of time, all the .States will have withd,-,aw fro ,!New t„gla,«
,
the original and chief disturber of the peace"ancl.becansexNew England apprehends this result fr„,n seceSon'

enic-:::, s
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that the North should ,„ake every possible etTort to p f.'

Stotes
" —l"-'""-t of separation by the Sonth^:.

Norif>^/n'™""'
"" "'"'"'= »' *''o ^™'' on the part of theNoitl, ,t follows, naturally, that the .South resists these at a ks

«euthwhil. the Union e..tted%o:l:rZ^^^^^^
p. W,can President the apprehensions of the .South ."ache ti tcuhn,„at,on. lest it should be handed over to th tenI i Iof >orther,r plunderers; and bow these apprehensio
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the feelinn..s of tlic Hontherners at the commencement of the con-
.ct, altliough they endeavoured, by every honourable means in

their power, to arran-e the diffieulty Avithout a resort to arms.
The developements of the war have proven that these appre-
hensions were oidy too well founded, and that the fears of the
boutherners that their constitutional rigjits and liberty would be
trampled in the dust by a ' Kepublican ' Administration, were
e(iually well ^.rounded. It is notorious that the liberty of the
press, whieh had ever been regarded as the protector of the
rights of the people against tyranny, has been trodden Tmder
foot m the North; that more than eu,hb, of the most influential
and respectable newspapers of the North Iiave been suppressed
because they dared to advocate peace and moderation ; that
President ].incoIn has, without any authority, wantonly sus-
pended the privilege of the writ of habeas corpus; that
mnoeent men and defenceless women have been arrested by
lettres de cachet, and incarcerated in loathsome dungeons upon
mere suspicion, witliout an idea of the charge against them~-in
spite of the constitution, which provides that no one shall be
( epnved of liberty without ' due process of law ;' that judges of
the courts have been imprisoned, because, as in duty bound
they dared to vindicate the ^majesty of the law.' The Pre-
sident has dispersed the legislature of .Alaryland, a State
proclaimed by himself to be loyal, and imprisoned a number of
Its members, because they presumed to assemble in the leo-iti-
mate way prescribed bylaw: and he has suppressed the vdce
of tlie people at the ballot-box by an armed force, threatening
to impnson all who dared to vote against the candidates of his
own party, and placing soldiery at the polls to execute the
threat. Cities have been burned ; towns and villages have been
pillaged

:
innocent men have been barbarously murdered • the

country has been ravaged
; harl)ours have been dest.yed; and

finally it has been attempted to kindle a servile war bv inciting
the slaves to insurrection. In a word, the South has seen
constitutional liberty perish in the North, an.l arbitrary
(k'spotism and tyranny spring up to take its place.

^
hi view of these facts, may it not justly be claimed that the

South is carrying on a war for order, and for cov.^tit.fin.ud
liberty cmd mdependence ? The people of the Southern States
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are (leteniiiiit'd to be iiidcpendent, and, convinced of the justice

of tiieir cause, are united as one man, resolved to perisli alto-

yether rather than svd)niit to the tyranny of Nortlicrn ride. If

anything" is potent to cause a people to fijjfht with coutidence

and perfect self-devotion, it is the consciousness tliat they arc

fightin*,' for their liberty, their homes, and their honour. This

conviction pervades the entire people of the South, and is fidly

attested l)y their unity, self-sacrifice, and coura«f<'.

TV. CONTRADICTION.S IN THE IIEPIIKSKNTATIONS JIADK lUCSl'ECTINO

THE :motiyes foh wAcaxfj the Wai{.

I

It is not true that the abolition of slavery in the South is the

motive for the war waged by tlu; North. At no time has this

been true ; and there are no facts in tlie case to sustain such an

assumption. From the beginning of the war, the Xorthern

press has, with the exception of the notoriously fanatical sheets,

never ceased to protest that there was no intention of inter-

fering with the institution of slavery. It is n(jt denied,

however, that the Kadical portion of the press has proclaimed,

with equal emphasis, the desire of the extreme Abolitionists to

see slavery receive its death-blow ; but this has partaken, with

few exceptions, rather of the iiature of a party manoeuvre to

excite the mob, in order thus to acquire an influence over the

Administration, and has served to avert attention from tlie fact

that there was no real occasion for the war.

The North does not even desire to see slaver}- al)olished

throughout the Southern States; but only in the more northern

of them—the Border States—as Delaware, ^Maryland, Virginia,

North Carolina, Tennessee, Kentucky, and ^Missouri. Kven

here, the motive for desiring it is only to obtain fresh fields of

labour for the white working classes ; for it is known that if

the slaves were emancipated, in some of these States at least,

where the climate is temperate, Avhite labourers would drive

them from the country. As it now is, free labour is nc.t able

to compete with slave labour in those States.

On the other hand, every obstacle is thrown in the way of

free negroes wishhig to emigrate to Northern States : indeed,

H
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H

'--

/ t many of tho States have special laws prevent ini,' free nefrroca

j
altogether from coming into them to reside; and PresFdent
Lincoln has i)roposed to Congress to accjuire a pieces of territory
l)eyoud the limits of the United States, whitlier the whole
African race in America may be traiisportei J^riefly ex-

-^ pressed, the abolition of .slavery in America means nothing but
^

^

more room and f/rmter advanfuf/es for the whife lahourer.

^
Philanthropy is not, therefore, the spring of action with tho

Northern abolitionist, as is so ostentatiously trumpeted forth to
Europ(>, but self-interest; for, indeed, his philanthropy is so
limited that he will not associate, or work in company, with
the neofro.

I^ut self-interest is sufficient to prevent the North from really
desiring to see slavery abolished throughout the South ; without
African slave labour in the unhealthy climate of that section,
where it is impossible for the white man to work, the culti-
vation of cotton woi Id cease, and, thus, the cotton manufac-
tures of the North A\ould perish if made dependent upon cotton
produced by the lai,our of free l>lacks—a race that notoriously
will not work without compulsion. The New England manu-
facturer is fully aware of this f\ict, and feels that he has i.s

^ great an interest in the preservation of the system of Southern
labour as the planter. But, apart from this consideration, it is,

^

in fact, only the < xtreme Abolition or 'Republican' party that
pretends to wage war upon slavery ; the ' Democratic ' i)arty,
although not pro-slavery, has ever respected the rights of thJ
South.

Repeatedly has the Government at Washington declared that
it had neither the intention, nor the ivish to interfere with
slavery

;
and jNIr. Lincoln has at different times given assurance

that he did not purpose attacking the institution, seeing that he
had no power to do so under the constitution; but that he

^ made war for the preservation of the * Union as it was,' and
along with it slavery. We know that General Fremont was,
for the sole reason that he had presumed to declare the slaves
of all « rebel masters

' in Missouri free, deprived of his command
by President Lincoln.

During the summer of LSGl, Congress, in declaring that all

y slaves which had been employed for military service by their

a
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' rebel masters ' should be considered free, did not dare to pro-

claim the emancipation of all the slaves, not even when their

owners were serving in the 'rebel army.' Another evidence

of the disposition of the North originally not to meddle with

slavery, may be fomi 1 in the Act of Congress of March 3, 1861,

which provides :—
' That no amendment shall be made to the

constitution which will authorize or give Congress power to

abolish or interfere within any State with the domestic insti-

tutions thereof, including that of persons held to labour or

servitude by the laws of said State.' Here is a clear acknow-

ledgement that no such power had been conferred by the

constitution upon Congress.

How false and hypocritical, then, has been the policy of the

Washington Grovernment in exerting itself to produce the

impression through its agents in Europe, that the annihilation

of the accursed system of slavery is the object of the present

war ! No one can fail t o perceive the motive for such a policy

;

it was in order to obtain in this way the sympathy and moral

support of Europe for p, cause, which could not possibly recom-

mend itself otherwise to the Eluropean public.

The war-cry of the Federal Grovernment at home has always

been ' the Union.' Wiiat is the true significance of the oft-

repeated assertion, that * the war is waged for the preservation

of the Union?' The idea that the North is ficrhtinff for the

Union from an innate, patriotic love for it, is without any

foi.ndation ; otherwise efforts would have been made to pre-

serve io by conciliation. The late Senator Douglas, in a speech

in the Senate of the United States on January 3, 1861, ob-

served :

—

* A war between eighteen States on the one side and fifteen

on the other is to me a revolting thing. For what purpose is

the war to be waged ? Certainly not for the purpose of pre-

serving the Union. You cannot expect to exterminate ten

millions of people, whose passions are excited with the beli'^f

that you mean to invade their homes, and light the flames of

insurrection in their midst. You must expect to exterminate,

or subjugate them, or else, when you have got tired of war, to

make a treaty with them. No matter whether the war lasts

one year, or seven years, or thirty years, it must have an end

: I
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^

at some time. Sooner or later both parties will become tired
and exhausted

; and when rendered incapable of fighting any
longer, they will make a treaty of peace, and that treaty will
bo one of separation. ... I don't understand, then, how
a man can claim to be a friend of the Union, and yet be in
favour of waging war against ten millions of people in the Union.
You cannot cover it up much longer under the pretext of love

for the Union . . . But where there is a deep-rooted dis-

content pervading ten millions of people, penetrating e^rery

man, woman, and child, and involving everything dear to them,
it is time for inquiring whether there is not some cause for the
feeling.'

If the expression, * war for the Union,' has any meaning at
all, it must signify a war for the preservation of the territory

and power of the United States. A war for this purpose, as we
have already demonstrated, is both wicked and unconstitutional,
because it is aimed against State sovereignty, the fundamental
principle of the Union. It must, then, be a war of conquest,
and a revolutionary war on the part of the North, since it pro-
poses the overthrow of existing rights by violence. The South,
by fighting against these revolutionary ideas, gives proof of its

truly conservative policy.

O 3
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CHAPTEE IV.

CAPACITY OF BOTH PARTIES FOR CARRYING ON THIS WAR.

I. Resources in Men.

UroN the commencement of hostilities, tlie Federal Government

warned tlie friendly powers of Europe not to recognise the

Southern States, as the rebellion woidd be crushed in a few

weeks ; and at home, too, many proclamations in the same sense

were issued to the Northern public in order to prevent sympathy

for the South from developing itself in their midst. It wtus

assumed that the North, having greater resources in men and

the material of war than the South, would inevitably be suc-

cessful in the contest.

Has the North fulfillGd the engagement thus entered into

with Europe ? Not at all. On the contrary, the condition of

the Federal aovernment }\as become worse with every day
;
for

the suppression of the rebellion must take place in the insur-

rectionary territory, and the Northern army can scarcely be said

to have more than set foot upon this up to the present time.

If the bold suppressor of rebellion is not able to invade the

country in which the insurrection rages, then the above-

mentioned promise to crush it must be regarded as unmeaning

boasting ; the incapacity of the North to execute these threats,

which manifests itself more clearly from day to day, allows the

enemy time to arm, to gain strength, to erect works of defence,

and to stand prepared with means sufficient for resistance,

whenever the moment shall arrive in which the effort to crush

*the rebellion' shall be attempted. Every day of delay only

adds strength to the rebels, whilst diminishing the chances of

succtss for the invader.

The results of the war up to this time may be definitely

ascertained by an examination of the two campaigns now ended.

*-ri
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The first ended with the winter of 1861 and 1802, the second
with the present winter. At the end of the first, which lasted

eight months, the North had already succeeded in demonstrating
its inability to subjugate the South; the Confederate army had
successfully checked the advance of the Federal forces alonff the
whole line from Missouri to Virginia, and had repulsed every
attempt of the invader to penetrate into Southern territory ; at

the close of the operations, the Federal army retreated from
Mispouri to St. J^ouis, abandoning the entire State, with the

exception of that city, to the Confederates ; they also retreated

before the Southern army in Kentucky ; after failing to accom-
plish any result in Western Virginia, they were forced to retire

to the extreme limit of that State, and to go into winter quarters

at Wheeling ; and after two gigantic efforts to penetrate into

Eastern Virginia, they were both times fearfully routed, at Bull

Run and Ball's Bluff, and driven back to the borders of Virginia,

where they were at the commencement of the campaign. Thus
it appears that during eight months the South repelled invasion

from every part of its territory, recoverin? ill the ground which
had been occupied by the enemy, except certain forts that had
been garrisoned by Federal forces before the commencement of

the war. In the victories at Great Bethel, Bull Eun, Spring-

field, Lexington, Ball's Biuff, and Belmont, may be perceived

the successful resistance which was opposed to the Northern

invasion.

But what did the North accomplish during this period ?

Beyond Hatteras and Port Royal, absolutely nothing. The
first of these two points is only a sand-bank, which was of no
importance for the enemy, not being tenable during the winter

on account of the high tides and storms which prevail at that

season
; and, without the occupation of the other points of the

coast of North Carolina, this point would not suffice to cut off

communication with the sea. Port Royal is the entrance to

the harbour of Beaufort, and the possession of it only serves to

render the blockade of this port effectual. The occupati m of

isolated points on the coast brings little advantage to the North,

unless such points are to be used as bases for operations against

the interior. Unfortunately for the North, its ships were not

able to sail on dry land ; and with large armies it had vainly
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attempted to achieve any results against Southern troops
although, in all cases in which it was essayed, the attending
circumstances were far more favourable to the North than to
the South.

The second campaign opened with the movement of the
Federal land-forces under McClellan in the East, and Buell in
the West; while several naval expeditions were sent against
points on the coast, and the fleet of gun-boats commenced to
descend the Mississippi. No success attended McClellan's at-
tempt to advance on Kichmond by Manassas, and consequently
his base of operations was changed to Fort Monroe. At the
same time two Federal armies advanced under Fremont from
Wheeling, and under Banks from Winchester. These were
both routed and almost annihilated by the Confederate forces
under Jackson, who thereby freed a large part of Virginia from
invasion. The results of McClellan's operations before Eichmond
are well known

; and the fate of the army under Pope at the
second battle of Bull Eun needs no further mention. The Con-
federates, victorious at all points in Virginia, advanced into
Maryland, and captured Harper's Ferry with its garrison and
immense military stores. Subsequently, a drawn battle was
fought at Antietam, which left the Federal army in almost the
same condition as after the first battle of Bull Eun, and no
further advanced into Virginia. In the West, the campaign
commenced under auspices peculiarly favourable to the North

;

it had completed its fleet of gun-boats for operations on the'
rivers, whilst its army was composed of the best men, probably
in the service, being chiefly trained Ge)-man soldiers. tL
advance of these combined forces was successful at first : Fort
Donnelson fell, and tbus the way was opened for the gun-boats
to Nashville. The Confederate lines were broken, and the
sense of security which had sprung up from the results of the
first campaign was impaired. Previously it had been the policy
of the Confederates to defend the entire extent of their frontiers

;

the local interests and demands of the different States rendered
this at first necessary. It now became evident, however, that
the North was preparing for a long war ; the necessity of employ-
ing their forces in the most available manner dictated to the
Confederates the expediency of changing the general idea of the

m

r T
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to

campaigQ
; and it was, accordingly, decided to concentrate tlie

forces dispersed over such a great extent of country. With this

change in their plans, the Confederate forces successively

evacuated several positions in Kentucky and Tennessee, retiring

to the new lines of defence further southwards. The Federals
continued their advance to Shiloh, where the western army
received a shock from the Confederates under Beauregard and
Johnson, from which it has never recovered. Since that time
the Federal army in the West, divided into several corps,

has been marching and counter-marching in that section— at

one time pursuing, and again the pursued. Although several

battles have been fought in that region since Beauregard's cele-

brated retreat, they have generally been between comparatively
small forces on both sides ; and while neither army has obtained
complete possession of Kentucky, the Confederates retain at

least as much as they possessed of that State at the commence-
ment of the war. The Federal forces which had advanced under
cover of their gun-boats into Alabama, have been driven back
entirely

; and Tennessee is free from the Federals, with the ex-

ception of Nashville and country round Memphis, both of which
are held by gun-boats. West of the Mississippi the operations

have been attended with varied results for both armies ; but
they have been unimportant by reason of the small numbers
engaged, thus affecting in no way materially the final issue of
the war.

Turning to the naval operations, we find that they have been
limited to the occupation of a number of points of minor im-
portance on the coast, which have rendered the blockade more
effective ; and to the capture of New Orleans, and a part of the

Mississippi river, Vicksbui-g having resisted successfully all

attacks made upon it. Thus we see that after another year of

war, the North is as far from the accomplishment of its object

as at the commencement of hostilities ; the conquest of the South
is no more nearly acliieved than before it was attempted ; the
South has lost no points essential to defence ; communication
between the States has been maintained, and many new ways
of communication opened; no single State has been subjugated,

nor do the Federals rule over any portions of Southern territory,

except those actually occupied for the moment b} their forces

;
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in a word, nothinjf essential to the success of the South has })oert

lost, and, indeed, the results of this second campaign are largely

in its favour.

On the breaking out of hostilities, the Government of Lincoln
announced that by December 1, 1861, the Federal army would
be in possession of Richmond, Charleston, Mobile, New Orleans,

and Nashville. Only two of these cities. New Orleans, and
Nashville, are occupied by the Federals, and these were taken
by the navy, not by the army.

Whence, then, this over-estimation of its means on the part
of the Nortliern ? The response is that although the North is

very rich, and contains a larger population, the South is not
without great resources ; while a variety of circumstances con-
spire to render a large proportion of the Northern population
unavailable for an aggressive war.

In regard to the population of the two belligerent powers,
we extract the following from the official census of 1860, pub-
lished by the Department of State at Washington. The entire

population of the South, with the exception of Delaware, is thus
specified :

—

Alabama

Arkansas

Florida

Georgia

Kentucky

Louisiana

Maryland

JVIississijipi .

Missouri

Nortli Carolina

South Carolina

Tennessee

Texas .

Virginia

District of Columbia

Free inhabitants

529,lt)4

324,323

78,686

595,079

930,223

376,913

599,8-16

354,699

1,058,352

661,586

301,271

834,063

420,651

1,105,196

71,895

Slave inliabitants

435,132

111,304

61,753

462,230

225,490

332,520

87,188

436,696

114,965

331,081

402,541

275,784

180,388

490,887

3,181

Total 8,241,965 3,950,940

To this must be added the territory of New Mexico, the
entire free population of which amounts to 93,517 souls, which
with the above 8,241,965 make a total of 8,335,482. But the
entire free population of the United States in 1860 was
27,477,090 ; so that, after subtracting the 8,335,482 inhabi-
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tants of the South, there remains a population of 19,141,608
in the North.

These numbers, 8,335,482 and 19,141,608 respectively, must
not be assumed as absolutely accurate in the examination of
the resources of the two sections ; for there is, in certain of the
seceded States, a portion of the population disaffected towards
the South, as in Missouri, Kentucky, Maryland, and small
districts in Tennessee and Virginia, from which contingents f6r

the Northern army have been taken ; while in several of the
Northern States, there is a large proportion of the inhabitants

which sympathises with the Confederates, and has refused to

contribute soldiers for the war. Still it may be assumed, with-
out essential error, that the number of the ' disaffected' on each
side is about the same, although no troops have been furnished

by California and Utah, and few by certain parts of Indiana,
Illinois, and Delaware. It must be borne in mind, however,
that only a certain proportion of these respective numbers are

capable of bearing arms ; that these are persons of the age
which furnishes the principal class of labourers ; that, neces-

sarily, a large number of men capable of bearing arms in the
North must remain at home for the cultivation of the soil;

whilst in the South this labour is performed almost exclusively

by the slaves, whereby the entire male population capable of
bearing arms can be spared for the army. Another con-
sideration of no little significance is the amount of labour done
by the negro slaves. In the South the slav of both sexes are

employed, the females working in the fields as well as 'in-

doors.' The negro children, too, are not left without employ-
ment of a light kind. In the North, on the other hand, the
white females are employed only with their domestic concerns,

or in the factories, and the children must spend a part of their

time in the schools. It will thus be obvious, that the amount of

agricultural labour done by 4,000,000 of slaves in the South is,

ccderis 'paribus, much greater than that performed by a white
population of the same numbers in the North. For these

reasons, the difference in the number of men that may be
spared for the army from both sections respectively is nothintr

like so great, as the disproportion of population would, at first

sight, appear to indicate.
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II. The Navy.

It < innot ])e denied that the North possesses in its navy an
immerjse superiority over the South. Ahnost the whole of the
former navy of the United States remained in the hands of the
North

; though its efficiency was considerably impaired by the
large number of Southern naval officers that resigned upon the
secession of their respective States.

But little discernment is necessary to discover that, with a
navy like that of the North, under ordinary circumstances, im-
mense injury may be inflicted upon another commercial power.
From this point of view, however, the South has but littk; to
fear, not possessing a commercial navy which the armed navy of
the North might destroy. The acti(?n of the Northern navy is,

then, limited to two fields of operation ; the one to maintain a
blockade of the Southern ports, the other for hostilities against
the seaport cities. One of the first measures of war undertaken
by the North was the proclamation of a blockade of the entire
coast of the seceded States. At that time the navy was noto-
riously insufficient for keeping up an effective blockade of a
coast, with an extent of more than 2,400 miles, abounding in
bays and creeks, which are navigable only for ships of light

tonnage. The difficulty of such an undertaking, with even a
much larger navy than that with which the North set the
blockade on foot, cannot fail to be perceived by everyone ; for

the almost numberless points of entrance for ships would render
any but a navy of the first class totally incompetent. Ac-
cording to the international law of Europe, as laid down in the
protocol of Paris, a blockade to be binding must be effective.

That the blockade of the Southern States for a long time could
not pretend to be anything like effective, is evident from the
fact that, between the proclamation of it and the following
month of November, more than five hundred ships of all sizes

did successfully pass through it ; while the number of captures
made during the same period was altogether inconsiderable.

Was it not, therefore, pure forbearance on the part of the

f
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K.iropciin powor.s to have acknowledged and respected the
paper-l,lockade for so long a time ? In the desperate effort to
render the blockade of the Southern ports real, by sinkin.^
vensels laden with stone in the harbours, a tangible evidence
was aff-orded of the incapacity of the Federal Government to
accompl.sh what it had undertaken. No comment is necessary
upon the infamy of this proceeding, whicl by subjecting the
North to the just execration of the civilized world, has been
far more injuri.nis to its cause than to the harbours of the
South.

The Federal Government perceived at an early day the advan-
tages that might result from a fleet of gun-boats, operating on
the great rivers that traverse the South in every direction; the
navy-yards and docks were in their own hands, and every facility
for rapidly constructing a river-navy was at their disposal.
Accordnigly, we find that no time was lost in the execution of
this project; in less than a year a large number of gun-boats,
some iron-cased, started down the Mississippi, cooperatino- with
the land-forces. The first victory achieved by this new arm of
the service was the capture of Fort Donnelson. But in the
meantime the regular navy of the North has been increased to
such an extent, that the blockade is no longer a purely paper
one, though certainly not perfect ; at all events, the favourable
moment for ceasing to respect it, when it was notoriously ridi-
culous, has glided out of the hands of the Great Powers of
Europe. The indulgence accorded to an insolent power is now
reacting upon the nations that granted it.

For all purposes of naval warfare the South can scarcely be
said to possess any means of resistance to the North. Still,
important results for defence have been achieved by the im-
provised navy of the South. The exploits of the * Virginia'
CMerrimac')and ' Arkansas

' are familiar; whilst the damage
mflicted on Northern commerce by the ' Sumter," Nashville,'
and 'Alabama' is clearly visible in the rates of insurance de-
manded for Northern v(!ssels. Indeed, the insecurity of Northern
commerce is already so great, that trade between America and
Europe is being rapidly transferred to English bottoms. Here,
then, is the vulnerable part of the Northern navy, and
the South will endeavour to profit by it. Nevertheless, the
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iiioqiiality oxistin^ betwoen the two b(lH;2forontH in this branch of

the resources of war, is too {jjreat to justify the hope of its ))('in<'

removed within any whort period; yet the South is Miiikiu«'

every effort to remove the ditiiculty under whicli it Uibours.

III. Material Resources.

It has already been observed tfiat in the North the army
}ias to be recruited from the male population between the ages

of eij^hteen and forty-five years, the same body of men tiiat

constitute the usual labouring classes. The wliole of this popu-

lation must render military duty on occasion, it is true ; but

the weaitfjy classes are virtually exempt, because it is at their

option to procure substitutes. Conse((uently, the soldiers must
chiefly consist of actual labourers. Now, these are composed of

the agricultural classes, the operatives, and those in the cities

employed in various commercial callings. As regards tlie

quality of an array composed of such material, it will be con-

ceded that the strongest and ablest soldiers are always those

accustomed to out-door pursuits—the cultivators of the soil.

liut just this population is least of all represented in the

Northern army. The manner of recruiting makes this almost

inevitable. When a certain number of troops are to be raised,

they are apportioned to the different States ^ and the Governor

of each State is then called upon to raise the quota assigned to

it. Hereupon the Governor issues a call for vohniteers; and it

is only when these are not forthcoming that the conscription is

put in force, lint as in time of war the natural tendency of

agricultural products is to become dearer, tiie occupation of

agriculture becomes more profitaule, and agricultural labour

accordingly advances in price. This circumstance tends to

prevent such labourers from enlisting in the army. Oji the

other hand, the numerous factories which have been closed

on account of the want of a supply of material, and cf markets
for manufactured articles, have been forced to discluirge

their operatives. Thus a very large class without employ-

ment has been thrown upon the North; and of these the

army has, in a great degree, been composed. Inactivity in
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tnido, also, has turned vast numbers out of omployinent in the

cities. Kather thnri starve, large iiuniberH from these two
classes of the populate • have been induced to enter the army
to obtain a support. Yet this has not been unattended with

symptoms pregnant of trouble for tlu; Government. The re-

cruits have in many instances given visible evidence of a dis-

position to f )rco the Federal Government to do more than ]>ay

for their services. Meetings jiave been lield, and resoIuti(ms

passed, declaring it to be the duty of the Government to support

the starving families of its soldiers. Nor has the Government
been able to extricate itself from the diflRculty; in the form of

unprecedented boim<:ies, the Government ha.) been compelled to

ae([niesee in demands made upon it. Jiut the continuation of

this is dependent upon the ability to pay the bounties. As long

as the Federal Government has credi*-, it can continue to pay
its soldiers; but as soon as this fails, it will be seen that the

patriotism of the North will not be si.'fficient to fill up the

thinned raid<s of its army. Conscription may be resorted to, as

already decided upon some months since, but the obstacles to

its execution will be found almost insuperable. Wherever it

has been attempted to enforce it as yet, violent resistance has

been offered and bloody riots have occurred. Thus all will

depend upon the finances of the North. Love for the Union
may be never so strong in the North : but men love their wives

and children more ; they will not leave these at home to starve,

and the interests of self-preservation will triumph. In this way
the North may find itself compelled to terminate the war, in

order to prevent revolution at home.

Trade is now stagnant, except in the necessaries for carrying

on the war. The finances of the North are also tottering and
must soon crumble ; the expenses of the war art daily increasing-,

and no means of defraying them have been devised. It is true

that the Federal Congress has passed laws for levying a direct

tax, but not a dollar has been raised in this way as yet.

At the commencement of the war the banks were the sup-

porters of the Government ; indeed, they had no choice, for

their very existence was in the hands of a lawless government.

But, with an outlay of 20,000,000^. per month, the resources of

the banks were soon exhausted. Kesort was then had to a
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' popular loan; which, vrjth the duties raised by the Moifill
tarifF-bill, still failed to supply the steadily increasing demands
of the Government. Long before the expenses of the war
became so enormous, at the time of the discussion of the budget
for^ the financial year from July 1861 to 1862, Mr. Chase
estimated the necessary expenses at 109,000,000/. ; o^his sum
only 66,000,000/. had been provided for by the ingenious
devices of the Secretary of the Treasury. Accordincr to Mr
Chase's statements, he expected at that time a deficit of
43,000,000/. for the first year of the war; and he confessed
tuat only 6,400,000/. could be Imped for from duties.

But the patriotism, wealth, and banks of the North were not
sufficient. Mr. Chase was finally compelled to propose a direct
tax, which. It was calculated, would yield 4,000,000/., and an
income tax producing 2,000,000/. more. Still the execution of
the law imposing these ^.xes has not yet been attempted; but
when the taxgatherer does commence to make his calls, and put
his finger in the pockets of the Yankee, the latter will soon cry
Peace, unless he shall have changed his nature.
One of Mr. Chase's first schemes for raising a part of th-

43,000,000/. wanting, was to substitute for the circulatino-
medium of the banks a Federal currency to the amount ot"

30,000,000/., which should be convertible into Federal securi-
ties. It was proposed, on the one hand, to substitute worse
securities for the existing ones of the bank-currencies

; whilst
on the other, the destruction of the financial systems in the
individual States must have been the result. How this plan
could have improved the state of affiiirs we have never been able
to discover.

Finally, Congress made Federal paper a legal tender with a
forced circulation. Thus at last Mr. Chase was enabled to meet
his demands, finding it incomparal)ly easier to print money than
to raise it by taxation. Gradually the expenses of the war
have increased to such an extent that these facilities forcreatino-
money do not sufiice. At first this system worked well enoualf
but repeated issues of paper caused the new legal tender°to'
depreciate. Paper still retains its nominal value, if you please •

but gold has advanced by reason of the ' cheapness of money

'

As might easily have been anticipated, the result of such a

f'
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reckless system of finance has been to flood the country with a
currency now worth only about two-thirds of its uoniiual vabae,

and to drive gold and silver out of circulation.

According to the best means of judging, the debt of the
Federal Government already exceeds 400,000,000^., and is

increasing at the rate of 20,000,000^. per month ; while no way
of raising an amount for paying the interest on it has been dis-

covered. Well may the financial system of the Federal Govern-
ment be designated as reckless and ruinous. It is attempted to

obtain money for conducting the war by loan, or otherwise ; but
no adequate measures are adopted for paying the interest or

gradually discharging the debt. Certainly it does appear as if

the Government only tried to satisfy present want, leaving the
future to take care of itself.

Sooner or later resort must be had to a foreign loan ; but this

will be attended with no result, for the capitalists of Europe are

not inclined to take the risk of such a loan, made by the Federal
Government upon the faith of thirty-four States, wlien, under
the most fortunate circumstances, it must be borne by twenty
States. There is no confidence felt in Europe in the adminis-
tration of the Federal finances, for reasons just given; besides,

ail the efforts made to dispose of Federal securities in Europe
since the war have proved fruitless. In fact, the Government
of Washington is already bankrupt, although every effort is made
to conceal it. This state of affairs cannot last much lono-er.

for the true condition will ere long be known everywhere.

JNIoreover, who would be disposed to lend money to the Union,
when there is every reason to believe that, in the event of a
war with one of the European powers, the private capital pos-

sessed by it in American funds would be confiscated ?

What a different picture does the South present ! Here all

personal interests are forgotten in the sacrifices made for the

public weal. The Southerners are firmly united, resolved, if

necessary, to sacrifice everything to the attainment of their

independence.

None of the statements made about the starving of the
Southern people have any foundation in truth ; for the South is

an agricultural region which produces not only enough cereals

and other means of subsistence for its own use, but exports, as
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every well-infor.ned person is aware, large quantities to the
North and abroad. The income from its exports of meal, rice,

beans, wheat, hogs, and cattle is very considerable. Anyone
acquainted with the varied nature of the soil of the South knows
that it is simply absurd to reason about the danger of the South
starving ; more especially now that the export of its produc-
tions has ceased, v/hereas the quantity has increased, the war
having had little influence to derange the system of involuntary

labour. Whoever may be disposed to doubt these statements is

referred to the statistics of the United States, carefully collated

by Mr. Hopkins * in his introduction to the ' South Vindicated.'

The South possesses also minerals in abundance, as iron and
lead; as well as a number of excellent manufactories of arms.
The foundries of Eichmond were among the most celebrated in

America, and the best cannon furnished to the Federal Govern-
ment were manufactured there. These, with others in different

parts of the South, are now capable of supplying all the neces-

sities of the Government. The South, although possessing con-
siderable munitions of war on the commencement of hostilities,

was not as well provided with them as the Northern Govern-
ment then asserted : nor were these by any means sufficient for

a war of the magnitude of the present one. But since that

time large numbers of arms have been imported from Europe,
despite the blockade: these, with the supplies manufactured
at home, and the enormous quantities captured from the enemy,
leave the South in no want of arms at this time.

No reference has been made to the armament of the North
before, because it was self-evident that with its navy any
quantity of munitions might be obtained from Europe, as long
as the peace was not interrupted. Now, however, the ' Ala-
bama has appeared on the stage of action, by which event the
certainty of obtaining supplies from Europe has been jeopar-
dised. Indeed, it is asserted that the North, having lost such
immense military stores during the war, is at present sadly in

want of arms for its new levies. All kinds of munitions are

now manufactured in the South, so that the blockade is in-

capable of inflicting vital injury in that direction.

* AVilliaiiis, The South ^'indicated, pp. xli.-xlv.
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A

Undoubtedly, the South has suffered much from the blockade
;

but the representations made by the No^th of the suffering in
the Southern army for clothing and the means of subsistence,
are gross exaggerations. For reasons already intimated, the
Southern soldiers demand only arms and support, and a large

proportion of them refuse to accept any pay whatever from the
Government; while thousands of wealthy officers and privates
have united to dehay the whole expense of the organization and
support of entire regiments. Every house contributes to the
comfort of the soldiers, and there is no reason that the army
should suffer from any great want. Convinced that the war is

prosecuted for their own interests and welfare, the Southerners
vie with each other in the liberality of their contributions for

the support of their defenders, and for the aid of the Govern-
ment, in order to relieve it of as much expense as possible.

For it is quite indifferent whether the means for the support of
the arm}-, or money for obtaining them, be contributed ; in the
first instance the necessity for money is in a great degree
obviated. An example of the extent of the voluntary aid
afforded to the Government in the form of articles of sub-
sistence, may be seen in the contributions from the city of
New Orleans during the month of October before its capture

;

these amounted to 200,000/., and were designed exclusively for

the army in A'irginia, account being taken of no contribution

under the value of 201. Articles of luxury are, then, the
principal things, of which much want is felt.

It has already been mentioned that the system of involuntary

labour in tlie South has not been deranged by the war. It may
now be added that before tlie commencement of hostilities, as

constantly since, the North has threatened the South with a
slave insurrecti<Hi ; on the breaking out of the war, or latest

upon the approach of a Northern army, the slaves, it wtis

asserted, would rise, murder their masters, and burn their

houses. The Southerners have never feared such a result ; and
experience has confirmed their opinions, while proving the error

of the North. As long ago as November 18G1, the ' Journal of

Commerce,' a New York organ of Lincoln's party, confe. -;ed the

hopelessness of expecting the cooperation of the slaves. It

spoke as follows:—
IE

I
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' General a illeck has issued orders, that in consequence of
important information respecting the numbers and condition
of our forces being conveyed to the enemy Ity fugitive slaves, no
such person shall hereafter be permitted to enter the lines of
any camp, or any forces on the march, and any now within such
lines to be immediately excluded therefrom. ... At Fortress
Monroe, too, it was discovered very soon after the breaking out
of hostilities that the negroes were secretly giving information
to the enemy. If this is the way the black population of the
South serve the cause of the Union, the less we have of them
the better. ... In the many discussions which the slave-

question has brought about, there has not as yet been elicited a
particle of evidence that the slaves of the South would accept
freedom and arms, or would fight for the Union against their
masters.'

Apart from the well-known devotion and attachment of the
slaves to their masters, a slave insurrection would be impossible,
on account of the absence of all means of communication
between the plantations; but were a general conspiracy con-
ceivable, the execution of it would be impracticable, for the
slaves have no arms ; and if they had arms, they would not
know how to use them. We do not deny that in remote
sections the presence of a Northern army might be able to
intimidate many slaves, and induce others to commit bar-
barities, but these would be rare exceptions. Moreover, the
Northern army has so far demonstrated its inability to penetrate
into the interior, in order to place arms in the hands of the
slaves.

Upon comparing the financial system of tlie South with that
of the North, we are struck with the contrast between the
amounts of their respective debts, and the rates of monthly
expenditure. The debt of the Confederate States amounts to

69,000,000/. against 400,000,000/. on the part of the United
States; the monthly expenditure of the former is about
5,000,000/., while that of the latter is 20,000,000/. But the
chief difference between the two systems consists in the fact

that the South has resolved to raise by direct taxation the
means necessary for conducting the war. To this the South-
erners readily submit, because the nature of their productions

\ /
t*
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is such that they can support a much higher rate of taxation
than the North. A Tew years of prosperity after the war will
suffice to remove all traces of the temporary sufferincrs produced
by it.

In conclusion, the South is by no means in such a forlorn
condition as has been depicted ; but were its condition never so
bad, the Southerners are determined to endure every privation,
rather than submit to the North ; they have made this a popular
war, in which every individual is directly interested.

\ /
t*

;f-

IV. Army-Organization.

One of the principal causes of the numerous defeats which
the Northern army has experienced, and of the corresponding
successes of the Southern army, lies in the difference of their
respective organization.

In the North the suppression of the ' rebellion ' was at first
regarded as a thing of no great difficulty, as seen in the fact
that Lincoln limited his first call for men to seventy-five
thousand. It will be remembered how volunteers flocked to
Washington in response to this call, for a three months' servicem the District of Columbia in defence of the capital. The
behaviour of these volunteers, a few days before they were led
on Manassas, is familiar to all. Several regiments ran away
the day before the battle, and others still left the field during
the battle, and marched home, because their term of service had
expired on that day. The North profited by this experience
and recruited its subsequent levies for three years; but still
the other great defects of organization were not remedied bv
this act.

We repeat only the statements of the press, and of the officers of
the regular army of the North, when we characterise the discip-
line of the Federal army as entirely unworthy of respect. There
exists a lawless spirit throughout, and an impatience of subordi-
nation that amounts too often to mutiny. Between the officers
and soldiers of the old regular army and those of the militia,
there 18 an irreconcilable enmity; and constant difficulties are
arising out of the implacable hatred between the native-born

u 2
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and naturalized soldiers. The Northern Government asserts
that the men composing its army are not to be surpassed
in the qualities proper to a soldier; whereas throughout the
army the absence of subordination and respect for superiors,
and the want of warlike pride and a military spirit, are
notorious. The prevalence of drunkenness, the general dispo-
sition to dissipation, and the slight appreciation of the point
ot Iionour, so indispensable to the soldier, are qualities ap-
pertaining to the majority of the Northern soldiers. From
the beginning of the war there has been notoriously a great
wa,nt of competent officers for training the troops; the
volunteers are commanded chiefly by civilians and politicians,
who have entered the army to acquire political influence;
the Ignorance of the men in the use of arms constitutes
a serious difficulty in the way of rapid organization; and,
hnally, the men are not influenced by that determination and
self-devotion which animate the hearts of those fightin- for
their homes. Mob-rule, and the fact that the army consists
chiefly of men destitute of means, and without employment,
who must be paid extravagant bounties for fighting, as well as
the established incapacity of the generals and field officers, are
sufficient reasons for considering an army, so organized, totally
incompetent for subjugating the South. As might well be
expectedof such an army, it brings robbery, theft, violence, and
murder in its train, and has left the most infamous traces of
barbarism behind it, wherever it has appeared. In foct, the
no ion of the essential requisites of a soldier seems to be entirelv
unknown in the North.

"^

When the war broke out, the North was entirely without any
commissary-department and train of imporiance; and the
Federal Government had to contend with unusual difficulties in
supplying the army with arms, clothing, and the means of sub-
sistence, because it was the prey of numberless speculators, and
plnnderers of the public treasury. Nor was it possible to send
o Europe for better and cheaper materials, until after thekst home-made articles had been exhausted; for the mob of

ISorthern contractors and manufacturers would submit to no
competition.

J'
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If we compare the Southern army mth that of the North, it

is not because the comparison is justifiable, but merely to exhibit
the immeasurable difference between them. With few excep-
tions, the Southern army has consisted all the time of troops
enlisted for the war ; there has been no necessity for conscrip-
tion, except to regulate the number of men to be taken from the
different States and counties, for it was discovered at an early
day that entire districts were in danger of being depopulated.
The Conscription Act as passed, and carried into operation in
the South, proposed only to make the burden of military service
uniform.

There has been no lack of competent and able field and
regimental officers in the Southern army. Formerly there was
a large number of Southern officers in th.e Federal army, but
these remaining loyal to their respective States, resigned their
commissions, aud entered the service of the Confederate States.
It is not denied, even by the North, that the best officers of the
old regular army were these same Southerners.

Little need be said about the skill of the Southern generals.
This has formed the theme of admiration in Europe ever since
the breaking out of the war ; and they have won the respect of
the most distinguished military men in the whole world. Their
ability has been attested most fully in the results of the battles
that have been fought.

A well-known assertion of the North was that the Souther.iers
would not submit to strict military discipline. Experience has
proved the contrary, and the South exhibits in its army, consist-
ing to a great extent of the best and wealthiest citizens, a
picture almost without a parallel in history. The Southerners
have, from infancy, been accustomed to the use of arms, and to
live a great deal in the open air ; habituated to govern their
slaves, they have learnt the importance of subordination, and
therefore subject themselves with the greatest ease and willing-
ness to the severe discipline of the army. Mutiny and every-
thing approaching to it are unknown in the Southern army;
whereas it is notorious that, in repeated instances, entire re<^i-

ments in the Northern army have been disarmed and disband'ed
on this account

;
and the Northern press, fettered as it is, still

gives frequent information of instances in which soldiers or
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officers have shot their superiors. Cases of this kind are unheard
of in the South.

Although the want of a train has been felt in the South, still
the necessity for it is not so great as in the North. The want
iias partially been supplied

; to this the stores captured from the
enemy have contributed no inconsiderable part. Unfortunately,
the seat of war is on Southern soil, but this obviates the pressing
necessity for a train adapted to the wants of an invading army";
moreover, the network of railroads, which form the internal
means of communication and transportation, supply to a con-
siderable degree tiie ordinary demand for a train.

In connection with the enthusiasm of the Southern army,
there exists on the part of the troops unlimited confidence in
the capacity of their leaders, as well as in their own superiority
over the Northern soldiers. Nor have the results of the two
campaigns now ended, in which the North has accomplished
nothing of importance, failed to establish an immense superiority
for the South. The capacity of both armies will, however, be
judged by their performances

; and from this point of view the
Southern army has no 'eason to envy the army of the North.

I

V. Duration of the Wae.

From the foregoing considerations, it may be assumed, we
think, that, although the South must necessarily suffer many
disadvantages from a war of such magnitude, yet it possesses
the capacity and the means for conducting a war of defence for
an almost unlimited time. The North, on the other hand, is
forced to terminate the war in a decided manner within a short
period, for its finances will soon be exhausted.

Signs of future troubles already manifest themselves unmis-
takably between the 'Democratic' and 'Republican' parties;
and the best interpreters of public opinion in America declare
that the late triumph of the former party seals the doom of
Lincoln and his political associates.

There is no unity of counsel and of purpose in the cabinet of
President Lincoln, the members of which are in open opposi-
tion to each other as regards the object of the war and the
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means to be employed in conducting it. Generals are promoted
and, when defeated, are degraded, perhaps to be promoted and
degraded again.

Socialism has raisert its head in New England, and among the
ioreign population of the North.
The depressing moral influence of repeated reverses in the

field and of constantly increasing poverty offers a good occasion
for the developement of discord, and incites the parties against
each other causing the one to attribute their misfortunes to the
otner. Ihese raging domestic dissensions indicate already
clearly enough the growth, and not remote outbreak, of a
revolution in the North.
Long campaigns in the South are impossible, on account ofthe ehmate; because during the excessive heats of summer

warlike operations are attended by the most fearful mmtalitv •

whereas ,n the more northern parts, tlie roads are rendered
.mpassable for artillery and baggage almost in the beginnin.. of
winter. On the otlier hand, the extent of the country is" sogreat, and rts population comparatively so thin, that a short war
IS absolutely necessary for the invader, if anything at all is to
be accomplished. °

From this examination it becomes evident why the FederalGovernment, in fault of an inspiring idea for the war, a« existom the South resorts to all kinds of false pretexts to Leite thepopular passions, and produce an enthusiiL for the war Sowe find that on the one hand the Minister for War propo es to

the othei, the demagogues proclaim to the people that nothino-«in be accomplished by the war without LLancipattn rfthe entire African race in America Thi^ ,'« o ..

fes..on, but has no importance 2.,^':l:^:!-^
feeing. And now that the emancipation of the slaves hLinreality been decided upon by the Eepubliean President Te'Z

i\..i. ^.u AAT 1.
^^^^*'^^^^- -'^i^'^^^ it was for the same reasonthat the W.ash.ngton Government spared no pains to producethe fa se impression among the Northern people that th!majority of the people in every Southern Stat , So ^h cll na
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probably excepted, were devoted to the IJuion, but were over-
powered l)y an armed faction, and would welcome the approach
of a Federal army. Without resort to such means of exciting
the popular feeling, or without speedy victory, Lincoln will
before long be compelled by the conservative party in the North
to conclude a peace.

The South is aware of these facts, and knows that it has
nothmg to fear from a long war, i ecause its enemy will be utterly
ruined by it.

I
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ISSUE OF THE WAR.

Few indeed will have tiie hardihood now to a.:sert that the
eaiLses of the antipathy between the North and the South can
be removed by the present war. On the contrary, the war has
aroused all the just indignation of the Southerners, and excited
their passions to the hi-hest point ; and not only has the former
limited confitlence in the North been destroyed, but, in the
place of their former antipathy for the Yankees, a deadly and
inextinguishable hate has sprung up.

Should the South be re-incorporated into the Union by
force, It cannot be expected that the people that have wao-ed
such a ruthless war against the Southerners would ever alFow
them the exercise of their former constitutional rights ; or that
those who are now designated as traitors would ever be per-
mitted if so disposed, to sit in Congress, and take part in the
councils of the Union with those whose loyalty has never been
impeached. With the triumph of the North would vanish the
former constitutional character of the Federal Government
which was based upon Uhe consent of the governed' The
South, foreseeing this, and having learned its strencrtii in its
victories, is determined to ofTer resistance, if necessary, Hill
every valley from the Rio Grande to the Potomac shall over-
flow with blood, till every hill-top shall be bleached with the
bones of Southern warriors.'

The war of 1812 with England demonstrated the impossi-
bility of holding such a vast territory in subjection : nor will
the difficulty be less for the North than it was for Great
Britain

;
for the North is not now in such a condition to wag-e

war against the South, as Great Britain was at that time to
carry on war with the Unitod States. The occupation of any
point whatever will not put an end to the war ; and should the
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iom army l,o annihilated, of which there is littlo d
the real difficultio.s will tiien only

incfer.

commence,

th would fi

A Guerilllawould be institute.., .

pellfid to make peace.

At the present mon.ent, the Government of the Confederate
ht. ea of America ix condueted witi, order and diyuify. In tl,o
"id.v.,lual .States the different funetions of ..^erLent a oexere.»ed„ ,,uietly n, hefore the hreakin, out°of the wa^ha, not been foun.l necessary to suspend the privilege of thewnt of haheas corpus, to suppress newspapers, or to arrest andnnp™on md.v.duals without trial, for the sake of preservinl'

The Confederate States exhibit the picture of a well-organizedGovernment which exists not only de jure, as we have Sd to^how, but also de facto. No intervention of the Eu op anPowers ,s desired by this Government to secure its permanenceIt .s strong enough to maintain its independenceZJZ
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CIIAlTEll VI.

AFiaCAN SLAVERY.*

I. General Observations.

Twenty negroes, which were brought to Virginia in a Dutch
man-of-war from Africa iu 1620, formed the genu of the slave-
population m the North American Kepublics. From this time
the trade in slaves between Africa and America was contimxed

nto l/TV • -""'r^
*''^^""^^ Hluvory was introduced

into all of tho original thirteen States.f The entire number
of slaves imported into the United States from Africa is esti-mated at 330,000. They belonged chiefly to the tribes of the
Mandingoes, Koromantyns, Fidahs, Eboes, Fantis, Ashantis,
Krumen, Quaquas, and Congoes, and were held in bondage in
their native country. In coining to America, these savages only
exchanged barbarian for civilized masters. It is scarcely neces-
sary to speak of the sufferings of the * middle-passage ' ando^er enormities with which the slave-trade was attended.Withm the last half century the evils committed during thetwo previous centuries have found their condemnation among
the nations that caused them. It is true, the advantages of the
cruel system had been reaped, but it was better to abandon the
nefarious traffic ' late than never.

i

PI,;i?i 1 1
• ^ ' f "^""'^ "'^" ^^'^"'" "f ^Vo Slavcru in America(Pluladdplua and .Savannah. 1858), for much accurate and .scientific MolZZn.spochngtho h...tory and hw.s of .slavery i„ America. Those di.spo,°ed to Z u

t It IS not unusual to hear it as.sertcd that slavenr never existed in M.i...,e1.no.ff
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Afte, the iecog,„t,on of the in.Iepen.Ience of the I'mtea
.States, ,t was proposed by the Conveutiou that framc.l theco„st,tut.o„. to aboh-sh the tra.le in slaves between Wric- ZAmenea It was objected, however, that the shippin. «; ttof the Northern States wonid suffer to too Jit ,°„ extentshonh the trade be stopped suddenly. Massa'chusetts i^ ^dmost strong yalo„»- with Georgia and South Carolina, that therade sh„„ d be continued for a few years to eome. In c „!ormaty wrth tins proposition, the year 1808 was fixed upon forhe termmution of the slave trade. It did .actually LJZ
1807, one year earlier tluan originally intended.

,.'?™.°"'.™.: *''« fi'-»t State to decree the abolition of slavery
i.:h,n rtshmds; and by the Bill of Bights adopted in l?"?slavery was excluded from th.at State. In 1790 there we e on vseventeen skves in Vermont to take .advantage of this generrul

.neasur... Slavery was abolished sueeessivei; by all tht Statemvtd he nrsftution was lin.ited to the fifteen Southern S a
'

N vertheless as late as 1840 there were five shaves in RMeIsland, sevente, .n Connecticut, one in New Hampshire stovfour rn Pennsylvania, four in New York, ,and six bund id a fd

S;:zz^rf''i-\ •^'"™->'-« abolished inl:;;Woithciu St,,tes by ' gr.adual emancipation,' a period havin„been fixed upon, after which al, issue ';.f the' slaves C r

'

o bfr e These plans being .all prospective, allowed ample timefor t a„.p„rt„,g the shaves from the North to the SouthernStates, where, m i.act, most of them were sold C:,-!
also taken to fix the ditec „f f

""' "^^

tant, to avoid t.''a:^j„:Tz^''u:T::i:f:'''-
resulted f™™ forcing the entire shave- ^lattr oH^N^:;,:upon the Southern market within too short a space of t meIt IS well known that the gradu.al abolition of slavery 1,(^0North was not the result nf ^i,,-i ^i .

sj'ivuy m the

P...e,y from 00^1:^:1,^^:2'
^^^^^J]^^"^ ^'T

climate had been found unadanted f fi^^' ' ^ "'""' "'°

account of the eon^Jati::^ t L xII^Ti^^L"" 'T '^, Tin ...elands of single individuals, wh^^r.dl:,''^!*;:^!
ment of s,n.all numbers of slaves less profitable than in tl

* rnitvd Shitcs Census of 1810.

f .

r-
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South, where organized labour on the phmtations was extremely
remunerative. Another motive was the sufficiency of white
labour in the North, w^hich by competition made slave labour
too dear

;
whereas the scarcity of white labour in the South

made the de, .and for slaves very great. Nor did the abolition
of slavery m the North propose conferring upon the negroes an
equality with the free white citizens, but consisted only in the
prohibition to hold slaves after a specified time ; consequently
the majority of the slaves found masters in the South, and the'
few that were emancipated never obtained the right of citizen-
ship, except in A^ermont. The number of slaves have increased
to 3,952,801 according to the census of 1860.

Nothing is more natural than the repugnance of Europeans
•)f the present day for the word slavenj. When, however, the
actual condition of the African slaves in the Southern States is
examined, much of the antipathy to the system of slavery in
America will be discovered to be unfounded.

_

Slavery in America may be considered from two points of
view—on the one hand, as a social, on the other, as a political
relation. Regarded from the first point of view, slavery is de-
cidedly patriarchal. The head of the family is the slave-owner or
master, while the slaves are incorporated into the family. The
wife and children excepted, the slaves claim the chief care and
attention of the head of the fomily. Interest and feelino- unite
to induce the master to bestow the grealest kindness and pro-
tection upon his dependents; and, in this way, a more intimate
bond of affection is created than is possible between the master
and hireling in any country. The master is, at the same time
the protector, confidant, and friend of his slaves, and must
afford them clothing, support, medical attention, and relioious
instruction. The children of the slave-proprietor grow up\dth
those of the slaves, so that from the earliest youth there exists a
mutual affection between the future master and his slaves.
This is the secret of the wonderful attachment of the slave, on
the one hand, to his master, and of the disinclination of 'the
master, on the other, to part with his slaves. It is, indeed,
a^ common thing for masters to sacrifice propertv of every
kind, rather than be separated from their negro \slaves. A
tangible evidence, ^.o, of the contentment and devotion of the
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slaves is to be found in the fift tl.of ^,.1

worthv of fT>o .. I,
' ^ ^^^^y ^^^^ insurrectionworthy of the name has ever taken place among them. This

slaves. The world has witnessed the behaviour of the slaves

X!^:zi^' r '-' -''-'- ''' assertion;:;.':::
only nmc-tcnths of the slaves would voliLntarily firf,t for their

es,tato or apprehension in placinft. arms in the handsof .eirslaves for defence, .should it be found necessary. Nor an it be

A consequence of this patriarchal relation is th.tZ
in- class of the wn, 1

'^
'^^""f'

^^''^'^
^""'^^S any other labour-

^wrrrCi!tu «t.r r^tHirr^r"''^r™ °^

bh.cks, fronns^J to 1850 ' f'"'"'
*'" '""^^^ "^ *-

while jhat of tie ;:^ crzjvrt ''-r-"-'
cent, per annum. ThtsameTftl „ > , f °" ™''"' '^ P"''

the Southern slaves t^^l '
h/'J' «: J'"'

*'^ '°"«^'"*^ "'

Northern States: while there V,vth
*''' .^"'<-'

"^S™^'« «' t'-e

™..tes, four times as nr^ Wi d n,oT tr^r ""r"^'

'"'''

many idiots, and n.ore th™ ten H ,

'^ ""'"' ""'

portion to numbers Mr^Z n T "' ,'"™' '"'"'"'' '" P™"

ftee bhckl rf ,
• T.'"'"'

''""' =°od with respect to the

t},o .100 .,.f XT
' r-^Muuiv, Will 00 nmmi to di,*tbc as,seition that the condition of the negroes under the

^^;^ee aocnents in the Rlel^nona Eeeo.a.. of tl. 3., Ot,i, ana .,„ of ApH-

1
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SLAVE-BREEOIXG UNKNOWN. m
beneficent system of American slavery, is infinitely better than
that of their own race in the land of their origin. Althouc^h
their intellectual developement in slavery has been very much
advanced, the negroes never lose the characteristics of their race
But, above all, the moral condition of the negroes has been
improved by the ameliorating influences of slavery. Though
gay, affectionate, and grateful, they always retain their dis-
position for lust, falsehood, and theft; and while many are
consistent Christians, they never lose their superstitious nature,
and can scarcely be made to appreciate the immoral nature of
certain acts.

It is not unfrequently objected by the opponents of slavery
that the education of their children is not left to the slaves.
However true this may be in theory, it does not hold true in the
case of the African slaves. For, although the master alloAvs the
slave-parents the general management of their children his
authority is necessary both to give effect to that of the parents
and to interpose in case of negligence or cruelty, which are
characteristic. But for this the children would only too often
be the victims of the passion of their parents.

It is not denied that the objection, that marriage between
the slaves is not recognised by law, is better founded ; still the
separation of man and wife is by no means of such often occur-
rence as IS generally believed in Europe ; and it is almost
unknown when both husband and wife are the property of the
same master. Moreover, the general tendency of legislation in
the .Southern States is to prevent, as far as possible, the sepa-
ration o. husband and wife, without injury to the master
by depriving him of tlie right to rid himself of an unruly or
insubordinate slave.

Prominent among the calumnies against the South which
have unfortunately obtained credence in Europe, is the reproach
of * breeding slaves,' heaped upon the .Southerners by their
enemies, the Northern Abolitionists. We content ourselves
here with stigmatising this assertion as a malicious calumny •

for not only is ' slave-breeding ' entirely unknown in the Soutli,'
but no such thing has ever existed except in the fertile imagi-
nations of the alanderers of the Southern people.

At tlie same time, the enemies of the South urge that without
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* slave-breeding ' there would be no material for the * internal

slave-trade' between the Southern States. But this is not

true ; for the internal slave-trade is limited partly to the sale of

insubordinate slaves to other masters, as a penalty, wliich are

thereby often rendered obedient and docile ; and partly to

emigration. In this ease, where land has become too dear for

the small proprietor in certain sections, he either disposes of

his slaves to employ free labour, or emigrates to a new section,

taking his slaves with him. Indeed, in many States there are

laws prohibiting the introduction of slaves from other States,

unless accompanied by their masters. The relative increase of

the white and slave populations in certain States, and the

corresponding slow increase of both in certain so-called ' slave-

breeding States,' is a confirmation of this proposition.

On the other hand, what is the effect of slavery upon the

slave-owner ? It follows as a matter of course, that, in so far

as the master is not prohibited by the law, his relation to his

slaves is such that he may be guilty of inhuman treatment. In

another place we shall see how far the slave is protected against

the arbitrary treatment of the master. Here it is sufficient to

remark that, apart from all legal restraints, self-interest is as

potent to prevent abuse of the slaves, as of any other kind of

property, and that cruel treatment of slaves finds as little favour

with public opinion as in the eyes of the law. No character

would be less agreeable to a Southerner than the reputation of

inhumanity towards his slaves. To suppose the contrary, were

to assume that the Southern slave-holders are less civilized than

others uf their species in Europe. It is immaterial whether or

not the master is in a position to abuse his slaves, if he should

in passion impose no restraints upon his actions, when we

reflect that in fiict the case rarely, if ever, occui's ; for in com-

munities where slavery does not exist, similar cases constantly

occur, as attested by the criminal returns. In both cases such

imfortunate instances may be considered the result of accident.

But, in truth, the slave-holder, who is accustomed to govern

from his infancy, knows the necessity of moderation and kind-

ness, in order to preserve subordination and respect among his

slaves ; and for this reason the slave-holder of the Southern

States i>, in an eminent degree, humane and forbearing.

.t
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^

The relation of the slave-holder guarantees him a purely
independent position-allows him leisuro for devoting his time
to literature, science, and politics-affords opportunity for
improvement of his tastes-enables him to reap the benefits of
elevated social intercourse-and developes in him a more acute
appreciation of what is noble, while producing a superior decree
of refinement. The spirit of pure independence, which within

^

proper limits can only be ennobling, is what essentially dis-
tinguishes the Southerner from the Northerner. The celebrated
statesman Burke, in speaking of the influence of slavery upon
the Southern people in regard to their love of liberty re^
marked

—

-"

* Where this is the case, those who are free are by far the
most proud and jealous of ^Jieir freedom. I cannot alter the
nature of man. The fact is so ; and these people of the
Southern colonies are much more strongly, and with a hi^-her
aiid more stubborn spirit, attached to liberty than those to^he
JNorthward. Such were all the ancient commonwealths, such
were our Gothic ancestors, and such in our day were the Poles
Such will be all masters of slaves who are not slaves them-
selves. In such a people the haughtiness of domination com-
bines Itself with the spirit of freedom, fortifies it, and renders it
invincible.

When we reflect that the greatest statesmen of America-as
\^ashlngton, Jefferson, Madison, Monroe, Calhoun, and others-were slave-holders, and that they were distinguished by fheir
moderation and mildness, as well as ardent attachment totreedom, we may well entertain a doubt that the influence of
slavery upon the dominant race in America has been pernicious-
but the question arises, whether slavery is not rather a school
tor tlie developement of virtue in the white race ? But wehave been told that ' there is no difficulty in tracing the injury
inflicted by the system upon the master, upon the whole white
population, or the sinister shadow which it casts over the faceof society.' And again, that 'there is an absolute injury sus-tained by the whole white community, apparent to any observer
ami the more striking when contrasted with its condition in iCneighbouring free States.' We beg for indulgence for our pre-sumption, If we choose to challenge the truth of this sweeping
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charge. Is the ' injury of the system' visible in the lurinement,

intelligence, energy, courage, self-sacrifice, and perseverance of

eight millions of Southerners, contending for their independ-

ence, under untold sufferings, against a remorseless, but more

numerous enemy? Is it apparent in their regard for order,

liberty, and the usages of civilization ? Does this evince any

degeneration? Or is 'the absolute injury sustained by the

whole white community' observable in the proportionately

greater number of colleges, schools, and churches in the South

than in the North? Oi is it rather to be * observed' in the

fact that the South has less than one-fifth as much crime and

pauperism, in proportion to population, as the North? But,

perhaps, as it is not visible in the moral or social condition of

the Southern people, the 'injury of the system' may be found

in its effects upon the agricultural products of the country.

Let European industry, supplied by it, furnish the reply. It

would seem as if ' no reasoning, no statistics, no profit, no philo-

sophy,' could avail against the ' instincts ' of those who, while

professing to know the condition of the Southern people, de-

liberately make such unfounded statements.

We hope that we may be borne with, if, in the examination

of the objections to slavery, our reflections should lead us into

;some details, otherwise out of place. No end is heard of the

assertion of the Northern Abolitionists, that one of the results

of slavery is the unchastity of the female slaves, accompanied

by a corresponding want of virtue on the part of the slave-

holders. We do not deny that, in so far as the master abuses

his power over his female slaves, to make them yield to vicious

desires, he is responsible and reprehensible. But we do main-

tain that the notorious unchastity of the female slaves is not

the consequence of slavery, but of their natural disposition for

lust, which renders force superfluous. Every well-informed

American knows, too, that cases of the application of force on

the part of the master to seduce his slaves are unheard of, and

that no instances are known of an abuse of power for such a

purpose. The cause for this unchastity of the female slaves

lies deeper : it is to be sought in their natural lewdness. Who

does not know that the sacred obligations of man and wife are

not respected among the slaves themselves? Still more is this

(

^
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true of their race in Africa. Indeed, we iind a still lower
moral condition among- the free negroes of the Northern States
where marriage between the whites and blacks is either pro-
hibited or unknown, than among the slaves, although neither
the scorching sun of the South is there to develope the passion
ot lust, nor the 'lascivious slave-holder' to accomplish his
desires by violence. According to the United States Census of
I80O, of each 100 persons of the free coloured population, there
were in JNIaine 51, New Hampshire 54, Massachusetts 34, Con-
necticut 30, and Rhode Island 24 mulattoes. In Liberia and
Sierra Leone the same thing is notorious.*
As a political relation, the slavery of the Southern States is a

conservative element in the State. First of all, the effect of it
IS to equalize more nearly all classes of the dominant race.
Ihere are certain kinds of menial labour which are never per-
formed by the whites, although not slave-holders. Then, too
tiie slave owes a certain respect and obedience to every white
person, poor or rich. Consequently every white man, be he a
slave-owner or not, has the consciousness that he belongs to the
superior race. Hence it is that there is no conflict between
classes in the South.

lAloreover, there is no conflict between capital and labour, for
the labourer is himself capital. Among the systems of labourm use m Europe this conflict is perpetually going on. Brilliant
theories have been devised to remove the ever-present enmity
between these two great forces of human progress; but all have
been of no avail. The difficulty has as yet been obviated only
by slavery. "^

Again, little attraction is off-ered for emigration to the
Southern States, for only capitalists, who may acquire property
in slaves, find it to their interests to emigrate thither. By this
means the South has been protected from the outpourings of
the dregs of European society.

It has been remarked that the situation of the slave-owner
qualifies him, in an eminent degree, for discharging the duties
ot a free citizen. His leisure enables him to cultivate his intel-
lectual powers, and his condition of independence places him

* Bowei), Ci'iitml Africa, p. 32,

I 2
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beyond the reach of demagogues and corruption. In tliis way
he is preeminently suited for filling the highest political stations

in the Gfovernment. Therefore, such positions are not coveted

for the income they yield, but only out of a patriotic aml)ition.

When the slave-owner occupies an official position, he receives

the acknowledgement of his fellow-citizens, who have all the

same interests and the same opinions as himself. Consequently

he does not fear to be subverted by the intrigues of demagogues;
and political humbug is unknown.

Slavery is, also, a great protection against pauperism ; for the

labouring class, being slaves, must by law be supported by their

owners.*

Need it be said that it is not in consequence of slave labour,

as asserted by Northern Abolitionists, that the soil of the South
is soon exhausted? The kind of crops produced, known as

'clean crops,' cause the soil in the South soon to become
impoverished, unless much attention is paid to enriching it.

For the naked-ploughed soil is exposed to the scorching Southern
sun for a considerable part of the year, which, ao every agricul-

turist is aware, has a most deleterious effect upon it. This would
hold equally true, whether free or slave labour were employed.
The generally accepted law that free labour is cheaper than

slave labour, finds no application in the South. There is no
doubt that where the labouring popidation is very dense, as in

certain parts of Europe, where the free man must work or starve,

free labour is cheaper than any other ; for no capital is then
needed to be employed in owning labour. In this case free

labour must and will drive out involuntary labour. But the
question assumes quite a different phase when we attempt to

apply the principle to labour in the South. In the first place,

there is no such abundance of free labour to be had there;

while the climate makes it almost throughout impossible for the
white man to work. He cannot support the damp hot atmos-
phere and the miasma of the Savannas. Were it, however,
possible to acclimatize the whites in that region, and were a

*^ An interesting example is aiforded by the Abstract of the Seventh Census,

p. 28, according to which, in 18o), Rhode Island, with 147,545 inliabitants, had
2,500 piuipors, wliilc Georgia, with a population of 524,503 free whites, had only
1,03G paupers.
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tliick white population to be obtained, such free labour would
not be adapted to the cultivation of the Southern products, such
as nee, sugar, tobacco, and cotton. A spacies of labour is
needed for these productions, which is not liable to be disturbed
by ' strikes' or accident. It is indispensable to have a system
of organized, regular, and uninterrupted labour, in order to
make the production of rice, sugar, tobacco, and cotton profitable.n the negro slaves were free, we know full well from experience
that they would not work without compulsion. As lono-, there-
fore as the climate of the South remains an insuperable'obstacle
in the way of the white man, and as long a^ no means can be
devised for counteracting the natural indolence and want of self-
respect of the negro, which prefer theft to industry, involuntary
or slave labour must remain the only possible labour for the
South, and, therefore, the cheapest that can be employed for its
products. The labour of the South is chiefly of a nature which
requires physical strength, endurance, and uniformity, without
the capacity for judgment, as in skilled labour. For such
labour the African slave is alone adapted.

II. SlATUS OF THE SLAVES.

With the Romans, tlie slave was considered as a chattel (res).
As such the Roman slave was deprived of the right of personal
liberty, and the right of property. The power of life and death,
'JUS vita3 necisque,' also belonged to the master.
The status of the slave in the Southern States is, on the con-

trary, a double one. On the one hand, the slave is a chattel

;

but, on the other, a legal protection has been accorded to him'
through the instrumentality of Christianity, and the develope-
ment of human civilization, by which his condition has been
ameliorated materially. The slave is, therefore, by reason of his
thus modified condition, also a person, and his legal person is
by no means so subordinate as is generally supposed in Europe.
Prominent is the protection accorded to life and to limb.

Throughout all the States where slavery exists, the homicide
of a slave is made by law to be murder. In the case of the
killing of a slave by his master, or any other person, the s.ayer
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incurs the same penalty as if the slave had been a free white,

Conseciuently, it appears that there is no difference at all in the
lef,'al protection accorded to the life of a slave and of a free

citizen. The presumption of malice, also, holds in the case of
the homicide of a slave, and the rule with regard to the burden
of the proof is identically the same as in the homicide of free

white persons. It will be evident that this rule of the law must
react with great severity upon the slayer, in cases where there
are no competent witnesses to the deed, as may most likely occur
from the private relation of ihe master to his slave, separated
from the public view on his plantation. Although this legal

protection of life and personal security is accorded co the slave,

and becomes tliereby a quasi right, his natural condition, as
owing obedience and subordination, does not justify him in
repelling force by force to tlie same extent, as in the case of a
freeman. Still the law in its mercy does justify the slave in
using force to repel force when his life or limb is endangered,
even if in defence he slays the aggressor.* To this extent, then,
the rule of the civil law—'vim vi defendere, omnes leges
omniaque jura permittunt'—is applicable to slaves.

The slave enjoys the protection of the law not only with refer-
ence to life, but also against violent and cruel treatment. The
decision of what constitutes cruelty must, in many instances, be
left to the decision of the jury. 'The general principle would
be, that the master's right to enforce obedience and subordina-
tion on the part of the slave, should, as far as possible, remain
intact. Whatever goes beyond this, and from mere wantonness
or revenge inflicts pain and suffering, especially unusual and
inhuman punishments, is cruelty, and should be punished as
such. And though the statute creating the offence specifies
particular acts of cruelty, yet it has been held, that other acts
of cruelty, though of a minor grade than those specified, were
indictable under the general description of cruel punishments.'

f

It is also held that, where a slave is vmduly excited by the
cruel treatment of his master, this circumstance is sufficient to

* The State «;. Will, a iiogro, 1 Boy. and Eat. 121-165: a colubratcd cisc
decided l.y Judge Gaston; the case decided by Judge Thatcher; and others cited
by Cobb, vol. i. p. 94.

t Cobb, p. 98 ; and the cases there cited.
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extenuate the offence committed under the provocation ; and if
a homicide be committed under these circumstances, tJie provo-
cation serves as a rebuttal of the presumption of muliec>*

Legal counsel is afforded the slave in all cases where he is
accused. The laws of many States make it the duty of the
Court, ipso jure, to appoint counsel for the accused slave; in
many others the master is required to provide counsel, where he
is not a party; and, this failing, it is made incutnbent on the
Court. Here the slave is regarded as a ward of the Court.

Having found that the slave is protected as to his life and
personal security, it remains to be seen how far the third great
right of a free citizen under the Common Law—the right of
personal liberty—is affected by the condition of slavery.
Herein is visible the great inferiority of the slave to the free-
man. This is what constitutes him a slave ; he has no liberty
but that allowed him 1 • his master. Without tliis quality he
would, in fact, cease to be a slave. But while admitting this
fact, it must not be forgotten that the slave does enjoy a certain
amount of liberty in the leisure granted to him during the
Sabbath, the holidays, and the night. When his day's labour is
over, the negro slave is free to enjoy himself in any legitimate
way he may choose, there being no cares for the morrow to
impair his pleasures. In fact, the slave does in this way enjoy
as much, or more, real liberty than the free white labourer of
the same class in Europe. It is hardly necessary to observe
that the master has a legal right to capture his fugitive slave at
any time, and wherever he may find him. This right is not
subject to the prescription of time.

As to the nature of the punishments inflicted upon slaves
convicted of offences, it may be remarked that, as the slave,
from his nature, cannot be reached by the ordinary penalties of
fine and imprisonment, having neither property nor liberty of
which he may be deprived, his body offers the only means of
inflicing punishment. Consequently all offences are made to
fall under two categories—capital offences and offences punish-
able by whipping.! The operation of this principle is to make

* Cobb, p. 98 ; and tlie cases there cited.

t The exceptions to this rule are Virginia and Maryland, which have laws
inflicting transportation for certain offences committed by slaves.
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low.

- J

1

ri^'ht on principle. It is not difficult to understand tliat tho
time-honoured maxim, reciuirin^,^ u witness to be a freeman,
' liber et legalis horn..,' ac'iuire,s inc-n-ased force when it is a
question of conferring the privileg(, of t.-stifying tipon a race,
held m subjection, accustomed to obedience, and notorious for

' Its mendacity. That making the negro * ot/umvorth ' would bo
most unfortunate for the race, as well as for the masters, is

^ ^

conceded by even the most uncompromising enemies of slavery,*
on account of 'the general presumption against bis moral
character, more especially in the article of veracity.' f The
same rule incapacitating slaves for testifying where free whites
are concerned, is not limited to the Southern States, but hohls
in every State of the old American Union.J Again, in several
of the Northern States, this abridgement of the credibility of
slaves as witnesses has been extended to both free-born and
emancipated negroes. So we find that in Indiana, Illinois, Iowa,
and Ohio, no person of the negro race can be a witness for or
against whites, but only in the case where slaves or free negroes
are parties.

The slave cannot, by law, acquire property : all that he gains
becomes the property of his master. The rule with respect to
villains in England formerly, 'quicquid acquiritur sei vo acqui-
ntur domino,'§ as announced by my Lord Coke, liolds with
regard to the slaves in the Southern States. Nevertheless, a
' peculium ex gratia domini ' is allowed in all the States, and,
exceptionally, by statute in Louisiana. And no master would
ever think of depriving his slave of any property gained by
labour in his leisure hours, or acquired by accident or gift. To
do this would be sufficient to exclude such a master from good
society wherever it should be known. In many ways the slaves
do acquire considerable means for extra comfort, as it is the
custom to permit them to cultivate a part of the soil for their
own benefit during their leisure hours. The products of such
labour are sold with the crops of the master, or paid for by him,
and the proceeds given to the slaves for their individual use!

* Stophoii, on West Ind. Sliivoiy, vol. i. p. 177
t Il'id.

I Sec Case of Winn, Adm., &e., versus Jones, G Leigh, 71
§ Co. Litt. Lib. ii. § 172.
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Custom, in this way, allows the slave the actual enjoyment of
that which he cannot claim by law.

Furthermore, the slave is incapacitated to contract; and
contracts when made with slaves cannot be enforced. The
Koman slave also laboured under the same disability ; but there
was this slight difference—that cntracts made by the Roman
slave could be enforced to the extent of his peculiiim, and after
manumission he could demand the fulfilment of engagements
entered into during his former servitude.

A consequence of the disability of slaves to contract is their
inability to contract marriage at law. But still there exists a
state of matrimony, which is sole= -ized by the church, and
considered as binding between the rtu ^. It is a kind of con-
tubernium, which is mercifully recc ^:

. ; )y the law in cases of
offences between parents and childrtu, so tar as it is a question
of the motive. It results from this contubernial relation that
the laws of several States absolutely forbid the separation of
slave-parents and children; and the general tendency of
legislation in the South is to prevent, as far as possible, the
separation of families.

The slave may act as the agent of his master with his autho-
rization, in which case the master is responsible for his acts.
In only a few cases do exceptions to this rule occur, where it
would be impolitic to place the slaves in a position to inflict
injury upon others.

It follows, also, from the incapacity of a slave to contract and
acquire property, that he cannot be a party to a suit in a Court
of Law. There is one exception only—the suit for freedom,
actio de liberali caussa—which may be brought by a slave, who'
is free, but unlawfully deprived of his freedom. This action is
pureh, personal, and cannot, therefore, be instituted by anyone
else than the slave interested ; it is not subject to the ' limita-
tion of actions ;

'
and even in case that the slave entitled to

freedom allows himself to be sold without making mention of
the fact, this cannot bar his right to bring the action at any
future time.

We have attempted above to give a brief idea of the protec-
tion thrown around the slave by the law, as well as of his dis-
abilities. No effort has been made to depict the condition of
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the slave in the Southern States as better than it is ; and while
admitting the duty of the Southern people to direct legislation
so as to avoid, the most possible, any abuses that migiit arise
from accidental circumstances, we maintain that the condition of
the slave is at present far from being oppressive, and that ser-
vitude in the South is free from the greater evils attaching to
other systems of slavery with which we are acquainted.

III. Manumission and Ejiancipation.

The manumission of slaves in America is almost coeval with
the introduction of slavery upon that continent. Individual cases
of it have always been allowed, and there have never been want-
ing persons to bestow the gift of liberty on their slaves. Too
frequent has the right to manumit been abused in America

;

and this has resulted in the enactment of laws in certain States,'
by which restraints are placed upon it. Obviously it is contrary
to the public policy to permit a numerous class of indolent and
vicious persons to be cast as a burden upon the State. To
prevent such a deplorable result, restrictions have, very pro-
perly, in some States been imposed upon the right of manu-
mis on. Among these is the enactment, that liberated slaves
be required to quit the State. It has also very wisely been for-
bidden to free the aged, young, decrepit, and sick, who would
be unable to provide for themselves, and thus become a burden
and expense to the Commonwealth ; and the obligation to care
for such slaves is made incumbent upon the master. Conse-
quently, in some instances, a certain ago is fix-d by law, before
and after which manumission shall not be permitted. On the
other hand, the master has not the right, under any circum-
stances, to free his slaves u'ith intent to defraud his creditors
With the exception of these restrictions, there is no impediment
to manumission of the slaves in the Southern States.
The forms to be observed in liljerating slaves are not unneces-

sarily .trict. Manumission may be effected in presenti, in
futuro, by parol, by writing, and by inference. In some States
however, it is not allowed to free slaves by testament directly^
as in Alabama, Maryland, and Mississippi ; but even here it
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may be accomplished indirectly when the testator imposes it

upon his executor testamenti in his will.

It must not, however, be supposed that the slave, in becoming
free, thereby acquires the rights of a citizen. With the excep-
tion of a few Northern States, the free negro nowhere enjoys
the privilege of citizenship ; and, as was decided in the Drcd
Scott case,* the negro cannot become a citizen of the United
States. In the Southern States the condition of the free negroes
is not very different from that of the dedititii among the citizens
of Rome

; they are under the supervision of the police, are not
allowed to bear arms, and, from considerations of public policy,
are not permitted to hold property in slaves. The free negro
must also have a prochein ami or patronus in the South, wdio
contracts for him.

The amalgamation of whites with blacks operates to disqualify
the issue for the rights of free citizens in the entire South
and in many Northern States.

^

One of the most interesting and instructive fields for inves-
tigation is furnished by the examination of the influence of
liberty upon the. • „.ce of African negroes. Experiments have
been made in the Northern States, where slavery was abolished
years ago, in the West Indies and in Africa. The results in the
Northern States, as stated by Northern men, and confirmed by
the census returns, are furnished by Cobb in his excellent work,
to which reference has already been made. We extract the
following : f

—

' The number of negroes emancipated in the United States
was comparatively small, but the effects do not vary materially,
as to their condition, from those already noticed. The fact of
their limited number, as well as the additional facts, that pre-
vious to their emancipation they were employed but little in
agricultural pursuits, and that the nature of the agriculture of
the Northern States of the Union was illy suited to this species
of labour, protected the prosperity of those States from the
depressing influences experienced elsewhere from the abolition
of slavery. That their physical condition does not compare

* Scott V. Sanfoi-tl, 19. Howard, S. C. 1.

t Cobb. eh. xv. p. cci. et seq.

V
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fovoural>]y with that of the slaves of the South, is evident from
he decennial census of the United States, showing a much

larger mcrease in the latter than in the former. No surer test
can be applied.

' In order to obtain accurate information, I sent a circular to
the Governors and leading politicians of the non-slaveholdin.
btates. I received answers as follows :—

°

' Maine—lion. I. J. D. Fuller.

' Fermo?2^—Hon. J. Meacham.
' Connectlciit~~GoY, Pond, and Hon. 0. S. Seymour.
'Mhode Mand—Hon. B. B. Thurston.
' Neiv JerseTj—Grov, Foot.
* ]S^eiv York—Ilon. S. G-. P[aven.
' Pennsylvania—Hon. E. D. Ingraham.
' Indiana—Gov. Wright.
* Illinois—Gov. Matteson, Hon. W. A. Richardson.
' /om*—Judge lAIason, Hon. Mr. Hern.
' Mlchl(/an—Gov. Parsons.'

A. With eeference to the Physical Condition.

^

Maine.—
^
The condition of the negro population varies • but

IS very far below the whites.'

Vermo7it^' Theiv condition and character have c^reat
varieties. They are not in as good a condition as the whites.'
Connedwut-Gov. Pond says: ^ The condition of the neo-ro

population, as a class, is not thrifty, and does not compare
favourably with the whites. There are many, comparatively
speaking, who are industrious.'

Mode Island.-' They are, generally, industrious and frucral.'
I^e^oJerself.-' Their condition is debased; with few excep-

tions very poor
; generally indolent.'

Keiv York.-^ The condition of the negro is diversified-
some prosperous, some industrious. They have no social rela-
tions with the whites. Generally on about the same level that
whites would occupy with like antecedent.'

I'eunsylvania.-'
I deem the condition of the ne-ro popu-

lation in this State to be that of a d..orad<.] class, much de-
teriorated by freedom. They are not industrious.'

I
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Indiana.—' They are not prosperous. The majority of them
are not doing well. We have sent off thirty or forty this year
to Liberia, and hope to send off one hundred or more, next
year, and finally to get rid of all we have in the State, and do
not intend to have another negro or mulatto come into the
State.'

Illinois.—' As a class, they are thriftless and idle. Their
condition flir inferior to that of the whites.' (Gov.) ' About
the towns and cities, idle and dissolute, with exceptions. In
the rural districts, many are industrious and prosperous.'
(H. Kichardson.)

loiva.—' Very few negroes in Iowa. Far above the condition
of those met with in our Eastern cities.'

Mlchhjan.—' To\evixh\y prosperous. Far behind the white
population.'

B. WiTir REFERENCE TO THE INTELLECTUAL CONDITION.

^
Maine.—' Admitted into the public schools with the whites.

Very fer below them in education.'

Ferrno)!^.—* Generally able to read and write; a few are
liberally educated ; not like the whites.'

Connecticut.—' Fall much below the whites in education.'
Rhode Island.—' Some are educated in the district schools.

Compare well with the whites of their condition.'

_

New Jersey.—' Generally ignorant. Far below the whites
in intelligence.'

New Yorh—' Generally very poorly, or but little educated.'
Pennsylvania.-' .>^ot educated. It is remarkable that almost

all the decent and respectable negroes we have, have been
household slaves in some Southern State.'

Indiana.—' Not educated.'

Illinois.—* Ignorant.' (Gov.)

Michigan.—' Not generally educated. Far below the whites.'

C. With reference to the IMoral Condition.

Maine.—' Far below the whites.'

Vermont.—' Not as good as the whites.'

% i

^

^
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Connecticut— ^ Does not compare favourably with the
whites.' (Gov.) ' They are, with us, an inferior caste; and in
niorahty fall much below the whites.' (Seymour.)

^^e^v Jersey.—^ Immoral
; vicious animal propensities ; drunk-

enness, theft, and promiscuous sexual intercourse quite com-
mon. One-fourth of the criminals in the State prison are
coloured persons; while they constitute only one twenty-fifth of
the population.'

JS'^etv York—' Diversified ; some moral.'
Pennsylvania.-^ Immoral. I am satisfied, from forty years'

attention to the subject, that the removal of the wholesome
restramt of slavery, and the consequent absence of the stimulus
of the coercion to labour of that condition, have materially
affected their condition for the worse. They exhibit all the
characteristics of an inferior race, to whose personal comfort
happiness, and morality, the supervision, restraint, and coercion
ot a superior race seem absolutely necessary.'
Indiana.—' In many instances very immoral.'
/^^i,iois._^ Thriftless, idle, ignorant, and vicious.' (Gov)In towns and cities dissolute, with exceptions.' (Richardson.)
/oira.—' Of a fair character.'

^

3/^-c/t/(/a/i.-^ Tolerably moral. Far below the whites.'

_

' Notwithstanding the very laboured efforts made for their
intellectual improvement, taken as a body, they have made no
advancement. Averse to pliysical labour, they are equally averse
o intelectual effort. The young negro acquires'readi^X

first rudimenis of education, where memory and imitation are
chiefly brought into action, but for any higher effort of reasonand judgment he is, as a general rule, utterly incapable

^ His moral condition compares unfavourably with that of theslave of the South. He seeks the cities and towns, and indulges
freely m those vices to which his nature inclines him. ffis
friends mveigh against "the prejudice of colour," but he risesno higher m Mexico, Central America, New Grenada, or Brazilwhere no such prejudice exist. The cause lies deeper : in the'nature and constitution of the negro race.
^The emancipated negroes do not enjoy full and equal civiland political rights in any State in the Union, except the State
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of Vermont. In several of the States they are not permitted to

vote,* iu some under peculiar restrictions.! In almost every

State where the matter has been made a subject of legislation,

inter-mavriages with the whites are forbidden.^ In none are

such marriages at all common. § In many they are forbidden

to serve as jurors, or to be sworn as witnesses against a white

person,
II
or hold any elective office.lF

' The criminal statistics of the slaveholding and non-slave-

holding States show that the proportion of crime committed by

negroes in the former does not reach the ratio of this population

as compared with the whites,** v/hile in the ' -tr.'r the ratio is

much greater. The same is true of the statis^Io- of mortality

and disease. The apparent disproportion in the former case is

greater than the truth, as many petty crimes by slaves do not

reach the courts; and in the latter, it may be truly said that the

Southern climate is more favourable to the health and longevity

of the negro. But making due allowances in both cases for

these causes, it is still true, that the negroes are less addicted to

crime, and more healthy and long-lived, in a state of slavery

than of freedom.' ff

In spite of the skill of the British philanthropists, all efforts

to save the free negroes in the West Indies have proved vain
;

Jamaica and the other English islands are retrograding at a pace

that astonishes even the enemies of slavery. Hayti affords a

* Connocticut, Ni'W Jorscy, Pennsylvania, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Miuliigan.

t N.'W York.

\ Maine, Ehodo Island, Indiana, Illinois, jVIicIiigan.

§ Connocticut—Issue cannot vote. New Jersey—No legislation, and no cases

of such marriage. New York—Issue considered as blacks. Pennsylvania—Issue
considered as blacks. Iowa—No sucli cases.

II
Connecticut, New Jersey, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa.

^ Connecticut, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan.
** Judge Starnes, of Georgia, published several articles, giving statistics on this

point, wortliy of a more lasting existence tlian derived from the columns of ii

newspaper.

ft In giving my conclusions as to tlie free negroes of the North, I have relied

on numberless authorities, combined with personal observation. I subjoin only a
few: Paulding, on Slavery ; Abolition, a Sedition, by a Northern Man; Eishop
Hopkins's American Citizen, p. 13o; Seaboard Slave States, p. 125; Eeports of
American Colonization Society

; Report of Naval Committee of House of Kepre-
sentatives on Establishing a Line of Mail Steamers to Liberia (18o{»); Negro-
mania, by John Campbell, being a Collection of Paper'^ ' <y distinguished men, I
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picture of barbarism already attained
; wliilo little more can be

said in favour of Mexico. Liberia and Sierra Leone corroborate
tbe conclusionn at which we have arrived in regard to the African
uegroes in the Xevv World. And the history of the race in
Africa eoniirms the experience of modern times. This has been
expressed mo. r briefly by a distinguished French authority as
tol ow,s:-'Ni les sciences de I'Egypte, ni la puissance commer-
ciale de Carthage, ni la domination des Romaius en Afrique
n out pu faire peneti er chez eux la civilisation.' *

On the other hand, it seems well established that ^he ne-ro
approaches more nearly a state of civilization, experiences the
greatest happiness, and attains the highest degree of develope-
ment of which his nature is susceptible, in a state of bonda-e.
And, though the race may be thus elevated to a semi-civilizati"on
while in a state of slavery, as soon as it is emancipated, it com-
mences instantly to relapse into that hopeless barbarism from
which the superior race had raised it. Charles Hamilton Smith
an Englishman, says of them, ^They have never comprehended
what they have learned, nor retained a civilization tauoht them
by contact with more refined nations, as soon as that contact
had ceased.' f Again, Carlyle, in addressing himself to the eman-
cipated slaves of the West Indies, gives an excellent common-
sense view of the question. He says, ' You are not slaves now ^

Aor do I wish, if it can be avoided, to see you slaves again ; but
decidedly, you will have to be servants to those that are born
wiser than you, that are born lords of you ; servants to the
whites If they are (as what mortal man can doubt they are '^)

born wiser than you. That, you may depend on it, my obscure
black friends, is and was always the law of the world for you and
tor all men to be servants, the more foolish of us to the more

f
^'^^ Heaven's laws are not repealable by earth

liowever earth may try.';f With history and experience to
enlighten us, no room seems left to doubt the baneful influence
of liberty upon the negroes, whether it be i,^ ..leir own Africa
or in the midst of the white race.

'

* Leviivasseur, Eschivage do la Kuce Noiro p 77
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From the inoment of the breakino- out of the war, the ciues-
tion of the emancipation of the shives in the Southern States has
not ceased to be agitated. For the Southerners, and for
Europerais too, this question has a practical side. First of all,

the en(|uiry presents itself, Ts a general emancipation possible?
No reasonable person will contend that under any circumstances
emancipation could be advocated, without indemnilication
for the parties interested. The Irst insurmountable obstacle,
then, to be encountered is the amount of property represented
by the slaves. The number of these is about 4,()00,00() ; and if

we calculate their average value at 125^. per head, a low estimate
before the commencement of the war, we shall find their total
vvorth to be 500,000,000/. Now Mr. Lincoln has proposed to
Congress to pass a law for the indemnification of slave-holders
in those States that might be disposed to abolish slavery. But
if it could be supposed that the Southern States, intimidated by
Lincoln's proclamation of emancipation, should suddenly become
' loyal

'
to the Union, and then determine to abolish slavery,

how would it be possible for Congress to obtain any considerable
part of the sum of 500,000,000/., in view of the fact that the
Federal Government is already almost a declared bankrupt ?
Can the idea be entertained for a moment that the Northern
people would impose a tax upon themselves, necessary to raise
this amount, out of love for the negroes ? The manner in which
the free negro is treated in the North will furnish the best reply.

Should slave labour be abolished in the South, the landed
property that would thereby become valueless or unprofitable
may be estimated at quite half of the value of the slaves. Thus
we should have for the entire immediate interests which
would be ruined by emancipation, the respectable amount of
750,000,000/.—a sum just 37i times as large as that paid by
England for emancipating her slaves in the West Indies.

Another point for consideration is the proba],le eflfect of
emancipation upon the industry, commerce, and prosperity of
the world. The influence of slave labour for the advancement
of the civilization and prosperity of the world has been incalcu-
lable. The universal suffering that has already resulted from
the interruption of the supply of the products of slave labour,
durnig the present war, may serve as a slight indication of that
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te.minate only m the extermination of one or the other Cananyone doubt which side would be victorious? Are the philtnrop.ts w. Hug and prepared to accomplish the 11 aC";-the negro slaves at the price of the a .ihilation of their race inAmerica? Is, indeed, the benefit worthy of the s«c„:^I? Canany reasonable man, then, hesitate to oppose general elncip"Hon a^ bemg impracticable and imwise ? From the foretXconsiderations we think ourselves justified in Je tingXtgeneral emancipation of the 4,000,000 of slaves in lelfouthem

Should, however, slave labour in the South cease to h. tl
most profitable, or should the products of the Cth b onunnecessary to the civilized world, or should the slaves bechanged, either by a miracle or by the influence ofsW so

M Itself. All history teaches us that no people have ever beenetained pemanently in bondage, if they wefe fit for freedomUntil th^efore, these results shall be accomplished, siarywdiremain a benefit to the slaves, a necessity for the hunia'r:
'
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